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PREFACE
The search for and the development of the material
that has gone into the construction of this thesis have
been both interesting and profitable.

No casual or random

reading of a few periodicals and a newspaper or two could
possibly have given .the WTiter as complete an understanding
ot the issues and tactics of tne campaign as did the preparation of a thesis on the subject.

FurtnermQre, the

study of a contemporary political drama oarries with it
an interest and suspense not inherent in a

!!!!

aooo.mpli.

On the other hand it must be admitted that such a
study has its disadvantages,

It is difficult to take a

detached and impartial view of a problem while in the
midst of it.

t

One is assailed with all the prejudices,

propaganda and falsehoods that accompany a partisan political campaign.

Although they are interesting to observe

and record as tactics, they do obscure the truth.
opinion is rare; predictions are legion.

Seasoned

Under such cir-

cumstances it is easy to arrive at fallacious conclusions.
However, as the writer looks back over the past half
year he can think of no subject more attractive than the
one he selected, even though in the light of subsequent
developments he may have to alter some of his opinions.
Of any students who may chance to read the following
pages he asks a certain amount of consideration for the
practical difficulties involved in their preparation.

·'\

ii

But to those same students he would suggest in the interests
of citizenship a study of some phase of America's most
attractive sport, the great game of politics.

iii
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INTRODUCTION
It is difficult, if not impossible, to say just when
.

a political campaign "starts 11 •

l

Certainly the Democrats

took advantage of the power and opportunities that their
position afforded and from the spring of 1933 on nev;er
stopped campaigning.

On the other hand, as far as the layman
·''

co uld discern the Republicans too k to cover for a considerable period of time.

Of

co ~ se

there wa s sca t te ri ng

a c tion on the part of i n divi dua ls, papers , and

p eri~dicels,

h ut epparen tly no concerted move from heaQ,quart er .s ,
.'

As the president i al y ear approached there were signs
of activities in Republican circles,

Jvllhen did Gov ernor

· La ndon, not to mention the other candidates for the nominat ion, begin campaigning?

Who was the first man who ''mem-

tioned" the matter to him?

It was, we know, long before

t1r, Hearst "discovered" the Governor ,

The moderately

young men who supported 1/.i r. J;,andon began the "build up"
ea rly in 19 3 5.

The s ame thing was true of those who

pr omoted the other candidates.
However, for the purpose of this thesis the presidential campaign of 1936 began with the June nominating conventions.

At those times the candidates were selected.

(Although there was never any doubt as to whom the Democrats would choose.)

After the conventions the public had

its first opportunity to weigh one nominee against the other. _
1

"Using the term broadly , it may be said that political
campaigning is continuous in the United States". Robert
C. Brooks, Political Parties and Electoral Problems,
XII, 357.

The conventions were the first big political shows.

viii
They

also offered the country the official platforms upon the
principles of which the candida tes were supposed to stand.
In short, with the convention s the big fight was on .
I do not think it necessary to discuss the two main
conventions.

Their chara cter is well known.

They have

been praised and condemned, according to the viewpoint of
the writers.
take long.

The real serious busine ss of each didn't
The parading and a ll the rest were thr own in

just, I suppose, to make them seem like conven tion s.
any rate, each gave us a nominee and a
I have discussed the minor

At

p~~tfofm.

parti ~s o~ ly

incidentally.

The Union Party, starting out with great promise, soon
showed evidences of disintegra tion.

By November 1 it had

ceased to be a factor, even for speculation.
only 893,747 votes, more than all
combined.

1

minor parties

Therefore, the non-major party vote was

comparatively small and
election.

ot ~ er

It polled

h~ d

no apparent effect on the

Practically the entire

velt vs. Landon contest.

ca~paign

was a Roose-

Cons equently only the relation-

ship of the Democratic and Republican Parties to the campaign was been discussed.

The United States came out of

the contest as she entered it, a two-party government.

1

According to United Press compilations the total minor
party vote was 1,219,784. Sacramento Bee, December 16,1936.
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'I'l-ffi PRZSID:;::;rn., IAL Cj:J.J rAI GH OF 1936

'I'HE LA.liDOlJ BUILD-1JP

Ever y i mport ant Pr es identi a l c a ndida te, if he follows
t he tine-tried t e chni n,ue , pa sses through four succe s sive
st ages :
1 . l.:Ie nti on--J!'r iends loudly " men tiontt him us a White
Eo use possibility.
2 . Publicity--Boo s ter s wor lc to s et his n ame a nd a ccomp li shments in pr int , He himse lf whet s the public curio si t y
by p l ay ing shy a nd declining t o say whe ther he is or is not
e. c a ndida te.
3. Exh ibition- ~Supp orter s a rran e e informa l ga t he rings
to show him off before powerful ond potenti al b e, ckers.
4 . Dec lara tion ... -IIe openly a dmits his c a ndidta cy by
enteri ng h is name on the l)res i de ntial pre ference ba llots
in Gte. te pri mary elect ions .1
In America we ha ve the tr a dition t ha t the office should
seek the .:na n.

Or t o be more exa ct, tha t a ma n should seek an

offi ce o n l y a ft er ins istent demands by his fellow citizens.
But in politics one sh ou ld never inquire just who his fellow
ci ti zens a re or wha t motives L11pel them to support
offi ceholder .

a p otenti al

That the governor of an average-sized Americ a n

[.;te.te should be eleva t ed to the c a ndida cy for the gre a te s t
ele ctive office in the world is one of the pol i tic a l phenomena ··
of the ag e.

By what stag e se tting s this wa s a ccomplished and

who conducted thi s dra.,.11a to such a magnifi ca nt climax will
never be full y r e vea le d to the Americ an elector a te.

How ever,

by a thoroug h se a rch of t he p eriodic a l and news pape r files
the truth may be epproxi me. ted.
Ob vi ously a silk
ee. r.

~J urse

c a n...r10t be ma de out of a sow's

Without some sort of et f a vorable politic a l background

t h e most Hstute m.ru1i p ula tor s c a nnot build a man into a
1 Ti me, 2::1.'\TI (December 2 1, 1935) 8 .

2

Presidential nominee.

Governor Alfred Mossman Landon had

been a fairly successful state politician.
his career, as I shall point out, certain

There were in
even

f~vorable,

fortuitous, circumstances that his supporters made much
capital of.
A Sh~t Biography of Governor Landon!
Governor Landon was born in West Middlesex, Pennsylvania, September 9, 1887.

His father, John Landon, was an

independent oilman and as such moved about t he country a
great deal.

The family finally settled in Kansas,

Landon graduated from Kansas Universit y in l ; Os,
degree of L. L, B.

He had s t udied law but be did

to follow the bar as a profession.

Alf

w~ th

~ at

the
care

Instead, he worked in

a bank in Independence for four years where be received valuable training, particularly in regard to

oi~

well leasing.

Four years after his graduation from Kansas University he
went into the oil game for himself and has been in it ever
since.

As a result of his oil operations his fortune is vari ..

ously estimated at from one-half to three-quarters of a
million dollars.

More important than this comfortable fortune

(not too large to embarass him politically) his oil business
has given him rather a wide acquaintance throughout Kansas
and neighboring states.
Governor Landon loves and enjoys his family life.
has beeri married twice.

He

His first wife died in 1918 when

1 The first portion of the material found in the pages to
follow was taken from "The Landon Boom", Fortune, XIII,
(March, 1936) 76. Other sources are duly referred to.)

3

their daughter, Margaret (Peggy) Anne, was an infant.
years later he married the present Mrs. Landon.
charming and capable.

Several

She is both

They have two small children to whom

the Governor is deeply attached.
co-ed at Kansas University.

Peggy Anne is now a senior

She has been the most-photographed

young woman in America.
Politically, the Governor of Kansas had had oonsiderable
experience, most of it comparatively local.

In ooll age he

received the niclmame of "the Fox" because

ot his oampus

manipulations, both inside and outside hie

frater~ity

and always behind the scenes,

His oil

b~einess

house,

made him many

acquaintances throughout Kansas and this fact opened the road
to real politics.

He

Served a short term as private secretary to Governor Henry J.
Allen, Two years later he helped campaign for William Allen
White,, who was running as an independent candid~te for
Governor for the sole purpose of combating the Klan-supported
Republican and Democratic candidates, Editor White had consented to run in the cause of public service on the safe
assurance of his friends that he would not be elected. Landon
became a familiar figure at state political gatherings and
conferences of Progressive groups, and was a member of the
inner circle.

His rather was -an early Bull Mooser and might

have been Bull Moose candidate tar Governor in 1914 if his
job as receiver for the Kansas Natural Gas Co. ~ad not disqualif1ed him in the eyes of the party leaders.

Not until 1927 did Mr. Landon go into politics in a real
big way.

Up till then politics were for him either an

avocational game or an exploratory cruise, as one prefers to
regard this portion of his life.

He was then forty years of

age, financially independent and with his permanent teeth,
politically speaking, pressing hard upon the base of his child1 "The Landon Boom", ~· cit., 122.)

4

hood set.

In 1928 he managed Clyde Reed's campaign for the

governor ship.

Reed was elected and Mr. Landon was named the

chairman of the Republican State Committee.

I do not know

how much he contributed to the efficiency of the machine but
it is certain that it gave him an intimate knowledge of state
and county politics.
Reed lost the Republican nomination in 1930 and Landon
went into defeat with him.

Beoause of intra-pe.l'ty friction

Reed threw his support to the Democratic
Woodring, who was elected.

o andid~te, H~rry

Dur ing the next

Landon reassembled, or patched

~p,

depending upon one's point ot view.

the

yea~

Rep~blic~n

or so Mr.
maohine,

The result was a coalition,

with extreme liberals and extreme conservatives left out.

In

Kansas this process was known as "harmonizing" the Republicans.
But Mr. Reed was overlooked so there was at least one
cordant note.

dis~

The final result was that Mr, Landon was

nominated Republican candidate for Governor,

By the slim

margin of 6,000 votes he defeated Governor Woodring.

His

election was somewhat remarkable for two reasons, first,
because Woodring had given Kansas a good administration, and
second, because ·it was the Democrats' year, even though Kansas
has been traditionally Republican.

Ironically enough, the

teachers of Kansas were opposed to Woodring because of his
economy platform.

In 1934 Landon was re-elected by a 62,000

majority.
The foregoing statements are beyond dispute.

The

controversy over Mr. Landon rages around his record as a twoterm governor of Kansas.

Apparently the people of Kansas

5

approved this record a nd ha d h e not soue:;ht a wider field of
a c ti vi ties the n8 tion a s a whole would not he.ve been concerned.

·vvhat happ ened wa s th a t first his intimate b a ckers

a nd then his pa rty tried to convince the nation that the
s 8me p ersona l Qua lities ond the same t a ctics that were good
for Kc ns a s were good for the country.

The result of those

ende avor s is ncrw a matter of reco r d.
Governor Landon a s a Preside ntial
In the ea rly pa rt of
less.

1~35

Pos ~i bili ty

the Rep ublicans were leader-

l!Iany stars were seen i n the Republican he a vens.

At

the time none seemed briGht a nd stea dy enough to g uide their
dest inies.

But a presid enti a l candidate must be c apable of

doing more t han le a ding Republicans.

He must be e ble to

make Rep ublic a ns, and to join them all on election day.

And

s o, a fter looking over his c a reer, certa in Kans a ns came to
the conclusion t ha t their governor possessed just those
qual ities th at waul d le a d the Republicans back to Washing ton.
Briefl y surrunarized here is what they found:
1. A man born in a sta te holding 36 elector a l votes,
Pennsylvania , a n eastern indus tri a l center.
2. A man living in a western plains state where Democ rHtic influence

W8.S

str ong .

3. A sue cessful business man, one from the people and
close to the people.
4. A successful politician.

He was a governor who could

win in a DeEJ.ocrat ic l andslide.
5. A man with a n honora ble, though brief, military record.
6 . A man whose pri va.te life wa s beyond repro a ch and

6

whos e f amily wa s e qus. lly hon oro.ble a nd who were, in addition,
charmin G snd attra ctive.
7. A me.n c a p e.b le of "h a rl~onizing " the dis'corda nt elements
both in his own party a nd in the sta te le e islatlU'e,
8. A ma n wh o had ma de a good g overnor. He had insisted
u pon business-like prncti ce s in the sta te government end hs.d
influenced the loc e.l governJnents to the s e.me end,
" budge t b a lancer '' .

H e was a

re l<new the V8.lue of money,

9 , A f a irly young ma n, vi g orous end he a lthy,
10. A ProteE:t nnt and a mem ber of a n esta blished Am.eric an
f ami ly .
In s hort, i·Ir. J.,e. ndon ha d first-cla ss a va ila bi l ity but
f ew r eople out s ide of Ka ns a s k new it.

It was the t a sk of

his friends . to . e d uc a te the n Gtion and yet make the n ation
bel ieve tha t it
da t e ,

h ~e, d

11

found 11 an a dmira ble presidenti a l c a ndi-

They did their work excellently,

Here is how it wa s

c: ccomp li shed.
In their se a rch for pre s identi a l c a ndid a tes, party
l e a de r s ha ve found g ove r nors , cone re ssmen a nd c a binet
o f ficers e x cellent mate ri a l.

They h a ve produced the last

ten presidents of the United St ates . 1

Of e r~ual import ance

mo st politica l stra t e g ists v-..e re convinced that the 1936
c c.mpa i g n v\O uld be deci ded by the course t a ken by the pla ins
a re a .

And so in view of the f a ct tha t Governor La ndon h a d

bee n t wice sent to Topeka , the fir s t ti me in the f a. ce of a
Roosevelt landslide, it was not difficult for politice.l
1 Dr. H. R. Eisel en, Lec t ure , "P olitical Pa rties o. nd Elections",
s ~wner S ession, 1 936 .

7

attention to be focused on him.
Introducing a Governor to the Nation
In short, Governor Landon possessed a record that could
be talked up, and if necessary, considerably enlarged. _This,
certain of his close friends were not slow to see.
men have been referred to as "The Kansas City

~

These
Crowd".

The most important of the "crowd" was President George Longan,
Editor Henry Haskell, Managing Editor Roy Roberts, and Manager
of the Kansas bureau, Laoey Haynes.
Frank R, Kent attributes the "Landon Build-Up" to the
what he oalls the "Kan~f:J Gang".l

influence and I!l\nagement

of

In additlon to the

Crowd" he

"S~ar

n~d

the following:

Osoar Stauffer, publis.her of eight Kansas papers and chairman of the first Landon-for-President committee; Fred
Brinkerhoff • editor of Pillsburg,

Kans~s.

Headlight and SWl.

(These, with Roberts and Haynes, put up $500 eacp to start
the campai€Jl); Henry J. Allen, William Allen White, and
John P. Harris, newspaper men; Fred Harris, lawyer; and John
D. M. Hamilton.
The Kansas Citz

~

is traditionally Republican.

How-

ever, for certain reasons, in 1932 it had backed Democratic
Governor Harry Woodring for re-election.
by Alf Landon the Star
the new governor.
having.

~ediately

When he was defeated

transferred its support to

The support of the

~

is well worth

It has a circulation of some quarter of a million.

Hence in the early part of 1935 articles began to appear
1 "The Kansas Gang", American Magazine, CX:X:II (October, 1936)
16.

8

"mentioning" Governor Landon in the same political class with
Knox, Vandenberg, Hoover, Borah and others.

The story got

out that Mr. Landon had balanced the Kansas state budget and
that he had brought pressure to bear upon the local units to
do likewise.
On July 3, 1935, Governor Landon was the radio guest of
the National Economy League.

The broadcast was national and

the subject was , of course, "Kansas Balances Her Budget".
From now on things began to happen,

in spite of any-

a~ost

thing the Governor or his friends could do.

Wit~in ~

month

Mr. Hearst sent an investiga t1ng· comm.! ttee to Kapsas openly.
It was reported that secret agents were also at w::>r}{.

Later

in December he himself descended upon Topeka, took lunch with

Mr. Landon, and went away satisfied. 1

He had "discovered" a

Republican winner.
Even before he made this

Mr. Hearst had set

"discov~~y"

in motion his gigantic publishing machinery.
~t·

..

The daily press

told the nation of the virtues of the budget balancer of
Kansas.
In addition to the press tre Hearst periodicals took up
the story and with picture and sixth-grade English gave the
nation a portrait of the "Kansas Coolidge".
gave him a big write-up in Cosmopolitanf

Daymon Runyon

Mr. Runyon opened

his article with:
1 "The Landon Boom", ~· cit.
2 "Horse & Buggy Governor", XCIX (November, 1935) 30.
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Oh the roosters they
Oh the roosters they
Oh the roosters they
beer kegs,
And there's whiskers
Kansas.
A miracle?

lay eggs in Kansas,
lay eggs in Kansas ,
lay eggs, as big a s
on their legs, in

Not at all when compared with taki ng a

state out of the red.

There followed graphic and oomplete

details of Mr . Landon's accomplishments and personal traits.
He was considered, said Mr . Runyon, by many of his fellow
Republicans as the "Republican party' s prayer tor a strong
Presidential candidate in 1936".
A man's presiden tial qualifications are
siderably if he has

~n

a ttra cti ve fami l y.

~prov~d

con-

Accordingly Adela

Rogers St, Johns did for the Landon family in ~ood ~ousekeeping 1
what Daymon Runyon did for the Governor himself,

The author

said that if it had not been for the tact that she was flying
from coast to coast and had of necessity passed over Kansas,
she would not have ha. d the real adventure of meeting the
Landon family,

Mrs. Landon is no mean economist herself.

And

it is a pity the nation can't see those two small children.

"I claim," she said, "that Nancy Jo and Jack are something
rather special in the way of small

ch~ldren"-

And everybody

was shouting that Alf Landon had really balan.c ed the budget.
Landon articles were appearing in other magazines as well.
One recited the governor's power to save money and concluded, 2
"Governor Landon is coming forward as the foil for Roosevelt
1 "Adventures in Kansas", 101 (November, 1935) 24.
2 Raymond Clapper, "Is Roosevelt's Throne Tottering?",
Review of Reviews, XCII (September, 1935) 24.

10

the spender".

In mid-summer we read tha t "His (Landon's)

friends -- and he has quite a number -- have been in Washington this year boosting him for the nomination."

But

privately these same friends "assert. that Governor Landon
is splendid Vice-Presidential candidate t imber" • 1
How much of all this publicity was due to the work of
the "Star Crowd" or the "Kansas Gang"?

From this di stance

it is difficult to say definitel y but it is only rea sonable
to suppose that t hey were beh ind the mos t of i t, a t least in
the beginning.
happen.

It

i~

naive to suppose t hat

~ ~ oh

things just

At any rate, nearly all of this publi city was free,

As the spring of' 1936 approached it became m.or e plentiful and
gratuitous, as I have already sbown.
~~

-The Na tion, Time, News

Review£! Reviews , Scholastic, the

.,........_

~ R epubl i c,

and more, carried articles of praise or criticism,

.......,._

Harpers

The writers

of the country were wearing a path to Topeka.
Meanwhile the Landon boosters were at work at more open
activities.

They established modest headquarters and organ-

ized Landon-for-President clubs.

In the latter part of 1935

Mr. Landon went out of his state to address the Ohio Chambe:r·

of Commerce in Cleveland on his pet theme of economy in Kansas.
Thus far, however, Governor Landon had not declared his
candidacy.

Neither had he denied the suggestions that in him

was the forthcoming Republican leader.
29, 1936, the opportunity came.

The program committee invited

Mr. Landon to be the speaker of the day.
1

On Kansas Day, January

This was his

Alice Roosevelt Longworth, "The Republicans Start Looking
Around", Ladies Home Journal, LII (July, 1935) 3.

11
opportunity.

The most of his speech was devoted to a

criticism of the New Deal.

He did not specifically say that

he would consent to run for the Presidency. But his speech
conveyed that impression. 1 His supporters ~ent the rest
of their time prior to the convention in Cleveland in promoting additional publicity, on getting him on the state
preferential ballots, and otherwise organizing the tendon-forPresident movement.

Ther brought John D. M. Hamilton into

the ring, named him campai gn l!lane,ger end primed him for the
nomination speech.

Hamilton• called "youthful" (hE;t is forty-

four) had bad political experience.

At one time as political

manager for Clyde M. Reed he was opposed to Landon.

He had

been executive assistant to Chairman Henry P. Fletcher.2

In

addition he was counsel for the Republican National Committee,
an organizer of the Grass Roots Conference, and· organizer of
the G.

o.

P.'s western campaign headquarters in Chicago. 3

Frank R. Kent 4 summarized their activities in the following
sta teroont:
It was they who actively nursed the L~don boom, advised,
guided and steered him through the pre~convention campaign,
ran the gathering far him, checked the delegates as they
arrived, launched the nomination, threw the so-called Old
Guard -- only frayed remnants of which were left, anyway
out of the convention window and assumed complete organization control with the election of John Daniel Miller
Hamilton as chairman of the National Committee.

1

"The Landon Boom", .2£.• cit.

2 Frank R. Kent,~· cit.
3 Time, XXVI (October 14, 1935) 15.
4

.9..E.. Cit. , 15>.
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Colonel Frank Knox -- Landon Running Mate
Unlike Governor Landon, Colonel Knox needed no preconvention build-up to int r oduoe him to the American peopl e .
All that

v1n.s

n e cessary was that they be reminded of who

Frank Knox was.
Colonel Knox is a publisher by profession.

He began

in Michigan long ago by taking over some nearly defunct
country papers and making
New

Ha~pshire.

Boston as

the~

pay.

From there he went to

Mr. Hears t got hold ot him and sent him to

~nager

of th e Ameri can and Advertiser .

he bought the Chicago Daill

~

In 1931

which he has s i nce been

operating under his own name. l
Politically Colonel Knox had been very active.
he was Michigan's Republican State Chairman.

In 1910

In 1912 he

joined the Bull Moose forces and was made mid-west campaign
manager for Theodore Roosevelt.

In 1916 he again worked for

Theodore Roosevelt, and in 1920 he campaigned for Leonard Wood.
New Hampshire Republicans made him their gubernatorial candidate in 1924. but he was defeated.

In 1934 he helped raise

f unds in several cities for an empty Republican chest.

Begin-

ning in September 1935 he was "mentioned" for the presidency.
In an Iowa poll of precinct committeemen he was number two
man for the nomination. 2
Raymond Clapper, in a discussion of presidential possi1

"G

o P Possibilities",

~'

XXVI (October 14, 1935} 15.

2 ~~o is Frank Knox?", Fortune, XII (November, 1935} 109 ff.

This is a long article and gives a detailed account of
Colonel Knox's rise to prominence.
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bilities, summed up Colonel Knox's career in this brief
statement: 1
"Col. Frank Knox of Illinois", he wrote, "Sixty-one.
Publisher of the Chicago
Deal.
fight.

Daily~·

Vigorously anti-New

Veteran of Theodore Roosevelt's Progressive Party
Widely and favorably known among argani.Za ti on leaders".

For exactly those reasons the Republican convention chose him
Vice-Presidential nominee.

1 "Whwre Will The Lig~ten1.ng strnc~? II Revi~~ of Re~!~~· Y.CI'
(May, 1935) 28
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CHAPTER II
THE REPUBLICAN AND DEMOCRATIC PLATFORMS

Platforms are generally put together in the heat of
battle (and of summer} and their shape and appearance are
determined by whatever compromise may be necessary.

The

circumsta:co es atteni ing the construction of the two major
1935 platforms are pretty well known.

Timel summarized

· them in .the follow'ing p1ragraph:
At Cl~veland , Republic ans with hone st Q.i tfe rence of
opinion to reconcile among themselves, wrote a pl atform
marked with the inconsiste:coiee that inevitably so with
c ompromise. At Phil adelphia D~moorat s had only to reoonoile
their platform with the opinions of their Presi\i@Il.~. Its
consistency and tru atworthi:ness were automaticall Y measured
by each citizen's opinion of the mind and obaraoter of
Franklin Roosevelt.
Since neither platfor.m was quoted extensively during
the recent campaign and since copies of both may be easily
obtained it is not necessary to quote them at length in this
thesis.

One is dead anyway; tbe promises of the other may

or may not be redeemed, depending upon circumstances.

There-

fore only a brief comparison and analysis is included b:lre.
Phraseology
There was much difference in t .he phraseology af tre two
platforms.

The Republican spoke of the future, "We favor",

"We propose", '"We pledge", "life will restore", etc.

On the

other hand the Democratic spoke of the past as well as the
future.

It stated its future action in terms of past achieve-

ments and present successes.

On every plank its record was

l Time, XXVIII (July 5, 1936) 14-15.
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reviewed, "'We have begun and shall continue", "We have safeguarded", "We have aided and will continue to aid", etc.
Generally the Republican platform used the future positive,
" Vle

will".

war debt it

But in regard to the collection of the foreign
said~

"We shall use every effort.".

platform mixed the two futures.

The Democratic

A careful r eading of the

context leadsme to believe that this was done with purpose.
The Republican platform contained far

~ore

accusatory

reference to the opposi t e party than did t be Democr&tic.
in the nature of things was t o be expected .
said that they bad achieved,

T~e

This

The Democrats

Republicans said t hat theY .

had not in no uncertain terms,
The Planks of the Two Platforms
In the following discussion the most important planks
of the two platforms are compared and contrasted,

Each had

some planks that the other did not have,
Agriculture
Both planks were long but the Republican was more extensive than the Democratic.
separate subdivisions.

The former contained thirteen

Undoubtedly this

e~tensive

treatment

was due to the plains states' influence in the party.
The Democrats promised to continue their program.

Their

opponents would have taken over some of its features, particularly in regard to soil erosion and conservation.

But they

would have encouraged a program of abundant production with
adjustment compensation for the exportable surplus.
Democratic plank favored a certain amount of surplus.

The
Appar-
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ently the drought influenced both planks, the latter
especially.

Both favored co-operatives.

The Democratic

plank said "farm co-operatives", whatever tte. t may mean.
The Republican would have encouraged "co-operative marketing".

Both avoided consumer co-operatives.

Each promised

protection to the farmer against foreign products.
The
____,.

Constitution

On this plank there is not much real ditferenoe.

The

Republioans believed that labor conditions could be r egulated
"within the Constitution".

Likewise the y t'avored, a certain

amount of Federal r egulation of business "within the Oonsti ..
tution".

The Democrats also would stay "within the Consti-

tution" until it became necessary to seek a "clarifying
amendment".

"Thus we propose to maintain the letter and the

spirit of the Constitution".
Civil Service
The Republican plank was much more explicit than the
other.

It pledged full extension of th,e merit system.

It

would offer "an attractive permanent career in government
service to young women of ability."

The Democratic plank

advocated the extension of the merit

~stem

making positions in the Federal service".

"to all non-policy

But they declared

that "beoau se of the e1Jl3rgency" certain positions were exempt
from its operation.
Foreign Policy
On this matter the Republican plank was vague.

It would
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have promoted and maintained peace "by all honorable means".
It spoke of "our traditional foreign policy".

However, it

vms specific in opposition to the United States joining any
organization of foreign states, a concession to Senator Borah.
The Democratic plank was a little more specific.
continuance of the work for true neutra lity and to
profits out of war",

It pledged
~take

the

It would guard again§t the consequences

of "political commitments,

internation~l b~king, ~nd

private

trading".
Labor
The Democrats stood on their record.

Their plank

promised continued protection to the worker, which included
his "right to collective bargaining and self-organization
free from the interference of employers",· This provision is
specific enough,

The Republican plank granted the right to

bargain collectively "without interference from any source". ·
This was so indefinite that in an emergency it might have
been possible to construe it into an endorsement of a company
union.
Money
'.

The Republican plank opposed "further devaluation of
the dollar", while the Democratic plank sa id, "The Administration has stopped deflation".

The Republicans wanted a

"sound currency", whereas the Democrats approved "the objective
(underscoring is mine} of a permanently sound currency".
latter also believed in a regulated finance.

The
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Monopoly

On one phase of this plank both took essentially the
same stand, that is, on the enforcement of the existing antitrust and anti-monopoly laws.

In addition, the Democrats

would have stamped out the "concentration of economic power".
The Republicans would have eliminated it so that "free enterprise shall be tully restored and maintained".

There is a

great deal of difference between these two provisi ons,
Relie f
The Demooratio plank was very brief and avoided plain
speech.

It dealt only with flood and drought victims. Under

the head of unemployment it discussed work, On the other hand
the Republicans admitted that the needy must be oared for,
The plank favored Federal grants to aid the states
need exists".

~hile

the

How long that might be, the plank did not

venture to predict.
Social Security
Both platforms had essentially the same plank in as far
as objectives were concerned. The Republican plank would have
turned more of the responsibility over to the individuals and
the states, particularly in matters of administration.

The

Democratic plank simply said, ''We have built foundations", and
proposed to enlarge upon them.
Tariff
The two planks clashed.

The Democrats pledged themselves

to continue their trade agreements but in doing so would
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"continue" to protect all interests.

The Republicans would

have repealed the "present Reciprocal Trade Agreement Law''.
They condemned trade treaties arrived at in secret.

They

would have restored flexible tariffs, and would have used the
tariff to attain a "proper balance between agriculture and
industry".
Unempl omen t
The Republicans used positive psychology and
their plank "re-employment".
mental hands-off industry.

n~ed

Theirs was a policy of govern- .
Meddling,

t~ey

olaimed, had

hindered the recovery of legitimate busines$, the only sound
solution for re-employment,

However, under another heading,

they did admit that there is a field for government regulation.
The Democratic plank admitted the desirability of private
employment, but it believed that the government must help as long as is necessary.
Economy
The Republican plank pledged the party to "stop the folly
of uncontrolled spending" and to "balance the budget •••••••••
by cutting expenditures" • . The Democrats were no less "determined to reduce the expenses of government".
were

neither folly nor uncontrolled.

But with them they

Reduction was being

accomplished, they said, and this was aided by a decrease in
unemployment.
Civil Liberties
Both platforms indorsed this principle.
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National Defense
The Republican platform indorsed adequate national
defense.

The Democratic platform had no plank on the subject.

Even though not mentioned specifically it would seem that
national defense is consistent with "opposition to war as an
instrument of national policy". In fact, expenditures for the
army and navy have been heavy

the present administration.

~der

Other Planks
The Democrats, immediately following

t~e

preamQle of

the five truths thef held "to be self•eviQ.ent", opened their
platform. with an omnibus
Family and Home''.

planl~

"1lor tl'le Proleotion of the
s~vings

It included kidnappers and bandits,

and investments, old age and social

secu~ity,

the consumer,

rural electrification, housing and veterans,
The Republicans closed their platform with an odds-andends plank made up of the following;

Up-stream storage

basins, opportunity of colored citizens,

r~lief

for Indians,

adequate compensation to disabled veterans, efforts to collect
war debts, and equal opportunity for women in federal and
state employment.
An Analysis

In general it seems to me that the Democratic platform
was more interested in the well-being and happiness of the
ordinary individual than was the Republican platform.

The

latter emphasized business and balancing the budget.

This

Democratic position was entirely in line with the party's
traditional appeal to the masses.
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Certainly nothing like their first plank appeared in the
Republican platform.
The Republican platform appealed more to special
interests, sections, and groups than did the Democratic.
There is evidencel that the Republican party is losing its
grip upon the Negro vote.
them in its final plank.

Nevertheless, it didn't forget
Nor did it forget the other groups

not specifically or generally referred to otherwise.
The Democratic

platte~

had greater consistency and

continuity than that of the other party.
certain weaknesses,

However. it had

In the first place, the party's record

of spending and a certain amount of administrative carelessness couldn't be glossed over with easy phrases,

The assertion

that at the time of the convention 5,000,000 people had been
re-employed may well have been questioned.
weakness lay in its civil service plank.
evasive.

But its greatest
It was decidedly

The following is an editorial comment on the party's

civil service record:

"Instead of strengthening the merit
system, the Roosevelt regime has weak~ned it". 2 The editorial

goes on to say that the Republicans

h~d foun~

it hard to

outpramise the Democrats but in the pledge to protect women
and children in industry and in the specific pledge on civil
service the Republicans had taken the lead.
The Republican platform has been more severely criticized.
1

In the first place the party has become, contrary

See section in Chapter V on ''Wooing the Negro Vote".

2 Christian Science Monitor, June 16, 1936.
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to tradition, a states' right party.
that far some time.

Observers have noted

The opening part of the platform

admitted it in. these words, "The New Deal Administration
constantly seeks to usurp the rights reserved to the states
and to the people".

This same view was reiterated time and

again by Governor Landon throughout the

c~mpaign,

the scattering of power makes it easier to rule.

Of course,
Those who

see the Republican Farty as the standard bearer of privilege
say that this change _of view was the

prope~

tactics for them

to follow.
Their platform was most severely oritioized because
of its inconsistencies.

How, it was asked, could it effect

economy and balance the budget and at the aame time continue
its relief, conservation program, subsidies to farmers, .
national defense, etc.?

One or the other must be sacrificed.

Again it said the government must not. interfere with business,
yet it would destroy monopoly and effect free competition.
How can competition be free and at the same time be regulated? 1
If the terms aren't contradictory tben they must be meaninglessly vague.
Immediately after the Republican convention an editorial
writer observed that the plank to repeal the Trade Agreements
Act is counter in spirit to the plank on monopoly end free
economy. 2
· 1 Editorial, "Mr. Facing-All-Ways", ~ Republic, LCXXVII,
(June 24, 1936} 190.
2 Christian Science Monitor, June 13, 1936.

. .----
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Inconsistencies must be expected in any compromise.l
The Democrats were not hampered by conflicting interests and
opposing personalities.

Therefore, their platform should

have been a smoother snd more consistently constructed
document.

!

'!·

1

s. J. Radcliffe, "Roosevelt vs. Landon", The Contemporary
Review, 150 (July, 1936) 18.

'.

'
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CHAPTER III
THE REPUBLICAN TACTICS
Introduction to Campaign Tactics
The wide variety of tactics used during the last campaign was tile most spectacular if not the most vital p1rt
of the contest.

In looking over the list of devices employed,

one discovers some things that were new, even ingenious.
Most of them, however, were either old devio es to inf.luence
popular sentiment or

adaptatioru~

of old

device~),

The polit-

ical mind, like the military, seems happiest wnen it works
according to established psychological pa tter~ • ·
A political campaign, like any other, must have a plan
of procedure.

This plan is followed, subJect to exigencies.

The following statement by Walter Lippman expressed in condensed form the course pur sued by the Democrats and Republicans:1
I have known many strategists. There are, however,
only three strategic plans, and they are used in all campaigns when the strategists are in command.

Plan No. 1 is

the strategy of ignoring the opposition. Plan No. 2 is the
strategy of working up a scare. Plan No. 3 i~ the strategy
of bidding for the support of special groups.
All these plans are in use in this campaign. The Democratic strategy is a combination of Plan No. 1, which is to
ignore Gov. Landon, and of Plan No. 3, which is to bid for
the farmers, crganized labor, tre voters on relief and the
local political machines which spend the Federal money.
The Republican strategy is a combination of Plan No. 2,
which is to scare the voters about Reds and about inflation,
plus Plan No. 3, which is to bid for the farm vote and the
tariff interests.
The Republicans also nade a strong bid for other groups
1 "Today and Tomorrow", St. Louis Post-Dispatch,October 9, 1936.
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and interests.
Like good debaters the political strategists are fully
aware of each other's blue prints, even though the finer
details are pt"esented by tbe interior decorators.

For

example, three weeks before the election the Democratic
National Committee saw fit to warn American voters against
a last minute Republican scare attack and to advise them
not to be swept oft t~ir political fee~ by bogus propaganda. 1
I recall hearing Upton Sinclair issue tne
1934.

e~e

warning in

Both predicted correctly,
In the pages that follow I have divided the discussion

of campaign tactics into three divisions,

na~ly:

those

employed by the Democrats, those employed by the Republicans
and,because of their interlocking
both,

nat~e,

those employed by

A clear line of demarcation is often difficult to

discern because of the overlapping of methods and of appeal • .
However, for practical purposes, I believe the distinction
is clear enough,

At all times it has been difficult to

distinguish between voluntary support given by newspapers
an:l periooicals and that which was inspired, if not dictated,
by the political headquarters.

Much of the journalistic

support or criticism was purely voluntary.

Of course some

of it may l:a ve been bought and paid for with political funds.
However, this was probably not true for the bulk of it. 2
1 Herbert L. Phillips in Sacramento Bee, October 13, 1936.
2 Dr. M. R. Eiselen, "Political Parties and Elections",
Lee ture, Summer Session, 1936, College of the Pacific.
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That the sanB attitude may have been determined by considerations of advertising and circulation is an entirely different
matter.

However the distinction is clear in the news reports

I have tried to bring it out; otherwise I have classified all
tactics as either Democratic or Republican.
In practical politics the particularized appeal seems
to be the one specialized in.

The principle that the

specific and the concrete are more easily comprehended by
tbe average man than the general and the abstract ia as old
as the race.

AcQordingly, in the last campaign botn the

Democrats and the Republicans overlooked no opportunities
to take the contest into the lives, habits, interests and
prejudices or the voters of both sexes and of all ranks and
conditions.

It is axiomatic that on the ballot t ·he votes of

all men weigh alike.
The application of campaign tactics is essentially a
matter of organization, or planning
plans.

~d

the execution of

How many of these plans emanated from the national

or regional headquarters of the parties and how many from
mare local committees it is impossible for me to say.

My

facilities for investigation were not adequate to determine
this.

Therefore, I simply present the m terial as reported

or as I obtained it through my own observation.
Organization
Unlike the Democrats the Republicans had no political
machine that could function positively during the intercampaign period. Therefare, no long range and co-ordinated
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plan could be formulated.

Furthermore, it is difficult, if

not impossible, to have a political organization without a
leader.. However, immediatel y after the Convention in June,
John D. M. Hamilton was named campaign manager for Governor
Landon and national headquarters were set up in Chicago.
From there the task of coordinating a far-flung political
organization was undertaken.
short time.
money.

Much had to be done in a very

There were undoubtedly

~sted

effort and wasted

The press commented on these things frOI!l time to time.

For example, the Republican beadquarters were
confusion. 1

~ a id

to be in

Earlier in the c8IIlpaign ~ t was sa14 to be .

suffering from a lack of adequate co~ty o~gani~tion. 2
In addition to coordinating nati?nal,

sta~e, coun~J

and

local organizations, the Republicans also encouraged the
formation ot clubs of various sorts.
from my home community, were the

Examples of these, taken

Land~n-tor-President

organ-

ization, the Young Republicans Club, the Sacramento County
Women's Republican Club, and the Sunflower Club, organized
under the direction of the North Sacramento Young Republican
Club. 3 In every community of any size similar organizations
were formed to give substance to and provide workers for
the central and local committees.
1

"W'ashington Merry-Go-Round", San Franoi soc Chronicle,
October 8, 1936.

2 "News Behind the News", Sacramento Bee, September 8, 1936.
3 Sacramento Bee, September 23, September 25, and October 3,
1936, respectively.
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No campaign could be carried through without platform
and radio speakers.

Most of the more prominent speeches

were delivered both from the platform and into the microphone.

There were thousands of local men and women per-

forming this service.

All of these speeches had to conform

roughly to a basic plan.

Many were delivered in foreign

languages for special groups.

The chairman of the Rep ub-

lican National Committee's Speakers' Bureaq, Fred

s.

Pur-

nell, announced that 800 speakers would tour the country in
behalf of the Republican cause.
the personnel ot this group,

The news account listed
Public otfiotals, lawyers,

farmers, journalists, eduoators, clergym.e.n., leoturers,

,,

editors, authors, business men and labor leaders were
numbered among the orators working under the direotion of
Mr. purnell. 1
An interesting addition to the Republican machinery
were the Jeffersonian

Democrats.

ship became, I do not know.

How extensive the member~

{··

We heard a great deal about

them and from them during the campaign, but the most of the
news seemed to be inspired by the five Democratic Convention
bolters--the men who, in politioal parlance, "took a walk".
They were more or less nationally known and therefore their
action was front page news.

They were former United States

Senator James A. Reed; farmer Governor Joseph B. Ely
of Massachusetts; Bainbridge Colby, Seoretary of State
1

New York Times, September 18, 1936.

l
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under Woodrow Wilson; Daniel F. Cohalan of New York
City; and former Governor of New York and 1928 Democratic nominee, Alfred E. Smith.
There were, of course, many other duties to be
performed.

Campaign literature had to be prepared

and issued to all local organizations throughout the
nation.

Stories for the press had to be tramed.

Governor Landon's itinerary bad to be planned and radio
time arranged for.

Above all was the

ever~pre3ent

denand for :t'tmds with which to pay the oons tan tly mounting bills.

One can understand Why it should have cost

the Republicans more to conduct their oampatgn than it did
their opponents, especially since in recent cam9aigns the
Republicans have spent more money than the pemoorats. 1

Human

Interest Pictures

Since most of the press of the country was Republican, Governor Landon probably had more than his share
of photographic space.

All papers carried pictures

of him in various poses, shaking hands, speaking,
parading.

The President, however, seemed to have got

himself into more human interest situations, at least
for the photographers, than Mr. Landon could manage.
Occasionally, Mr. Landon was photographed with his family.

1

Robert c. Brooks, Political Parties and Electoral Problems,
XIII, 364 ff.
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It was claimed that the strategists wanted Mrs. Landon to
tour the states with him because of the very fine public
appearance She made.

An Associated Press photo showed the

Governor and his father resting in his home in Topeka. 1
A Times Wide World camera caught him leaving King Avenue
Methodist Church in Colwnbus, Sunday, October 11. 2 And at .
a stop While en route to Michigan a Republican farmer in a
one horse, high seated wa gon drove down to the traoks just
''to see the Gov• nor. n 3
Poll tical ''Stunting''
There were enthusiastic Republicans who adopted the
striking and
candidate.

t~e

unusual to direct attention toward their

How much of this sort of thing was done inde-

pendent of committee encouragement or support is difficult
to say.

I gathered a few photographs illustrating some of

these projects.

Every day for three months prior to

election a Fred Stimis of East Hanover, New Jersey, made
his donkey, Idono, draw a buggy plastered with Landon and
Imox pictures.

So humiliated was Idono that after election
it pulled do~n these pictures with its teeth. 4
The covered wagon seemed appropriate to bqost the

horse-and-buggy candidate.

In Milwaukee a man drove a fine

span of horses hitched to a covered wagon through the streets.
1 New York Times, October 20, 1936·.
2 New York Times, October 13, 1936.
3 Evening Sun, Baltimore, October 16, 1936.
4 New York World-Telegram photo, November 4, 1936.
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On the side of the wagon were huge pictures of Landon and
Knox.

1

In Massachusetts another covered wagon was driven by

a woman, Mrs. B. H. Bristow Draper, of Hopedale.
Draper drove oxen instead of horses.

But Mrs.

The two cattle drew an

old-fashioned sway-topped wagon on the side of which was a
large sunflower and the name and date of "Kansas, 1865". 2
Another picture which bears the unmistakable impress
of official planning shows two young women

pres~ding

at a

"Landon Sunflower Shop" in the financial district of New
York.

These shops disseminated Landon campaign literature. 3
Letter Contests
The Republicans in a wide gesture of political broad-

mindedness through their national

c~ittee

sponsored a

200-word letter contest on "Why I am For Roosevelt''·

William ··

Hard, commentator for the Republican National Committee, read
the winning letter in a national broadcast on September 21.

Mr. Hard said he was glad to help raise
high level of issues.

t~e . campaign

The next letter contest was on

to the
~y

I Changed from Roosevelt to Landon".
stantial:

The prizes were subfirst, $500; second, $300; and third, $200. 4
Enlisting Important Personages

Like their opponents the Republicans made political
capital of the support given them by men and women more or
1 Milwaukee Journal, ~· October 30, 1936.
2

~ ~

Times, photo, October 18, 1936.

3 Springfield Republican, September 1?, 1935.
4 New York Times, September 22, 1936.

less famous.
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The affiliation was especially welcome if those

people had at same time been Democratic standard bearers.
Their first recruits from the ranks of their enemy were the
five gentlemen who vmlked out of the Democratic convention.
Al Smith later took to the stump for Governor Landon.

The

other four, Reed, Ely, Cohalan and Colby, and some others,
le.

ter formed the nucleus of the Jeffersonian Demoorats. How

valuable their aid was to the Republicans was uncertain.
Toward the end of the oampai g.n they receivecl a nard drubbing
by the Democratic press,

At any rate, in the beeinning they

were welcome,
On September

e, a one-time editor of the New York World
~~

--

indorsed Governor Landon in his column in the New York Herald
Tribune. 1 John w. Davis went on the air, Ootober 20, for
Governor Landon. 2 Both Smith and Davis were for.mer Democratic
presidential nominees.

But When Dr. Townsend urged all his

followers living in states where Lemke was not on the ballot
to vote for Governor Landon that was headline news. 3 Since
Lemke was not on the ballot in California considerable
speculation was aroused as to what effect the announcement
would have in this state.

Judging from the landslide it

didn't seem to have much effect.
Support of the party by its prominent members was also
1

New York World-Telegram, September 8, 1936.

2 San Bernardino Sun, October 19, 1936.
3 San Francisco Examiner, October 8, 1936; Morning Sun,
Baltimore, October 12, 1936.
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played up.

Mr. Hoover announced his decision to mount the

stump in San Francisco.

He had had a long distance conversation with Governor Landon. 1 Former Governor of Illinois
Frank 0. Lowden made a similar announcement later in the
month.

Former Governor of Pennsyl vania, Gifford Pine hot, and

Henry L. Menoken, boarded the Landon t r ain in Chicagp when
t he Governor was on his way to New England. 2 And the
en igmatical Senator Bora h on

S eptembe ~

26 pr omised Republican

l eaders that he woul d make two radio epeeches for t hem before
the close of the campaign. 3 But he didn't, In fact, he
wound up by implying that he didn't f a vor Governor Landon.
The Appeal to Special Groups
The appeal to population groups was one of the
characteristics of this campaign,

Both parties used it.

Chapter V of this thesis discusses the appeal made to the
. j

i

Negroes, to the farm population and to the workers.

The

political theory seems to be that a party can't approach the
people in terms of the general welfare only, although President Roosevelt constantly reiterated the interdependence of
the many sections of the country with their varying indus t ries.
The attack must be particularized, must be pointed, framed in
terms of the immediate class or group interests of certain
segments of the population or areas of the country.

The

Republicans particularly, both in t h eir platform and during
l Evening Sun, Baltimore, September 5, 1936.

2 Evening Sun, Baltimore, September 11, 1936.
3 New York Times, September 2?, 1936.
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the campaign itself, emphasized what they would do for
certain specified groups.
Youth
Mindful of the fact that some 5,000,000 young men and
women come of voting age in each quadrennial period the
Republicans gave them special attention in their platform
and on other occasions as well.

Governor La ndqn addressed

a conference of young Republican leader s in Topeka on
September l.S.

He told them that "The pre sent Administration

appa rently believes there is n o future for this oountry",
Otherwise it wouldn't be preparing for a large s tanding
army of the unemployed. 1 Youth, of course, is interested
above all things else, in its fUture.

In a local broadcast

from Sacramento's KFBK station a young newspaper editor
from North Sacramento stated in response to a question that
the youth of the nation objected to the debt being piled
upon them by the New Deal.

In the long run, he said, they

knew that they would have to pay it.

I judged that this

was one of many such broadcasts for it carried a tone of
artificiality as if it had come from headquarters.

Inspired

or "canned" material is common in all campaigns a.nd "drives".
The idea needs no elaboration here.
Appeal to Racial Groups
The Republicans were quite thorough in contacting the
foreign born.

Their Naturalized Citizens Division used all

1 San Berna~o Daily Sun, September 19, 1936.
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length of speeches from 100 word "spots" to thirty minute
discourses in twenty-nine languages. 1
On October 25 a pledge by Governor Landon wa s broadcasted in New York in twenty languages, includirg English.
He promised to oppose racial or religious prejudice or
persecution or intolerance in any form. 2 Whether tnere
vms special committee machinery set up to distribute
literature and otherwi§e to c ontact these various groups
I do not know.

Howeve ~ .

it seems logical to assume that

this was done
Possibly the effe ot of these foreis n language broadcasts went beyond the foreign born themselves.

Tbeir

children, Where the influence of home or foreign district
was strong, may have as good or a better understanding of
a foreig·n language than of English itself.

furthermore in

many cases there is a transmitted sentiment for the ancestral
home.
Appeal to the City consumer
Beliving that a mere statement of taxes in terms of
percentages would not make Mr. and lvlrs. Conswner understand
the huge hole they were eating into the family bank roll,
the Republicans launched an elaborate campaign of tax
dramatization.

The Chicago tax-payers division of the

Republican National Committee issued the statement on
September 1 that the average family is touched by 2700
1

"Aerial Babel", Literary Digest, 122 (October 31,1936) 17.

2 New York Post, October 26, 1936.
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"hidden taxes''.

Thirty-one taxes are hidden in the alarm

clock that roused the husband to his daily responsibilities.
Twenty-six per cent of the cost of his underwear was consumed
by taxes.
bread.

Taxes took two cent s out of every dime loaf of
And so on with many items of food and clothing. 1

More graphic still were Mr. Cooper's overalls.

Former

Governor Myers Y. Cooper, of Ohio, took to the speaking platform in a forty-four -patch pair of overall s .

Ea ch patch

on the overalls, he expl ained, represented "a

feder~l

concealed in the

fin~ l

s elling price",

tax

His general theme

was "The farmer is be i ng taxed out of lli s pants by Roosevelt", 2
Even the New York dubutantes felt the weight of a tax
ridden world.

Apparently on their own responsibility and

unknown to Republican planners some of the.m decided to stage
a "taxpayers style show·".

They appeared in wraps and

lounging pajamas from which fragments bad been out. "Placards
explained that the missing fabric represented what had been
taken by the tax collectors". 3
Pamphlets describing the horrors of taxation were
extensively distributed by the various Republican committees.
One put out by the Women's Division of the National Connnittee
pictured an attractive looking young woman, her hat covering
one eye, saying, "I pay no taxes".

An eight page pamphlet

showed her how she was being fooled by the New Deal's tax
1 New York Times, September 2, 1936.
2 Arthur Krock in New York Times, September

3 St. Louis Post-Dispatch, October 4, 1936.
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collectors.

There wer e "hi dd en taxes " , and taxes on food,

rent, necessities as we ll a s luxuries.

The inference was

that the New Deel had imposed all of them on an tinsuspecting citizenry.

Another one asks,

"Ii~ve

you been fooled?'

"The family dependent on small income", it explained, "nCJN
pays more than

eo per cent of the federal tax bill". I

have also a tiny, two-page folder on one cover of which a
woman with unbelief stampe d on her face asks if it is
really true that one out of every four of her doll ars is
going for taxes, "most of t hem hid den 1n the prices".

On

the other cover a young man , possibly the woman's husband,
with

I
I
1
j

hand.

b~ow

furrowed in thought, is resting pis head upon his

He +s just beginning "to realize what rapidly rising

gover~nt

costs mean" to him.

This little folder was put

out by the "Men of America, Inc.", "A non-profit, nonpolitical Illinois Corporation",

The Republican State

Committee qf Northern California put out a folder telling

;

I

the people of this state what their share of the National
debt was.
The School Vote
The Democratic high command made no special effort to
attract the vote of education.

However, even before the

convention school people themselves and others had critized
the condition of teachers and schools in Kansas. 1
Therefore the Republicans deemed it necessary to say
something about their attitude toward education.
1

Accordingly

Morton Taylor, "Budget-Balancer Landon", New Republic,
LY~ (January 15, 1935) 273.
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Governor Landon on his first speaking tour made an open bid
for the support of the teachers.

Responding to the · demand

for academic freedom he stated in his
August 24:

Chanta~qua

speech on

"In Kansas we beli eve that no teacher should be

required to take any oath not required of any other citizen".
Again. "In Kansas we believe in academic :freedom and we
practice it".

"Why," he asked, "should we make teaching

into a suspect profession by making teachers take a special
oatu?"

But, playing sa:f'e, "Thi s does

teacher may be a propagandist",

not mean that a

"Our sohools must always

where views are expressed,
personal prejudioes ot the tea ohers". 1
be

~nstitutions

f~ee

from the

A month later, September 28, at Milwaukee, he praised
the University of Wisconsin tar 1 ts record ot academic
freedom.

"This freedom," he declared, "•••••••has helped

to train the people tor our kind of government.
maintained democracy at the grass roots". 2
On September 11, the San Bernardino Daill
a half page statement on the Kansas
by

s~hool

the Republican National Committee.

It has

~published

situation furnished

The purport of it

all was that Governor Landon was in no way responsible for
the condition of the Kansas schools.

The state had been

hard hit financially. still few schools were closed and
those because of consolidation or movement of population.
Several school superintendents stood back of this last state1 Sacramento Bee, August 25, 1936.
2 As reported in New York Times, September 27, 1936.
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ment.
In a letter to ~New York Times, 1 William Allen White,
the "Sage of Emporia" and one of the original "Kansas Gang",
defended Governor Landon's school policies.

He got the

Cash Basis Law passed which, Mr. White said, was helpful to
the schools in that it stopped the issuanoe by sohool boards
of high-interest-bearing time warrants.
budget law was enforced.
to the schools.
school law.

Under him the

Kansas never has given state aid

Governor Landon supported a

cooperative

Under him the qualifications for teachers and

administrators were raised.

'

Mr. White admitted that salaries

were too low but said that Governor Landon could do nothing
about them, that he did not balance the budget at the expense
ot the Kansas schools.

He concluded his letter by stating

that Kansas has the highest percentage of high school and
college students of any state in the union.

All in all it
'

was rather a convincing letter.
Some attempt was made to get the active support of
educators themselves.

As I pointed out above some of the

principals and superintendents of Kansas endorsed his
policies.

Outside of Kansas, with one exception, not much
:

was acca.mplished.

In his speech at Des Moines, Iowa, on

.,

'

September 23, (radio broadcast) Governor Landon was introduced by Miss Agnes Samuelson, State Superintendent of

'-'
I''''

Schools and past president of the National Education
Association.

She said that the Governor was a friend of

1 Ca. September 1, 1936.

,.
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education and that Kansas ranked fifth among the states in
percent_age of illiteracy.
of

tP~t

I imagine that the obviousness

introduction left most of the teachers cold.

at least, was the reaction I heard expressed.

That

What may have

been the effect upon the layman I do not know.
Appeal to Women Voters
The Republicans enlisted t he support Qf women campaigners to influenoe other women.

Late

i~

the campaign

Robert Lincoln Hoyal, assi stant to the natlonal Chair-

W~s .

man, declared that 972,000 women were canvassing the country
offering arguments to other women why they shoul d vote for
Governor Landon. 1 The appeal used was tha. t women should be
interested in saving for their children the American type
of democracy,

Mrs, Hoyal declared that "women have been

more impressed by the fact that whether or not the President
believes in Moscow, Moscow only too

obviou~ly

believes in

him."

In Pennslyvania the women

worker~

were organized in an

offensive "such as this state has never seen."

They, too,

were to carry on a house-to-house canvass of the cities.
How much influence did this sort of campaign exert
upon the women of the country?
In a letter to the editor of the

At least one resented it.
Sacramento~~

published

in that paper on October 27, 1935, a ''Mrs. J. A. S." objected
to certain radio broadcasts addressed principally to women.
She considered the "low class of mud slinging arguments an
1 New York Times, October 18, 1936.
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insult to the womenhood of the United States".
Doubtlessly there were many more smaller units such
as those of the professions and the like that were singled
out for special treatment.

The New York

.;;;.T.;;;;;im~e;;.s,

of September

5, commenting editorially on this sort of tactics pursued
by both parties, was of the opinion that the subdivisions of
the people seldom decide an election 7:esuJ.t,

"lt is the

mass as a whole whioh chooses the President of tbe United
States."

The editorial pointed out that group appeal

inevitably leads to conflicting statements and promises.
These don't disturb a political manager because he knows
his rival will disregard them.

He will simply try to reach

the same groups with counter-activities,

An examination of

the tactics of both parties would show that this latter
statement is substantially correct.

However, in a nation

as large as the United States and with an active electorate
greater than the total population of France, I do not see

I

how the campaign could be conducted solely by a general
appeal to the country at large.

I

Campaign of Fear

Less spectacular than the red accusations and the pay
envelope phase of the attack on the Social Security Act 1
were the subtle maneuvers of certain industrialists and
publications.

Nation's Business carried a series of

advertisements presumably boosting the magazine but in
reality deploring the Rooseveltian policies. 2 The Saturday
1 See Chapter V, "Tactics in Contested Fields".
2 "News Behind the News", Sacramento Bee, September 9, 1936.
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Evening

~

was attacking the New Deal by the use of fear

and other devices long before the campaign began.
The National Manufacturer's Association was said to
have written letters to factory owners urging them to show
anti-New Deal movies to their employees. 1 Felix duPont
wrote to Shareholders of du Pont common analy~ing New Deal
legislation. 2 Another letter, published in fUll and
connnen ted upon at lengtn appeared in !h!, :Pro ,s_ress~ve, a
La Follette newspaper. 3 The lettQr was eigned by A. ;.
Zimmerman, president of the Qua lit y Biscuit Qompany ot
Milwaukee,

According tq t he

through Wisconsin.

Pr ~E essive

it was oiroUJ.&ted

It r eported Mr . Zimmerman as saying:

If the men who are now in control at Washington are reelected, I predict we will see the toughest times that this
country has ever seen.
One is reminded of a similar prediction made some four years
before that if

t~.

Roosevelt were eLected grass would grow

in the city streets.
From another source came the statement that the house
organ of

a large

corporation s howed

pic~~res

of Nazi girls

in regiment formation and Italian girls being drilled.
Opposite it was another picture of Americans walking freely
and happily to work.

These, the text declared, represented
the issue of the campaign. 4

1 '~ashington Notes", New Republic, LXXXVIII (September
30, 1936) 225.
2 ibid.
3 Editorial, August 29, 193 6.
4 Oswald Garrison Villard, "Issues and Men", Nation, 143,
(October 14, 1936} 449.
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On September 12 the Milwaukee Journal took Chairman
Hamilton to task editorially for charging that the banking
structure of the country was weaker than in 1932.
seriou~

"It is a

matter," said the Journal, "to try to scare people

about their banks without having the supporting data at
hand".
'l

Later Colonel Knox made his _Cnatanooga statement that

under the New Deal neither savings accounts nor insurance

I

t

policies were safe.

I'

I.

j

I

To the latter accusation and

oth~r~ th~

in his speech at Pittsburg on October 1.

President replied

S~iAg

thet "tonight

is an anniversary in the affairs ot our government" he ex•
plained. that it had been a whole year aince
national bank failure in the United States.

th~re

b&4 been a

The record was

i

remarkable for, he said:

l

not twelve long years--since that kind of a record had been

j
l

t
l

i
I

established.

"It has been fifty-five years·-

You and I can take this occasion to rejoice

in that reoord.

It is proof that the program has warked". 1
Attac~ing

the Opposition

All political combatants are constantly on the al:e rt to
find holes in the armor of their opponents.
naturally, had some vulnerable spots.
Governor Herbert L. Lehman of New York.

The Democrats,

One of them was
He announced h:l,. s

candidacy for reelection on June 30, after several conferences
with Mr. Roosevelt. 2 Two weeks prior in his acceptance speech
in Philadelphia the President had denounced the "economic
1 ~ York World-Telegram, October 2, 1936.
2 San Francisco Chronicle, June 30, 1936.

'.
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royalists".

Remembering these things the

~Bernardino

Daily:

Sun on September 13, informed its readers that "The Lehman
Bros. Banking and Investment Co., of No. 1, William Street,
New York, ranks as one of the financial oligarchies of the
country."

The Lehman interests were wide flung. 1

About the first of October a wave of fraudulent registration charges swept the country.

There was of course,

nothing new in suoh accusations but they always make interesting reading.

The Republicans claimed

t~ey

registration scandals within the Demooratio

had discovered
The

do~icil~.

Board of Election Comm~ssioners made an invest1gation in st.
Louis. 2
In Philadelphia the chairman of the Republican City
Committee accused the Democrats or

registe~ing

10,000 persons illegally, and of writing
3

"phantom voters".

In an editorial on

~

at least

the names of

Oct~ber

10, entitled

"Corruption Centers Grow Hotter as Election Nears", the

~

Francisco Chronicle declared that "Fraudulent registration
and preparations to manipulate the election count are found
in

e~ry

case to be in states where Mr. Roosevelt needs the

votes".
The Chronicle cited examples of manipulation.

In Shelpy

County, Tennessee, in ,which is located Memphis, the Democrats
virtually counted the Republicans out.
ratio was sixty to one.

In the primaries the

In Baltimore the huge Democratic

1

. The comment was t~ken from the Oklahoma City Times.
2 st. Louis Post-Dispatch, October 2, 1936.

3 New York Times, October 6, 1936.
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registration indicated organized effort.

The same accusa-

tion was made regarding the Sunpapers'straw poll of Maryland.

The Chronicle also stated that there was registration

corruption in Kansas City and St. Louis, Missouri.
At about the sai!l3 time the WPA was under attack.

On

October 5, Colonel William E. Hoyer, director of the WPA
investigating unit appointed early in 1936, resigned because he said his self·respect would not permit hi m to hold
the position any longer,

He calmly claimed that h is staff

of investigators was forced to l ie idle becaqse t he WPA
executives feared they would bri ng out further di eclosures
of inefficiency and political preference. 1 On the same day
Judge Bleakley, Republican nominee far governor

or

New York,

in a state-wide radio ~eech accused the WPA of being 100
2
per cent political.
He said the wages paid were out of all
proportion to the services rendered by the workers.

"The

best proof of that," claimed Judge Bleakley, "is the fact
that the State Administrator had

defin~tely

or inspect ion of public records".

refused access

Three weeks prior Charles

P. Taft, II, in a speech at Baltimore, charged the Administration with "using human misery to make a political machine".
He also said apropos of the WPA that the Democratic mayors
of the country "are nan planning, 'With the knowledge of the
President, to organize Roosevelt Clubs among those on relief,
of course entirely voluntary". 3
l New York Times, October 6, 1936.
2 Ibid.
3 Morning Sun, Baltimore, September 19, 1936.
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J
I

Because of certain alleged WPA irregularities in
bi~

l

Pennsylvania the Republicans on October 19 demanded a

I

in a broadcast that a committee composed of an equal number of

partisan board to make inquiries. William Hard also demanded

l

Pennsylvania Republicans and Democrats be appointed "to conduct an immediate inquiry into evident rottenness".!

At this

point Harry Hopkins cans into the picture by declaring:

"We

have refuted by affidavit dozens of wild charges made by William Hard and his crowd, but the parade or the scarecrows
goes on". 2
Throughout the oampaign the Milwaukee Journal ran a
series of opposing columns furnished by the central committees of both parties. On September 27, the Republican contribution was directed at \VPA spending and political activities.
It read in part: "Through his (the President's) mouthpiece, Mr.
Harry Hopkins, he had ordered that the WPA forces turn their
energies to the manufacture of New Deal propaganda. All state
and regional WPA administrators have been directed by Mr.
Hopkins to pick out the best people on their payrolls and
keep them busy creating and distributing propaganda that will
help make votes for the Roosevelt administration".
Throughout the campaign both parties assailed the
opposing National Chairman.

The Republicans had an excellent

target in the person of Jim Farley.

Of course, "Farleyism''

had been commented upon by liberal journals and partisan
1 New York Post, October · 10, 1936.
2
Ibid.
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papers alike long before the conventions,

After the con-

ventions it became a part of the Republican campaign program.
A particularly violent attack was made by David Lawrence on
July 13, in his paper, The United

States~·

In a full

I

i

l

page diatribe

I

the political spoils system of Andrew Jackson and of per-

j.

~
l

l

t

l
,

Lawrence accused

W~.

Roosevelt of reviving

mitting the Chairman of the Democratic National Committee
both to serve in the cabinet and to dispense public office,

Ii
!'

~r.

"lt is not so much a blot on :WIT. Farley's career,'' Iv:tr,
Lawrence conclud8-:'!., "for he has lived up to his own announced
philosophy.

It is a blot, however, on the record or President

Franklin D. Roosevelt,

Of his Administration same day it

will be written large in the annals of

Ame~ioan

government:

'Yes, unfortunately, the spoils system of Jackson's day
came back.

And with it came government of' the politicians,

by the politicians and for the politicians.

History

repeats ••• '"·
Just before the election, Governor Landon made a long
speech in Pittsburg decrying the spoils system,

Apparently

Pennsylvania was selected by the Republicans as the best
place from which to .make a formal and of.ficial attack because of the WPA situation earlier in the month.

By

this

time Mr. Landon had abandoned the expression, "If I am
elected".

He had begun to assume he was as good as elected,

for, he said, "As President I pledge a good housecleaning".
He

~~uld

have no one in his cabinet who did not believe in

the merit system.

"And under my administration," he promised,

"no man who remains a member of the Republican Na tiona.l
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Committee will be connected in any capacity with the
executive branch of the government" • 1
The Attack Upon the President
The attack on Farleyism was of course an indirect·
attack on President Roosevelt.

In fact, it is difficult

to distinguiSh between the two.

Throughout the campaign

the counts against n l m frequently in9luded one gp b,is
retention of the Postmaster General.

For e xample, in . a

speech in Seattle, on Octob er 3, Colonel Tp,eodore Rooeevelt
listed "Thirteen reasons why Franklin D. Roosevelt should be
ousted from the Presidency". 2 One of the :reasons was "His
permission to let political bureauocraoy be built up under·
his man Friday, that two-winged buzzard of privi lege, Jim
Farley".

Colonel Roosevelt enumerated, inter alia, ''His

defiance of the Constitution, expensive relief methods,
broken promises, usurpation of power, squandering of billions,
mounting taxation," and "His inclination to be more a Socialist than a Democrat."

These were all common charges levied against the
President.

In addition there was the one that he was a

fomenter of class antagonisms.

Colonel Henry Breckinridge
e:1..1>ressed the sentiment vhen he said: 3 "If any President in
the history of our country has stirred more rancor, hatred
1 Text of speech as reported in Milwauk.e e Journal, October
28, 1936.

2 New York Herald-Tribune, October 14, 1936.
3 Radio speech from New York reported in New ~ HeraldTribune, October 4, 1936.
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and strife than the present candidate of the New Deal
faction, I do not know his name".
Governor Landon was constantly accusing

1~.

Roosevelt

of wastefulness, extravagance, and all the rest.

He fre-

quently mentioned the President's name , but the latter, as
I point out elsewhere, 1 never in any ~aeon uttered Mr.
Landon's name.
But the most spectacular of all t he attacks upon the

II

President was the phonograph r e cord br oadcast on Oc tober 17

1

by Senator Arthur Vandenber g , which he

I

l
i

l

of fireside chat".

ter~ed,

Phon ograph i c reco r ds had be en made of

the President's speeches four years before.
denberg simply interspersed portions of those
his own remarks.

"A new kind

Sepator Van~ecords

With

Thus the radio audience seemed to hear

both him and the President speaking.

The Senator was

I

careful not to set up his speech as a conversation between

I

him and Mr. Roosevelt.

l
l

Before introducing each excerpt he

would say something like this, "Four long years ago, you
said," and then we would hear Mr. Roosevelt's voice say
what he had said.
Probably not so much would have been done about this
speech if the Columbia Broadcasting Company had not cut
part of it out in certain sections of the country.

This

action gave the Republicans an opportunity to attack them
In an address in Wilmington, Delaware, on October 20,
Senator Vandenberg said that this method had introduced a
1 Chapter IV, "The Modus Operandi of the President".
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new radio technique,!

He admitted that the innovation in-

volved a parallel but that the parallel was fair,

"If there

is no answer other than suppression," he said, "then there is
no answer.

I can understand the nervous perturbation of a

radio station which must answer for its life to Washington
bureaucracy every six months in the presence of a sudden

l

1

decision such as had to be made last Saturday night, and I
do not complain. tt

i

l

Discrediting the Democrats
In politics one camp must never say anything good about
the other.

This is sometimes r ather difficult, but lt can

usually be accomplished.

On the contrary, they must be

made light of me never possible,

·Constantly on the alert,

the Republicans had many opportunities to belittle their
opponents.

The Democratic press gave the President much

space concerning his plans for drought relief,

In reply the

Republicans claimed that he had copied Governor Landon's
plans.

Their National Committee issued a formal statement

after the President's tour saying that ''The drought plans
now proposed by Mr. Roosevelt are an adaptation of those
outlined by Governor Landon in 1934," and that the Administration had "prepared its report before the members of the
committee ever left Washington to s tudy conditions in the
field".2

Governor Landon did write to President Roosevelt on

June 4, 1934.

He suggested that "the development of a com-

1 As reported in New York Times, October 21, 1936.
2 Evening Sun, Baltimore, September 8, 1936.

"*I '"-.
l
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prehensive program should proceed from joint action by state
and federal authorities".!
Mr. John Hamilton, whose utterances must be considered
official, broadcasted a speech on October 2, criticizing the
New Deal on certain points.

He said that after the Democrats

sold ads in their convention magazine to corporations they
were not on solid ground in criticizing the du Pants et al,
for contributing to the Maine campaign.

Furthermore, they

.organized pro-Roosevelt clubs throughout the countryz
Throughout the campaign Mr. Roosevelt and al,l the
lesser New Dealers claimed that tbe upsurge of bqsiness and
commerce was due to the program or the administration,

But

John Hamilton said that that was not so, that the nomination
of Governor Landon in~ ired a new confidence in the nation. 2
"I do not think it -is by coincidence," proclaimed the
National Chairman, "that this recovery began at exactly the
same time that the character and principles of Governor
Landon became widely known and appreciated."
Hamilton made that statement at a rally in Baltimore
on September 21. However, the Los Angeles Times 3 attributed
w~.

this recovery to the inherent soundness of business itself.
''Only the extraordinary vitality of American business and
industry," said the Times, "accounts for such progress as
they have made toward recovery during the three years of
1 Milwaukee Journal, September 1, 1936.
2 New York Times, September 22, 1936.
3 Editorial, "The Ordeal of Business", October 2, 1936.
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incessant harassment by the New Deal."

Thus the Republicans,

both officially and unofficially tried to make it appear that
Mr. Roosevelt had nothing to do with the progress of business.
Even late in .t he campaign when it was becoming apparent
to some of the Republicans, at least, that they were playing
a losing game they still tried to make the mo$t out of the
situation. Edwin c. Hill, writing in Soribn~e's tor October,
1938, 1 admitted that at the time of writing tne trends
indicated a slim Roosevelt victory.

"The inside political

dope," wrote Mr. Hill, "is that general Farley bas lost a
lot of his bounding exultation and has

t~ken

his Qoat off.

The sam information l:Rs it that Emil Hu;rja, statistical
wizard of the New Deal, has war.ned the high command that it
had better watch its step.

The further fact that Mr.

Roose~

velt's political strategists have called in to help Mr.
Roosevelt the very men that Mr. Roosevelt cbased out of
office as mayor of New York, Jimmie Walker, means something
to the people who know what politics are all about.''
Predictions
In the lurid light of the election finals the tens of
thousands of Republican campaign predictions seem rather
amusing.

One remembers the old adage about hindsight being

clearer than foresight.

At the close of the Democratic

convention Samuel G. Blythe expressed as his mature judgment, a judgment, he said, ripened by fifty years of experience, that Mr. Landon would win.
1 "The Cainpaign, etc." C, 82.

He was the symbol of the

basic idea to defeat Roosevelt .
expressed time and again.

1
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The same thought was

The revulsion of feeling was so

great that any Republican, even "a Chinaman", could defeat
Iv1r .

Roosevelt.
But July is long removed from November.

After the first

blush of post-convention elat ion faded away Republ i can
predictions were presumably based on political data .
Landon was assured by Rep ubl i can leaders t hat his
gaining ground steadily.

Mr.
was

Q~use

After his first trip to tpe East

in the last week of August he wa$ greatly
September 19 readers of the

~

York

enoourag~d.

H e rald·Tt ibu~~

On

were

told that:
Recent reports to Republican national headquarters here tend
to give the Landon-Knox ticket the advantage in five middle
western states which have generally been regarded as doubtful or as promising better than an even break for the New
Deal.
This reversal of feeling was due in part, it was claimed,
to the Michigan primaries and the Republican victory in Maine,
By the last of September the Digest poll, famed for i ts
-~.

record of "uncanny accuracy'' was beginning to predict Governor
Landon's election.

From

th~se

weekly polls John Hamilton

ani the other Republicans gathered an immense amount of cornfort.

On October 22 Hamilton estimated that Mr. Landon would

r eceive 302 electoral votes, and that he would carry New York
state by 210,000. 2 He said that the women had registered in
greater New York as never before. . "Does Jim Farley really
1 San. .}'rancisco Chronicle, June 29, 1936.
2

New York Times, October 23, 1936.
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believe," he asked, "that these won:en are pouring out to
vote for a New Deal whioh taxes their market baskets while
pretending to soak only the rich?

We know better than that,

and the polls of which I have just spoken prove it,"

A few

days prior Hamil ton, in a statement f;or the press, said that
if the present Landon trend continued the Republican electoral
votes might reach 350. 1 He let it be known that the Republicans were carrying on researoll independent of the Digest,
"Complete

vote~

of a num.ber of pemocratio oities," Mr. Ham-

il ton said after analyzing the Digest's figures,
included. in the Digest poll to date,

"are not

From Ot.U" own oaretul

canvass of the situation, however, we are confident that
there is not enough New Deal sentiment in these cities to
overcome Governor Landon's tran.endous lead",

'

•
I

On the eve of the election everybody but the Republicans
gave Mr. Landon at best only a narrow chance,

Even the

Crossley poll had to come to a reluctant admission that
he would lose,

2

One paper thought that the election would

be so close that New York's 47 votes would decide it, and
these were too uncertain to forecast, 3

Needless to say,

Mr. Hamil ton and his chief remained "confident" to the very
end.
Govern or Landon's Campaign Methods
There seamed to be more diverse and semi-independent
1

New York Times, October 18, 1936.

2 Cf. "The Crossley National Poll", Chapter VII.
3 Detroit News, November 1, 1936.

iT
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individuals and organizations working for Governor Landon
than for Mr. Roosevelt.

Either because of the inability of

headquarters to coordinate and control their methods and
utterances or because of inexpertness of organization the
Republican campaign conveyed an impression of looseness not
apparent in that of the Democrats.

The Democratic world

seemed to revolve around the President.

Generalissimo Far-

ley usually remained in the background.

All speakers were

sub ordina.ted to the President.

On the other hand, there

were several important personages in the Republican high
control.

Colonel Knox spoke incessantly and travelled by

himself.

John Hamilton made many

~eeahes.

In fact, one

~

l

i

critic claimed that the campaign was well advanoed before Mr.
Hamilton realized that he was not the nominee, 1 '~is
enthusiasm and energy are such that he seems to identify himself wi t •h his candidate," said the Times.

"Sometimes, indeed,

it is hard to believe that he is not actually running for

r

President."

f

I

advisers whereas we didn't hear much about Mr. Roosevelt's

f

much advice.

f

i

i

advisers.

The news stories spoke often of Mr, Landon's

It was generally understood that he didn't need

In view of these facts one must write guardedly about

r

j

Governor Landon's plan of campaign.

However, since in the

final analysis he was the party leader he must be judged by
!:

his overt acts, regardless of the method and means which

f

dictated his decisions.

I

1 Editorial, . "The Consumate Chairman," New York Times,
October ? , 1936.

..
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The first and foremost decision that Governor Landon
had to make was whether he vrould go on speaking tours or
whether he v.ould conduct a "front porch" campaign from
Topeka.

He had many friends who advised the latter course,

They felt that he should make a few radio speeches on the
issues fr.om Kansas.

There he could be photographed, inter- .

viewed, and written about.

Thus he could

buil~

up a reputa-

tion for homely virtues, sound thinking, end business ability,
These qualities the country coulq contrast with Mr. Roosevelt's
unque stiomd radio and platform personaJ,.ity. 1
/
i

But he, or the strat egy board, decided ot herwi s e.

His

j

first trip took him through eight states incl u,ding Penn-

l

sylvania and New York,

At West Middlesex in the former end

at Chatauqua and Buffalo in the latter , he made his three
most important speeches.

At his birthplace, West Middlesex,

he emphasized the simple virtues of plain Americanism,

!

At

Chautauqua, as has been pointed out, he made his stand on
academic freedom clear. By inference this was a clash witb
Hearst. 2 The Hearst support, probably gratuitous and unsought, was fr om the beginning of some embarassment to Landon
supporters.

Prior to the convention William Allen White saw

fit to announce that "Hearst is a Hitch-hiker on the Landon
Sooner or later Landon will have to throw him
The sooner the better." 3 But he never did. Therefore,

Bandwagon.
off.

1 Arthur Krock in New Yorlc Times, August 30, 1935.
2 Editorial, New York Times, August 30, 1936; Raymond

Clapper in New York World-Telegram, August 2?, 1936.
3 Politics, News Week, VII (May 16, 1936) 9.

,~
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I
l

l

i

f

t

it is probable that in . the Chautauqua speech he intended both
to please the teachers and to inform the country that he
did not entirely approve of Mr. Hearst.
At Buffalo, on

Au~st

26, Governor Landon laid dawn cer-

tain principles that should govern governmental as well as
private finance.

I
I

He attacked food and amusement taxes.

He

denounced the surplus profit tax bill which he termed "cockeyed" legislation.
Thus in these three speeches be made his position fairly
Chaut~aqua

f

clear. Both in the Middlesex and in the

l

developed the theme of freedom ot opportunity, Teaohers should

l

I
I
l

I
I
j

I

l

be free. "We must ever remember. ," he sai<l at
academic

fr~edom,

political freedom,

speeches he

Ohau·tuaq~a,

religiou~

"that

freedom and

freedom of opportunity ar.e all bound together, Infringement upon one will soon lead to infringement upon others". 1 His Buffalo
speech indica ted that he believed that business and government
should be separated, and that government should be run on a
business basis. This s tend was very pleasing to :rmny people. By
denouncing teacher oaths and endorsing academic freedom with
reasonable restraints he tagged himself with certain liberal
and progressive tendencies. Later he found it increasingly
difficult to maintain the "middle of the road" position because
of the support of big money, as in the Maine campaign, and in
the support of the five "walking" Democrats, even though they
had nowhere else to go. This difficulty was predicted in a "letter
from the people" in the St. Louis Post Dispatch on July 2.
1 ~Republic, LXXXVIII (September 2, 1936) 89.

-
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In his first tour Mr. Landon attempted to clinch this
impression of liberalness by shunning some ot the "Old Guard".
He would have no private conferences with Cllarles

:o.

Hilles,

veteran national committeeman, nor with former raiser of campaign funds, Joseph R. Grundy. 1 This show of liberalism
Arthur Krock believed was of slight value because everybody
knows that these men are all practical politicians.

Such

discourtesies are superficial and are for campaign purposes
only, 2
What, then, were the principal values obtained from this
first swing, apart from those mentioned?
two.

Tnere were probably

First, it enabled him to mee't the leaders of local and

state organizations.
personal contacts.

He appeared to best advantage in close
Second, tor the same reason, he was

J

t
l

permitted to

~eak

to small crowds in an off-hand manner from

the rear platform of his oar, This was one of th~ best
things he did. 3 Raymond Clapper felt that the Eastern trip pepped up his campaign and "put monkey glands into his candidacy".
Thereafter, as far as the Governor's speeches were

con~

cerned, he continued to attack the New Deal policies in
general and the President in particular.

Its Social Security

Act was a "Cruel Hoax" on the working man.

The New Deal was

1 James A. Hagerty in New York Times, August 30, 1936;
Raymond Clapper in New York World-Telegram,August 28, 1936.
2

New York Times, August 30, 1936.

3 Arthur Krock in New York Times, August 30, 1936; James A.
Hagerty, .2E.· cit-.- - 4

New York World-Telegram, August 27, 1936.

4

guilty of wastefulness and extravagance.
especially by the indirect route.

It overtaxed,
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It put a burden on

business and thereby hindered reemployment, which in turn
pu t obstacles in the way of progress of the average man.
Even activities undertaken by the Administration that did have
son:e merit in them, such as the building program, conservation,
and relief, were executed and administered badly.

Especially

did he advocate a return to the states of many activities
"usurped" by tlle
other words,

ted~ral

government, decentralization, in

This was, of

cour~e,

the ;reversal of traditional

Republican policy, but the Demoorats were in no position to
make capital of this about-face,

Reviewing

~he

situation

l

one cannot see what else as a candidate he could have done,

f

As an outsider politically no other vote-getting measures

I

were open to him.

1I"

In the course of making these speeches he paid the middle

l
;

west and the north central states a great deal of attention.
He appealed to the farmer vote, as I have shown elsewhere, 1
and in the proper localities to the urban and industrial
groups.

On two occasions he made long side jaunts, one to

Maine and the other to California.
California is not quite clear.

The reason for coming to

Few people in California had

any doubts as to which way the state would go, the Digest poll
notwithstanding.

Possibly it was made to lend support to

the Townsend clubs and to revive Republican hopes generally. 2
1 See Chapter V, "Bidding for the Farm Vote".
2 Editorial, ''The Dash to California", Springfield Republican, October 18, 1936.
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As a matter of daily routine Mr. Landon did whatever
he considered necessary or expedient.

On his way to

California he referred to a statement of James Roosevelt
to the effect that the latter saw no way to make the purposes

or

the N R A effective except through a constitutional

amendment, and said:

"The President must specifically deny

that his son's views are his views.

Otherwise the silence of

the father will be the confession that ·the SOA
President when he gave us to understand that

spo~e

h~s

tor the

father in-

tended to perpetrate theN R A willy-nilly". 1
On his way back to Kansas from Des Moines Mr. Landon
''inspected farms, vineyards and apple orchards in No:rth-

i
.,

'

{

f
~

eastern Kansas, chatted· with the farmers and fruit growers,
their wives and children, end followed a style of indirect
campaigning whioh the President used successfully in his
"non-political" inspection tour of the drought areas of the
Northwest". 2 Nor did he overlook social amenities. While
in Los Angeles he sent a baske t of ro sea to Mme. Schumann-

I
I

Heink, who displayed them proudly. 3

l

eight minutes before the sarcophagus before placing a wreath
on it". 4 The second visit was on the morning of his Madison

l

f

I
t

I

Besides going to church and football games he made at
least two visits to famous tombs.

vVhile in Illinois on

August 2? he visited Lincoln's tomb and "stood for about

1

San Francisco Chronicle, October 25, 1~36.

2 James A. Hagerty in New York Times, September~. 1~36.
3 New York Post, October 22, 1~36.
4 New York World-Telegram, August 2?,

1~36.

-
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Square Garden speech.

While in New York he motored to

Oyster Bay and after "pausing briefly" placed a wreath on
the grave of Theodore Roosevelt.

Before this he paid a

brief visit to the widow of the former President, 1

This

visit, it was hoped, would "stir the memories of his old
comrades (Landon was a Bull Mooser in his younger days) and
rally Progressive sentiment to his support". 2
One of the most .enigmatic of the Governor's performances was his visit to Henry Ford while in Detroit on
October 17.

Mr. Ford let it be known he was

sup~orting

Mr.

Landon 'Qut why did the Governor go to see the manufacturer?
According to James A. Hagerty 3 the Republican supporters were
uneasy over the visit.

Homer Martin, President
of the
Inter.
'

national Union of United Automobile Workers of America, in
a public letter asked several questions.

Did the visit mean

that the Governor condoned the Ford anti-union attitude?
the industrial spy system?

Or

Did he sanction the "industrial

dictatorship and paternalism" maintained by the Ford factory
over its employees?

Mr. Landon, of course, made no answer. 4

Martin's union is a John L. Lewis organization so the Governor probably wasn't injured a great deal by the questions.
Judged by the ordinary

politica~

standards Governor

Landon's part in the campaign was well, though perhaps not
1 Sacr~nto Bee, October 29, .1936.
2

Evening Sun, Bal t imare, October 27, 1936.

3 New York Times, October 18, 1936.
4 l'b'd
l
•
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exceptionally, dore.

His speeches did not show the degree

of calm and dispassioned utterance displayed by his consumate
opponent.

They often contained traces of rancor and anger

and tOtvard the _end were denunciatory.
only course open to him.

This was, perhaps, the

His spirit never broke even though

he and his advisers must have known that he had no chance.
Regardless of whether he was making a

~eech

or performing

one of the routine matters of the campaign nis determination
and his energy did not falter.

This demeanor is, of course,

the stock in trade of the office seeker, yet one is convinced
that Governor Landon was determined to fight the good fight,
win or lose.
and

After the election, his congratulatory telegram

later his visit to the President, possibly only .courteous

gestures, but more likely sincere expressions of sportsmanship,
were admired by the American people, regardless of how they
i

had just voted.
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CHAPTER IV
THE CAMPAIGN TACTICS OF THE DEMOCRATS

Because they were the party in power during the preceding quadrennium, the Democrats, led by President Roosevelt and advised by the able "General" Farley, bull t up a
smooth-working political machine.

It was never even supposed

that there would be any party candidate for the
other than Mr. Roosevel t.
international or othe r wise ,

p~esidency

Every one ot bis ottioial acts,
~d

political

was inevitable that t his shoul d be so,

signif ~ cance.

~hose p~ts

It

ot his

recovery program that were not declared unconstit utional, as
well as those that we:re so declared while they operated, had
in them all the elements necessary for

b~ilding

pa.rty

solidarity.
To suppose that the Democrats did not take advantage
of these opportunities would be naive indeed.

That they

did was one of the Republ loan campaign oounts against them.
Largely because of the unprecedented

gpvernm~ntal

ramifi-

cations, more political jobs were created by the Roosevelt
administration than by any preceding one.

Comparatively

few of these were given civil service rating, another campaign charge.

Needless to say employees not covered by

merit regulations are more amenable to political pressure
than those who enjoy such protection.

Works projects, soil

conservation projects, CCC encampments, federal largesses
to all sizes of communities, and many more, gave the
country at large a stake in the continuance of the New Deal.
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On top of them all there was a considerable measure of business
revival accompanied by a corresponding optimism.

The political

plant thrives in such a medium and the President and James
A. Farley had had long experience in the science of its
cultivation.

§1. Louis Post-Dispatch on October 25,

1936,

discussed the efficiency of the Democratic machine.

What

sylvania the
I

r

l
l
l
l

t
l'
l·

I

Apropos of the political situation in Penn-

applied in Pennsylvania applied more or less elsewhere.

Said
...

the Post-Dispatch:
But coercion and pressure do not fully expl~in the greatly
increased registration totals. Another and perhaps a
greater factor has 'been the efficiency of the preeent
Democratic machine under Roosevelt, Farley, Guffey, Earle
and John L. Lewis of the United Mine Workers,

..

Appeal to Racial Groups
The Democrats kept in close touch with the voters

'l

of foreign birth.

I

guage division of the state campaign committee.

In New York they had a

forei~

lan-

Governor

Lehman and other members of the state ticket attended a
luncheon given by this division.
presided.

D~.

Henry Moskowitz

1

The air was full of speeches, long and short, in
different foreign languages.
According to ,.TI!! Literary
2
Digest the Democratic party used phonographic records in
six languages, Italian, German, Jewish, Polish, Hungarian,
and

Greek, in a dozen important cities over their local

stations.
1 New York Times, October 23, 1936 ..
2 "Aerial Babel", 122 (October 31, 1936) 17.

·bf'
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No racial group, however small, was neglected.

' In

New York the Democrats had a Chinese Division of their
National Connnittee but the Republicans claimed 80 per cent
of the nation's Chinese vote.
York~

-

To check this claim the New

sent a canvasser to make a check up.

He didn't

get much satisfaction from his interviews for the tally
s t ood:

"Landon, 2; Roosevelt, 1; Undecided, 1; Non-

committal, 100".
The attack on Big Business ·
The Democrats have for many decades associated the
'I

Republican party with big business.

Tne American Liberty

League was presented to the public as the m.outhpieoe or

J

the intrenched interests.

t

or included the du Ponts, tbe Morgans, Al Smith, John

t
i

Raskob and many others.

With it were either associated

It is claimed that the original

idea of the League was to devote it self to cult ural,
financial and personal improvement of the oondi tions of
white collared workers.

It was organized by scme of Mr.

Roosevelt's own supporters.

Somewhere in its history evil

influences got into control and it became an anti-New Deal
organization.

1

According to the same source the Lea gue withdrew from
active politics but that did not stop the Democratic
attack upon it.

For them, it continued to the end of

the campaign to be symbolic of influences inimical to the
public welfare.
1

"News Behind the News", Sacramento Bee, Septeni:>er 10, 1936.
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Whatever may have been the political course of the
Liberty League as such the du Pont members were active
supporters of the Republican campaign.

This, plus the

publicity brought upon them by the investigations of the
Nye Committee, furnished splendid ammunition for the
Democratic press.

Apparently trey needed no urging from

the Central Committee.

In an editorial tracing the pros-

perous operations of the du Ponts under Republican administrations, particularly their munitions contracts with
foreign governments and manufacturers, the Sacramento Bee
on September 23, 1936, oo nolude d with t h is question:
'

l

t hey or do they not expect to oash in should Alf Le.ndon
And an eastern paper 1 concluded a similar

!

be elected?"

!'

editorial entitled "Too Close to Gunpowder" with:

1
fI.
t

"Do

Alf Landon is too close to the gunpowder to be quite safe.
know how the British Cabinet turned its face the other
way while British firms with Cabinet influence helped rearm
Germany.
Do vJ e want mother American President and an
American Cabinet who will oblige munitions makers in the
same way?

'Ne

Letter Contests
Copying the technique of the r P.di o advertisers the
National Democratic Committee sponsored a letter contest
on "V'iha t the New Deal has Meant to Me".
r

A Mrs. D. K.

Marlowe, 29 year old housevvife from Ohio, "postponed rraking

1

New York Post, September 19 , 1936.
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jam long enough," to write the connnittee the winning letter.
The New York Times of September 2, published the letter in
f ull.
I

Church Support

}
i
'

I
!

In the 1928 campaign religion was one of the submerged,
but none the less real, issues,

The i dea of electing a

Cat holic to the Whi te House did not f i t into the American
political theory.

Somehow it didn't s eem right,

But in

1936, as always before, it s eerned right for the Catholics

I
If
I

t
!

to support a Protes tant nomine e.

In one Qf its pre-election

surveys the American In s titut e of Pub l ic Opinion puolished
1
a poll of the church sentiment ,
The pol~ showeq the
Catholics overwhelmingly for Mr, Roosevelt, Father Charles
Coughlin notwithstanding.

The members of the conservative

Protestant churches opposed him.
Of course, beyond speaking in favor of toleration and
going to church regularly, neither Mr . Landon nor Mr, Roosevelt made any overt bid for denominational support,

But

considerations of propriety did not deter the Democratic
National Committee from arranging an NBC broadcast on
October 8 by the Rt. Rev. John A. Ryan of Catholic University.
Under the guise of replying to the accusations of Father
Charles Coughlin, Mgr. Ryan pleaded for the re-election of
He denounced at length the charges of Connnun2
i sm directed at the President.

t~r.

1

Roosevelt.

See Chapter VII, Straw Polls in the 1936 Campaign.

2 St. Louis Post-Dispatch, October 9, 1936.

·.
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"Would a Communist have publicly acknowledged the
rulership of God over

~rica

on the morning of his

inauguration as President?" he asked.

WWoUld a Communist

have received academic honors from the principal Catholic
institution of learning in the United States?" 1
Women Campaigners
Do women e:x:erci ee political influence over each other?
If so, are society women more potent than
inent sisters?

th~ir

less prom-

At any rate thE!Y did much talking and a great

deal of organizing last fall.

In September Mrs,

~enneth

O'Brien, daughter of Clarence Mackay of the Ppstal Telegraph,
organized a function at Sherry's on Park Avenue in behalf of
the Roosevelt candidacy. Present were many ladies of Demo era tio
lineage as well as some who were not. The speakers at this
affair seem to have been women who were up till reo en tly Republicans. Present were Mrs. Charles S. Whitman, wife of the
former Republican governor of New York and (hear ye%) Mrs.
Sedgv.rick Colby, author and former wife of Bainbridge Colby. 2
Mrs, Raymond Brown, organizer of the National League of
vromen Voters, was another Republican apostate.
believe in half-way measures.

She did not

Mrs. Whitman, mentioned above,

was converted to the Democratic views while attending a publio
speaking class held by the Women's Rep ubl lean Club. 3
1

:Mgr. Ryan stated that the President had received academic
honors from Catholic University in 1932.

2

New York Times, September 18, 1936.

3

Dorothy Dunbar Bromley in New York World-Telegram, September
30' 1936.
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Women were active in all phases of the campaign, on
committees, at political headquarters, as speakers, and in
many other capacities.

Their participation was in part a

recognition of the political rights of women as well as a
device to attract the voters of their sex.
Belittling the Opposition
All through the campaign one read

state~ents

casting

reflections upon the efficiency of the Republican opposition,
Either the Speakers' Bureau was working at cross purposes or
some gears in the national machinery were frozen.

As early

as the first part of September confusion among the Republican
strategists was handicapping Governor Landon. 1

There was

also the story that financial intake had fallen

of~,

attri-

buted to a what's-the-use feeling and a growing confidence
in business trends. 2 A few days later the same source reported that Republican leaders were despondently aware of

th~

fact that they started far too late to organize the Republican
machine, that they should not have waited until Governor
Landon was nominated to begin work.
3
ducing disharmony and ill-feeling.

This feeling was proThese stories about the

inefficiency of the Republican machine may have some basis
in fact for in a discussion on the fight for Pennsyl¥ania
a Republican paper admitted their forces were leaderless
in that state.

Needless to say, it didn't praise the Demo-

1

New York World-Telegram, September 8, 1936.

2

''News Behind the News", Sacra100nto Bee, September 1, 1936.

3

Sacramento Bee, September 10, 1936.
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cratic methcxls.

1

Building Confidence in the Democratic Organization
Complimentary to belittling the Republican strategy were
the statements of confidence in the Democratic organization.
The press reported the activities of James A. Farley.
thing was going well.

Every-

He held conferences with every county

chairman in New York, seeing as many as eight or ten a day.2
On September

~4

"twenty men high in

Democ~atio

councils con-

e" to discqss v4 th tlle President plans for his re-eleotion. 3 Amopg those present were
verged on the summer White

Hou~

Senators Guffey and Robinson and Chair man Farley.
But campaigning doesn't do any goo4 if voters don't vote.
Consequently ·we read that:

"The Democratic organizations

are geared up to get out the vote this year as never before.
Insiders comment that they can and will reach much further
down in the barrel than the Republicans can possibly do. n4
In Maryland the Young Democrats organized a "votegetting plan" whereby they planned to make a "precinct-toprecinct" campaign during registration days.

In addition

they organized a "First Voters' Caravan" to tour Western
Maryland in an effort to stimulate voting zeal in those who
have recently come of age.

In this caravan was the chairman

1 St. Louis Post Dispatch, October 25, 1936.
2 New York Times, September 2, 1936.
3

Evening Sun, Baltimore, September 24, 1936.

4 "News Behind the News", Sacramento Bee, September 10, 1936.

~,,.
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of the Roosevelt First Voters' League. 1

Such news stories could be duplicated by dozens throughout the country.

They were all calculated to convey the

i mpression of great virility in the Democratic ranks.

I

know tba t in Sacramento County the Young Democrats were

.

quite active.
Enlisting Important Personages

.

Conveying also the implication of strength and the
power of tbe principles of the party to convince is the
recruiting of notable figur e s in public and private life.
Such people openly and

f
t
i

t
r

,

l

Il
l

i:

l

its accomplishments,

unre s ~edly

praised the New Deal for

This idea has, of course,

b~en

used

many, many times, and by Republicans as well as by Democrats.
The people openly espousing the principles· of the New Deal
stood high in their pa r ticular circles and in the opinion of
certain groups of people.
In the political

'~rld

many men announced a change in

plans in order to assist the New Deal.

In Minnesota two

candidates for public office withdrew from the race in order

i

to solidify the forces behind President Roosevelt.

t

Patrick J. Delaney, nominee for United States Senator, and

l

t

lt
I

i

..

They were

Fred A. Curtis, nominee for Governor. They were congratulated
by Chairman Farley. 2 Frank Murphy resigned as High Commissioner to the Philippines in . order to run as Democratic
candidate for Governor of Michigan.

He did this, it was said,

1 Evening Sun, Baltimore, September 19, 1936.
2 St. Louis Post-Dispatch, October 3, 1936.

-
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in an effort to secure for the President the electoral vote
1
of Michigan.
Both parties tried hard to line up Senator Borah, the
poli tical enigma of the age,

Frustrated in his bid for the

Republican nomination the Senator retired to Idaho to campaign for

re~election.

Apparently some of his speeches had

a New Deal t\vang to them wnich brought both praise and
denunciation upon h i m.

But the Old Warrior knew his political

j

i

f

onions for Idaho turned out to be a Democratic state.
favorable comment tne Senator would not go.
an interview he stated:
Governor Landon,

Beyond

When pressed in

"I will not make any speeches for

I am not supporting him,

Beyond

tn~t,

my

actions and the views I am voicing in my talks to the people
of Idaho speak for themselvestt. 2 Commenting editorially the
r··
i

t

Post was of the opinion that Borah was unequivocally for Mr.
Roosevelt.

They called it "the defection of Senator Borah",

Probably most people came to the same conclusion.
The most sensational of the Democratic aides was
Governor Lehman of New York.

He early announced his deter-

mination not to be a candidate for

re-e~ection.

would not take his statement as final.

The party

At the Democratic

Convention he was Showered with attention and prestige.

Only

later at tbe insistent pressing of President Roosevelt did
he consent to carry the Democratic banner in New York.
Hailed as a strategic climax his decision was front page news
1 Morning Sun, Baltimore, July 10, 1936.
2 Robert

s.

Allen in the New York Post, October 5, 1936.

f

f,
1

j.

l

t

1
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all over the country.

I'
!
j

L

His candidacy, it was said, was

necessary to make New York safe for the demooraoy.

Governor

Lehman was reelected but, ironically, the President polled
more votes in New York than he did.
Like their opponents the Democrats gathered supporters

f

1

from the opposite party. In an attempt to alienate Republican
support in Governor Landon's ovm state certain Republican

t
l

leaders organized the Kansas All-State

f
f

present and former members of the Kansas

t

state fire marshal and others.

i

Kansas the drift away from Landon was becoming apparent.

t
I

i

lIf

I
l

t

!
f

ll

Agrio~tural

for Roosevelt. Listed among the f ollowers of
1

thi~

movement were

Leg~$lature,

a

fo1~er

.

-

The Bee also. stated that in

other move,
velt.

\'JB.S

the Progressives' indorsement of Mr, Roose-

They met in Chicago on September 11,

On the opening

morning more than 100 men and women answered the roll call,
Senator La Follette, who had long been toying with the idea
of coming out openly for Mr. Roosevelt, presided.

Others

present were Senator Benson, Farmer-Labor supporter, of
Minnesota, Senator Black of Alabama, Mayor

~a

Guardia of

New York, John L. Lewis, and Senator Norris, who gave the
gathering "his blessing and support".

2

Frank Murphy from

Michigan, Grace Abbott, head of the children's bureau under

:

Coolidge and Hoover, and Senator James Couzens were also
there. 3 The Bee thought that such "a contrast in bolters"

f

1

t

2 Milwaukee Journal, September 12, 1936.

I
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I

'

Committee

Of greater political importance, however. than any

f

f

' ....---

,.

3

Sacramento

~'

October 14, 1936.

Sacramento Bee, September 5, 1936.

'
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"
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was "significant to voters".
Commenting upon the political effect of this development

~

l

the Milwaukee Journal1 stated that it would draw a "line

If

between the known progressive leaders of Republicans, Demo-

,

crats, the new parties in Wisconsin and Minnesota on the one

}

!
'

hand, and the new extremists who follow Father Coughlin, ~k.
Lemke, Dr. Townsend or Gerald Smith.

The line is drawn for

this campaign, 'without necessarily indorsing any political

i

party' .• "

•

I

Not all of the Democratic
political figures.

supporter~,

however, were

The Repub l ica ns, particularly

qov~rnor

Landon, carried on an insistent campaign against the
reciprocal trade agreements,
the Republican platform,

These were also denounced in

Apropos of these, late in the

campaign Mr. Thomas Alfred Morgan, president of the Sperry
!

l
l

t

t

!

{

I

Corporation and a director of several other companies interested in foreign trade, wrote to Secretary of State Hull
praising the foreign trade policies of the Roosevelt Administra tion.

Somewhat guardedly, Mr. Morgan wrote in part:

The reciprocal trade agreements that you are responsible for
are, in my opinion, the only basis for a reasonably stable
and constructive foreign trade policy.
e.re already receiving substantial benefits from this policy,
and if contin~ed the results should be more favorable as
time goes on.

'Ne

Less weighty was the support of certain musicians.

Mrs.

Ol ga Strokowski, the pianist, praised the New Deal for what
1

.t
.££. .£.!..._.

2 New York~~ October 26, 1936 .

its 'N P A projects had done for unemployed musicians.
said she had voted for Hoover in 1932.
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She

Her announcement was

made public by the Women's Division of the Democratic
National Committee.
Of heavier touch was the recruiting by the Democratic
high command, of former heavyweight champion, Jack Dempsey.
Starting October 5, he planned a

thre e.wee~

tour of New

York State.

The speeches were to be ~de from his a utomobile trailer, 1 Aocording to another paper Mr. Dempsey
felt the injustice of our economic system very keenly.
a man makes a lot of money why the devil

.l
I

spoul~n't

"If

he pay?

When people are starving .

And women get only $10 a week
that can't even buy their socks. " 2

t.

Political "Stunting"

1

There was a large variety of miscellaneous activities
carried on by both parties which I have termed political
"stunting''.

Much, if not most, of it was the result of

enthusiastic outbursts

rro ~

ardent

member~

or the party.

For example, I have a picture taken from the

New~

Journal showing a committee of Young Democrats in Post
l

Office substation No. 120 sending walking

t!

John Callaghan and John Davis.

stic~s

to Al Smith,

The sticks are nicely tagged ·

i

and the committee seemed to be enjoying the humor of the

f
i

situation.

.I
!
l

I

The First Lady of the Land didn't overlook any political

l

1 Evening Sun, Baltimore, September 24, 1936.
2 New~ World Telegram, September 22, 1936.
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opportunities either.

It seems that a certain Steve

Vasilakos had acquired some local fame i n Washington as the
unofficial White House peanut vendor.

But Steve stayed too

long in one place end so was ordered to move on by the police.
Instead he stationed himself on the sidewalk and vms promptly
arrested.

He wrote a letter to Mrs. Roosevelt appealing to

her for aid.

She in turn wrote to the commissioner saying:

"I myself would miss him on that corner.
him stand at the Whit e Ho use gates. n 1
As in all

campa ~gns

talk in the air.

We had better let

the r e was a great deal of betting

Apparently coverings were slow.

The

Democrats made many offers o ut the Republicans eye d the
bait askance, however a lluring it might have been.

Mr.

Arde Bulova, watch manufacturer, came in for some publicity
when he publicly offered odds of 8 to 5 on Mr. Roosevelt
up to $169,000,

No Republicans responded,

He raised the

odds to 9 to 5,

Still no Republicans came fort h,.

The

Literary Digest telegraphed Bulova asking if the Maine results changed his odds.

His reply was, ''If Wall Street is

so certain that Landon is going to be elected why is it so
difficult to get this bet covered?" 2 Much significance was
attached to this situation by many people with whom I conversed.

Betting odds have always been considered a rough

index to a political situation.

Presumably people with money

to spend on large wagers are better informed than most of
1 Evening Sun, Baltimore, September 24, 1936.
2 New York Post, September 22, 1936.
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the rest of us.

However, it has been proved that "Wall

Street is by no .means an infallible prophet regarding the
outcome of elections."!
Sound trucks were much in evidence in many cities during
the last campaign.
mento.
tactics.
. I

There were two that I know of in sacra-

News stories from other cities told of the same
These were

organizations.

~onsored

in the main by political

The following is a resolution

a~proved

by

the Board of Aldermap of New York City:
Be it resolved, that permission be and the same is hereby
given to all political organizations and associ~tions to
parade through the streets, avenues and thoroughfares of the
City of New York with vehicles containing oells, radios,
amplifiers or bands of music, wkth such advertising m.atter
as may pertain to the c~paign.
·
'

{
j

Citizens protested but to no avail.
There was doubtlessly much mare of this sort of thing.
The opportunities for display were legion, their number
depending solely upon the alertness and ingenuity of individuals and organizations.

For example, this bit of

classici~

was seen written in chalk on the side of a box oar on a
Sacramento siding:

"If you want to lose your sox, cast your

vote for Landon and Knox."
Human Interest Pictures
The President, of course, was much photographed wherever

,.
j

1

he went.

We saw him on the rear platform of his campaign

1 Robert C. Brooks, Political Parties and Electoral Problems,
XII, 354. For example, "During the wnole of the campaign
of l916 ••••••••• the betting odds in the street indicated
the election of Hughes."
2

Springfield Republican, October 2, 1936.
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train waving farewell to Detroiters.

While at Denver he was

photographed discussing "the situation with Mrs. c. M. Wiles,
1
87 11 •
On his way to Denver the Times Wide World Photographer
recorded him leaving St. Mark's Episcopal Church in Cheyenne,
supported by the arm of an officer. 2 At Hyde Park the camera
caught him gping over some papers while three grandchildren
stood and sat around him.

While in the Dust Bowl we saw

farmers standing with one foot on the running board of the
President's car while they told him their difficulties,
And we saw him happi l y singing "Home on the Range" with the
Legi ohna~es

at Albany .

All i n all these pi ctures conveyed

to the nation the human charaoteristics of Mr. Roosevelt
as no other device could.

The people got the impression

that their president would not knowingly overlook any man.
The news reels showed him in his serious moments and at
the same time we heard him emphatically declare his policies

i

1
l

to the country.
Attacks on Governor Landon
··.
The Democratic press unceasingly attacked Mr. Landon.

f

So far as I could discern little of it aminated from

f

political headquarters.

tI

it was said the hands of the ghost writers were too much in
evidence. 3 But if the ghost writers were innocent it was

l
'

>

~

l

1
i

l

1

His sp eeches were criticized because

the Republican brain trusters who should have known the
1 st. Louis Post Dispatch, October 13, 1936.
2 New York Times, October 13, 1936.
3 Hugh Johnson, in New York yVorld-Telegram, September 14,1936.

facts about Canadian cheese. 1
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However, the Milwaukee Journal

didn't blame a man unaccustomed to dairying affairs for being
mistaken about babassu nuts.

It did blame the "speech

writers in Republican headquarters" for the error.

2

All these accusations and reproaches were comparatively
mild.

Most severe was the attack of Secretary Harold Ickes

in a national broadcast on October 20.

He accused Governor

Landon of being a political changeling.

In the course of

his address he read a letter to him from Gpvernor Landon
3
dated February?, 1935. Here is the letter:
"Ron. Harold Ioke s,
Public Works Administr ator,
Washing ton, D. C.
"Dear Mr, Ickes:
"If you do not have the authority under the PNA to
make loans to States for public State-wide telephone systems,
may I suggest that it would be a sound public policy to
obtain this authority,
·~~ith

highest personal regards, I - am yours sincerely,
"ALF M. LANDON,

Governor."
Ickes' point was that Mr. Landon lacked sincerity.
This

~eech

may fairly be presumed to have been made with

the knowledge of headquarters.

However, one may ask, v.D.a t

right did Mr. Ickes have to lift correspondence out of the
official files and use it for political attack?
1

Evening Sun, Baltimore, October 1, 1936.

2 October 25, 1936. Governor Landon made erroneous statements concerning the price and quantity of imported
Canadian cheese and the tariff rates on babassu nuts.
3

New York Post, October 21, 1936.
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After. his nomination Governor Landon was said to
represent the Progressive element of the Republican Party.
But when Al Smith, the du Pants, Hearst, Hoover, and others
of similar political philosophy came to the aid of the G.O.P.
the opposition press took Mr. Landon to task.

They accused

hLm of being the tool of big business and, therefore, the
enemy of the people.
editorial entitled,

One illustration will suffice.
'~

In an

Vote for Landon is a Vote for Hoover"

---

the New York Postl said that Landon stood
for what Hoover
~
stood for and that Hoover danced "to the tune of Wall
Street".

The two men had recently lunched together.

were photographed, of course.
the lunch the

~

They

Commenting on the picture and

said, "On that day the Hoover who was

willing to feed mules but not men formally joined forces
with the Landon who said $1.08 a week is enough for a family
of three to live on".

As pointed out by William Hard in

one of his "impartial" radio broadcasts the $1.08 a week
story was one of the canards of the campaign.
If according to certain Republicans, Mr. Roosevelt was
socialistic and somewhat red, at least one paper held the
view that Governor Landon had on one occasion gone over to
the internationalists. 2 In his Portland, Maine, speech the
Governor said that the purpose of the l ondon Economic Conference in 1933 was lost because "the President of the United
States turned his back on this international cooperative
1 October ?, 1936.
2 Sacramento Bee, September 15, 1936.
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me thod," said the Bee "In that view, Governor Landon speaks

l i ke a new Messiah of the Internationalists."
Predictions
The Democrats were jubilantly predictive and confident
all the time.

But, Jim Farley excepteds they apparently

had no vision of the great sweep that was in store for them.

f

l

Farley to divine the future and his statement was received
vri th a smile.

f
\

f

i

\

Did rv;:r. :E'arley have sta tist~cal reasons

to support his estimate?

As far as I am able to determine

he has not yet revealed all he knew--or didn't know.

'

The Modus Operandi of the President
The Democrats claimed that the President was the most
finished and astute political strategist of the century,
and the Republicans grudgingly admitted the claim, or at
least a modest part of it.

In his syndicated "Great Game

1 Time, XXVIII, {November 16, 1936) 28.
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f

of Politics", Frank R. Kent in one colwnn especially
expanded himself in deriding the President's cleverness. 1
No one who seriously considers the matter can believe that
all the smart ideas executed by l\1r. Roosevelt were his own.
Otherwise why a staff of advisers?
appeared to come from him.

But for publication they

Beyond that we don't need to

in quire.

r
t

among them the following:

(1 )

The President's trip last

I

June to Arkansas and Oklahoma during the Republican National
Conv ention.

This put him on the air at the same time his

opponents were staging their big show.
the drought states.

(2) His trip to

He learned nothing he did not already

know but he put Governor Landon in an unfavorable light.
(3) He met the threat of the deffersonian Democrats after
their Detroit meeting by sending for Senator Carter Glass to
come to the White House.

(4) The declaration by way of

Senator Pat Harrison that no new taxes would be levied this
year was calculated to forestall the Republican attack upon
administration extravagance.
promise, when it

lea ,~ ked

1 Morning Sun, Baltimore.

(5)

The crop insurance

out that Governor Landon proposed
Exact date uncertain.
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advancing it in his Des Moines speech.

{6)

Mr. Roosevelt

and Al Smith broadcasting at the same hour on October 1.
(In a nice gesture of courtesy Mr. Smith postponed his speech
until after the President had spoken.)
Another paper in a long discussion of the Roosevelt
campaign strategy also called attention to the theory of
"ooinoidenoes" as well as the non-political pllase of the
President's activities and the "Natural dutie~ of office". 1
I.fr. Warner mentioned several of these "coincidences",

Among

them was also the oro p in sur anoe plan and the White House
announcement that the President encouraged :f"a:rm ownership
and the elimination of tenancy.

Governor Landon was

beginning to emphasize the "family type" farm, as one
of the avenues leading to the "American vlay of living".

1rr. Warner set down a long list of Presidential

re~onses

to "emergenices" and "natural duties of office".
are some of them:

{ 1)

Here

The President made a personal

survey of the drought area.

(2)

White House con-

ference of utility heads and Federal power officials
to convey an impression of administrative cooperative
spirit.

{3)

Colonel Knox's statement questioning

the soundness of insurance polioie s was answered by a
White House conference of company officials.

(4)

The

Republicans charged squandering of public monies and in
answer there was a conference of the President, the Secretary
of the Treasury, and Democratic finance cha.irme n of both
1 Albert t. Warner in New York Herald-Tribune, September
27, 1936.
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houses.

They agreed publicly that there would be no new

l
I

l

t axes and that Federal revenues had risen and would
continue to rise.

I

I admit that thes·e are the assertions of Republican
sympathizers.
out.

Yet I believe that the news stories bore them

For example, on September 8 the New York Times carried

a front page account of Mr. Roosevelt's plans for reorgani z ing the Feo.eral bureau s , i ncluding the Ci vi l Service
Commission itself.

Pay r oll reductions had been e,ooom.

plis hed and more were in s ight,

An edi t or ial writ er we, s

left with a bad taste i n h i s mou t b because the Pre s ident
had called a conference of life i nsurance chiefs to issue
a statement that didn't need to be issued. 1 Likewise the
press carried accounts of the power meeting on September
30 a s well as of the World Power Conference on September
7.

But more clever politically was the proposal of Edward

A. O' Neil, President of the American Farm Bureau Federation
t hat 1rr , Roosevelt create a Federal Farm Council.

The

Council would consider soil conservation, farm credits, and
rural roads.

The president favored the idea,

He also

appointed a committee headed by Dr. Floyd Reeves, professor
of Education at the University of Chicag o, to investigate
an extension of Federal aid for vocational education.2
All of these accounts mark the President's strategy
as one calculated to forestall the opposition by using
1 Evening Sun, Baltimore, September 16, 1936.
2 Evening Sun, Baltimore, September 22, 1936.
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t heir own capital wherever possible.

When it was necessary

to answer, he did so for the most part by the indirect
method of action rather than by direct verbal replies.
It is, of course, necessary for a political campaigner
to talk.

In his back-and-forth zigzags from the plains to

New England the President did much talking.

In fact, his

collected speeches would make a considerable volume.

The

general theme of all these speeches was that his ac1minisI

tration accomplished much, this in contrast to the inertness

l

of the preceding administration.

fi

!l

His itinerary was a sort

~

of self-congratulatory tour.

t

business recovery as the outstanding example of what the

t

.f

\

£
I

New Deal had accomplished.

Ha pointed out the evident

The emphasis shifted from area

to area with remarkable insight for what the public speakers
term "local touch".

He attacked monopolisti o interests,

always in general terms.

j

I
i
j
~

!

'

Toward the end he had to reply

directly to the attacks on the Social Security Acts.
But in contrast to those of his opponents his speeches
generally lacked rancor and denunciation.

When .h e condemned

the opposition one felt that he was uttering an impersonal
statement of fact.

They were, I would say, v1ell within

presidential dignity.
The speeches contained strategy, nevertheless.
far as it was possible he ignored the Republicans.

In as
Occasion-

ally they were mentioned by name, and then but briefly.

We

did, though, hear a great deal of the "previous administration" or administrations.

As far as I can recall from

hea ring and reading Mr. Roosevelt's speeches he was totally

-
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unaware of the existence of the Governor of Kansas.l
Even in his final speech in Madison Square Garden he did not
mention Mr. Landon although he replied at length to the
Governor's demands made in the same place 48 hours before.
Here is the way he prefaced his series of "Of course we will
continue to:"

"This is our answer to those, who, silent

about their own plans, ask us to state our objectives''.
That, and nothing more.

It must have been humiliating to

the nominee of a one time victorious party t hus to be
ignored,
The President's spee ches Qpntained

st~ a tegy l~~s

apparent but more effective from a long range point of
view.

Everywhere he stressed the interdependence of the

various industries of the nation.

He told the industrial

sections that they needed the farmer quite as much as he
needed them, that his prosperity was their prosperity.

In

t he agricultural areas he told the people that their wellbeing was
I

L

dep~ndent

upon that of the industrialists.

this constant stressing of the same theme?

Why

Is this the

answer?
t

i1

Against this logic the Republicans have no argument. Yet
this line of reasoning is the warp and woof of the Administration's attack on the Supreme Court. On it is built the
New Deal contention that the Court cannot wipe out the AAA
without also striking a blow at industry; likewise that it
cannot destroy a minimum wage or Guffey cgal act without
hurting the farmer as well as the worker.
Was the President trying to build up a greater conscious1 Cf. Chapter III, "Introduction to Campaign Tactics".
2 Drew Pearson and Robert s. Allen in ''The Weekly Washington
Merry-Go-Round",San Francisco Chronicle, September 20, 1936.

-
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ness of national unity against the time when he might need
a united sentiment to counteract the disintegrating decisions
of the Supreme Court?

A Constitutional am:mdm9nt, perhaps?

Let tine determine the answer.

1

The President reached the supreme heights of speaking
technique when he began to assooiate his audiences with
him in a joint undertaking.

He opened his Syracuse speech

on September 29 with these words:

"To:tlj.ght you and I

join forces for the 1935 oampai~.
We ent er it wit h con2
fidence".
In the final SIJ3 ech of the campaign at Madison

'

Square Garden on October :31 he u sed the first person plural
constantly, and in one place near the end of the speech
he said "You and I will continue to refuse to accept
that estimate of our unemployed fellow Americans". 3
Then, too, these campaign speeches, both formal and
informal, gave him a chance to contact the country,

This

was particularly true of his swing throug}l the Mid-west
during the middle of Octobe r.

Ther e he mde some fifty
speeches from the rear platform of his private car. 4 He

could have stayed at Hyde Park and presented the same
1

In his message to the Seventy-fifth Congress on January
6, 1937, President Roosevelt said: "The Judicial Branch
also is asked by the people to do its part in making
Democracy successful." From Sacramento Bee, January
6, 1937.
---

2 As rep or ted in Sacramento Bee, September 30, 19 36.
3 As rep or ted in Milwaukee Jour na.l , November 1, 193 5.
4 Charles W. Hard in~ York Times, October 18, 1935.
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message by air but that would not have produced so effective
a response.

Furthermore, the Pre s ident is a superb campaign-

er and loves the game.
the crowd.

He enjoys applause and the thrill of

And who could censure him?

It was his last

political campaign.
Apart from his speeches and administrative acts a special
feature of the President's technique were the pre-campaign
"non-political" actions.
T

l

Notably among these were his trip

to the drought area and h is con:t' erence with the hal:f'-(i o:zren
governors, Alf Landon included,

At this meeting politics

vre1·e tied outside as was satirized by the cartoons of the
day.

1

Before .and after the conference he

farmers in different states.

vi~ited with

This tour was clearly in line

vr.i. t h the prerogatives of his office and at any other time
'

would have been regarded solely as suc h ,

It is doubtful

'

if h e learned anything he didn't already know.

But he

::ould ha ve been infinitely more remote from the people

1

personally and psychologically if L.J had relied upon tile

1
l
!

r eports of his agents.

Heavy, bald and suspendered 1'armer

6teve Brmm of Jamestown, North Dakota, for "51 years a
honesteader", would not ha ve had the opportunity to stand
by the President's car and tell him that he had lost everything .2

Nor would Mayor R. L. Dougherty of Rapid City,

South Dakota, have had a chance ·to shake hands with the
President had the investigation of drought conditions been
l See "The Campaign as told by the Cartoonstt.
2 Ph otograph in St. Louis Post-Disoatch, August 31, 1936.
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made from a statistical re port. 1
All t his was non-politic a l.

So a lso, doubtlessly,

wa s the dedication of a bridge across the Mississippi at
Hannibal, Missouri, on September 4, 2 and the laying of
a corner stone at Albany, and the like .

I am not infer-

ring that Mr. Roosevelt lacks a sense of human kindliness.
He undoubtedly feels the suffering of h is less fo r tunate
fe llow citizens as keenl y a s a ny man.

Yet the fa e t remains

t hat his personal study of t he stricken plains area was
made just before re-el ection .

To win an election , a can-

di date must stay on the fron t page, pr eferably wi t hout his
app earing to seek it,
Nowhere was the President's vvarine ss better shewn
t han in his attitude toward state and local politics,

Ex-

cep t in the case of Senator Norris and Governor Lehman his
policy was strictly one of hands-off,
of Governor Lehman

w~ s

Even the endorsement

by implication, rather than by

direct recommendation to the people.

Senator Norris

ha s the distinction of being t he only candidate President Roosevelt openly recormnended to the voters.

But

Senator Norris comes from the plains states and he has
t he unqualified approval of all liberals.

The President

certainly left no doubts in his Omaha speech that he needed

1 Photograph in the New York Times, September 2, 1936.

!I
I

l

2 New York Post, August 31, 1936.

.

.

N orr~s.

1
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Governor James M. Curley made a bid for endorse-

ment when he presented Mr. Roosevelt in the Boston Commons.
But there was no response. 2 And so it went everywhere.
Irrespective of one's political views ar of such
ridiculing c onnnent as that put forth by Frank Kent it
must be admitted that Mr. Roosevelt's campaign technique
was superb.

His manner delighted and his speeches never

wearied.

One felt that he sincerely wanted to help the

country.

Many oft hose who vo t ed against him, did so not

because they doubted his earne s tness but because they didn't
'

'

like the course they thought

~

was following.

His ex-

'I

!

l·
'i

pressions of sympathy for the

unfortun~te

ancl the under-

privileged were undoubtedly sincere.

1 Arthur Pound in "As Goes Michigan", Atlantic Monthly:_,
159, January, 193?, ?3-?8, discussed the course the
Republican Party must follo w if it is to regain the
nation. Concerning the President's political philosophy and strategy, he said: (pg. 1?)
President Roosevelt fiXed ttle Democratic line
as a little left of the center:
From that
position, the master stance at this phase of
the business cycle, he could go after votes on
either hand, and leave his radical fb es and conservative foes to destroy themselves. The President's strategy insured him the liberal vote.
2 Springfield Republican, October 22, 1936.
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CHAPTER V
TACT ICS IN CONTESTED AREAS
In the struggle to gain the support of certain voter
groups or otherwise to secure the advantage, the two major
parties often clashed.

Although the methods pursued by

ee.ch could have been discussed in the respective chapters,
the writer believed that the course of attack and counter
attack, of charge and oounter onarge, could be better traced
J.,
'

by incorporating the discussions under single beadings.

Two

of them, the struggles for the farm vote and the labor vote
involve two of the major

issue~

of the campaign,

nAs Goes Maine ••• , "
For many years it has been considered irrefutable
politically that "as Maine goes so goes the Nation''·

Because

it has long held its state elections in September, Wmine has

it

come to enjoy this political prestige,

That Maine should

ever have been considered a barometer of national politics
may well be questioned,

"Because Maine is traditionally

Republican, the election of every Republican president has
been preceded by the election of a Republican governor in
Maine, but since 1856 one of the six Democratic presidents
has been heralded by the election of this party's gubernatorial candidate in Maine. 111

Another writer claimed that

it takes a 65 per cent Republican victory in the state to
predict the November election. 2 Last election's 43,000
1 Claude Robinson in New York Post, September 16, 1936.
2 Arthur Krock in New York Times, September 17, 1936.
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gubernatorial plurality was far below that.
At any rate the Republicans felt that they could make
capital out of a Maine victory.

Therefore they spent a great

deal of money to make that victory as decisive as possible.
Some of the money, at least, came from sources anathema to
all good Democrats.

Within twelve hours of the Republican

announcement that Governor Landon would go to Maine on the
eve of the election Chairman Jim Farley released the findings of the Senate investigating committee on campaign
expenditures.

Five wealthy families, tne du Fonts, Rocke-

fellers, Archabalds, Sloans,

an~

collectively to the Maine G.

o.

Morgan, gave $50,600
P. 1 Whe. tev~r may have been

the ethics of the conunittee in turning its data over to Mr.
Farley prior to its official release is not in point here.
It is, however, clear that 1k. Farley attached political
importance to the Maine election.
tunity.

This was a golden oppor-

It would not have been better if it had been made

to Democratic order.

Did that politician know that Governor

Landon was going to Maine?
to know such things.
been a "coincidence".

Probably.

It was his business

Of course, the announcement may have
However that may be, Maine's politics

were linked with big business and Governor Landon by choice
we. s 1 inke d wit h ll'!ai ne . 2
The writers specula ted as to the wisdom of Governor
1 Morning Sun, Baltimore, September 9, 1936.
2 Cartoon in the New York World-Telegram, September 11,
1936.

Land on's excursion to Maine.
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If the Republicans had been

bea t en there the effect would have been fatal to their
ca u se everywhere.

1

The s ame writer claimed that the

Demo cra ts saw in the visit an acknowledgment of weakness.
~) n

the same date the New York Times editorially called it

''A Pol i tical Gamble."

The Times said that the Democrats

fea r ed a Republican landslide in Maine and that the Governor was going there to r ide home on the crest of a

~eeping

vi ctory.
!Vir. Landon's Portla nd speech on September 12 was viewed
t hrough parti san colore d glasses.

"Landon Invades Maine

wi t h A Fi ghting Speech, '' said the Sacramento Union Editor
t he next Monday morning .

His address wa s not "calculated
to win over doubtful voters, '' said the New York Times. 2
-~

The nex t day, Sunday, while Governor Landon went to
.,

church and was duly acclaimed by the pastor, and later rested
and visited, the Maine Republican machine was pushed into
t op speed.

They declared they were going to get out the

Republican voters as never before and would show the nation
a thing or two. 3
The results of the Maine election and
na tional one are now political history.

~he

subsequent

Maine went Repub-

lican,but in November it had only Vermont for company.
However, on September 15 the final result was still undeter1 Milwaukee Journal, September 10, 1936.
2 September 14, 1936.
3 Ibid.
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mined,

The partisans, as would be expected, either viewed

the September election with satisfaction or belittled it.
From Boston on Septemb er 15 came the report that "the
• Republican victory in Maine yesterday injected new life into
the Republican leaders in this state." 1

On the editorial

page of the same issue was a statement that both parties
could derive encouragement from the elections,

Arthur Krock

v.ras of the opinion that the Republicans had been ''Restored
to Major Party Status" and that from the Mai;ne results it
v1ould be reasonable to c onclude that other New England
states of similar c ompo sition would fo ~low in line on
November 3. 2 But said James A. Farley, "It Q.oes not seem
like very much to brag on". 3
Thus both sides of the contest held on to the old
fiction, even in the face of logic, that the Maine election
had national importance.
according to its own view.

Each derived encouragement,
One can't help but recall the

as sertion that the purpose of a national campaign is to get
votes, not to enlighten the electorate,

Bidding for the Farm Vote
Bidding for the farm vote was far from being

l

I

I

r

1
~

in the 1936 campaign.

~ ~

Jefferson did it and so did Jackson,

the latter with conspicuous success because he had political
opposition.

In the 70's both the Republicans and the

il

I
j

1 Springfield Republican, September 16, 1936.

2 New York Times, September 17, 1936.
3 Claude Robinson in New York Post, September 16, 1936.
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Democrats fused with the Grangers in some states to their
political advantage.

This fusion was partiQularly welcome

to the Democrats who bad not yet lived down their Civil
War record. 1 Again in 1895 and 1898 the Populists fUsed
with the Republicans in the South and with the Democrats
in the West. 2
Since 1920 the importance of the "farm bloc" in Congress
has been grcwing.

The farmers $ ve through economic

necessity become conscious of their place in American
society.

But since the La ]'ollette effort in 1924 there

has been no pronounc ed success in getting t hem together as
an integral part of a political party,

In 1935 the

L~mke

Coughlin-Smith line-up succeeded in polling enly 893,74?
votes, 3 Lemke's early assertion that the el~otion would ·
be determined in the House notwithstanding.

The farmers

still continued to be economically Grangers, Farm Bureau
membe rs, etc., and politically Republicans or Democrats,
depending on which side they felt that their bread was
buttered the thicker.
The Lemke scare soon passed and the Republicans and
Democrats proceeded to go after the rural vote alopg the
same old lines without reference to the Representative from
North Dakota.

Yli' . Roosevelt, as I have pointed out,

4

1

Nathan Fine, Labor and Farmer Parties in the United
States, 50-61.

2

Ibid.

3 Sacramento Bee, December 16, 1935.
4 Chapter IV, "The Modus Operandi of the President".
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personally inspected the drought areas and made speeches
in the plains and dairy states.

There he told the farmers

what the New Deal bad done for farm prices and soil conservation.

He promised a program of crop insurance.

De;,Jocratic headq_uarters printed posters and dodgers on
multi-colored paper telling how much farm prices had risen.
Mr. Landon also made speeches in the same states but
he was handicapped because the ''natural duties"
governorship wouldn't sanction
of Kansas.

~

plowed

gro~~

In his speeches, however, he

Administration.

He t al ked to the farmere

·or

the

to ~r

criticiz ~ ~

abQ~t

outside
tne

eoonomy

and budget balancing and the sins of wanton spending.

He

attacked t he reciprocal trade agreements and made erroneous
statements about Canadian cheese

am

babassu nuts.

He also

promised soil and water conservation, and a few hours behind
.

!

the President, crop insurance.

And in an area where the

principles of crop restriction seemed erroneous he reiterated
the Republican platform denunciation of it.

The Republicans also issued much hand literature in an
att empt to impress the farrr.ers.

I have eight distinct

pamphlets and folders calling attention to a variety
of things.

One entitled "Food 1 Shall We Buy from

American FariTErs or Foreign Markets?" speaks for itself.

Another in tabular form purports to show the differ-

ential of imports over exports, export figures in black,
import in red.

The most effective of all q_uoted Joseph's

advice to the Pharaoh to lay by enough food in the seven
years of plenty to carry them through the seven lean years
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to follow.

The folder was bordered in blue and under the

caption of:

''How Would Joseph Interpret This?" was a

pict ure of sheep being slaughtered for their hides in the
Wyoming mountains.
These were bona fide Republican National Committee
publications.

I have a colored hand dodger, however, which

bears no identification mark, issued probably without
comrrui ttee authorization.

-----

It i s headed Auction Sale.

"I

will offer at publio auction to the highest bidQ.er, at what
is known as the White House, Wa shington, D.

c.,

starting

at 3 P, .M., on or about January 20, 1937" certain described
"junk'', signed, ''Uncle Sam, owner."

The "junk" was "bones

of twelve million little pigs", "some Canadian seed wheat",
"123, 542 Corn-Hog Con tracts", and roo re items of farm produe e.

"All farmers who expect to go back to farming in

1937" were urged to attend the sale.
The local Democratic headquarters did not carry such
a wide variety of hand poster appeals to the :farmer.

I

have several, however, nicely done in greens, yellow
and orange.

They specialized in farm prices, farm

relief work, and what these meant to the fanner.

One

headed, "The Farmer Remen.bers Longer trnn the Elephant"
had two pictures on it.

The upper shOwed a dilap-

idated farm house and barn as it was in Republican
days.

But under the New Deal, what a change 1

The

fence had been repaired and the "for sale" sign on the
gate taken down.

Hay was in the barn, smoke issued from the

chimney, and there were leaves on the tree.

Another

,

•:
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carried a pictorial graph of a little ear of corn and
a runty pig under Hoover end a big ear of corn and a
600 pound hog under Roosevelt.
for gotten either.

Farm lighting was not

One another poster the progress

of the Rural Electrification Administration was shown.
Wooing the Negro Vote
In the Old South the Democrats don't consider the
Negro votes because in most of the states they have
virtually closed the polls t o them.

On the contrary,

the Republicans do bother about them because they need
the convention votes from the Southern states.

Therefore,

they are interested in keeping the party alive in the
Southern states.

As the ·Republican national convention

is now organized the party is enormously overrepresented
1
in the South,
But in tre North the Negroes have full liberty to
vote.

Since their position in American society is much

that of a people within a people it is very easy to project
an appeal directly at them.

This both parties did with much

gusto, the Democrats to wean them from Republicanism, and
the Republicans to keep them tied to the traditional party
apron strings.

For some years it has been apparent that

the Republican hold on the colored vote bas been slipping.

2

1 Robert C. Brooks, Political Parties and Electoral Problems,
- XI, 295.

2

Dr. M. R. Eiselen, lecture, "Political Parties and
Elections", Summer Session, 1936, College of the Pacit1.c.

gg
In t he last campaign the straw polls made an attempt to
mea sure the amount of this desertion.

The American Insti-

tute of Public Opinion found that sixty-nine per cent of
1
the Negro Vote was for Mr. Roosevelt.
On the same ballots
t he Ne groes stated that in 1g32 sixty-one per cent had
voted for President Roosevelt.

This comparison indicated

t hat the Democrats were at least not losing ground with the
Negroes.

The Republicans admitted this loss.

The last

s urvey fi gll!'es published b y Fortune showed t ha t 84.7 pe r
cent of the Negroes indicated a Roosevelt preference.

2

The

Republican s admitted t his l os s.
The importance of this vote was openly admitted.

There

vver e approximately 2,000,000 Negroes of voting age in the
Northern and border states. 3 The World Almanac, lg36, on
pa ge 257 gives the .adult Negro population of all the states
ba sed on the census of 1g3o.

Penn s ylvani a is credited vdth

277,355; New York 287,066, of whom most are in New York City
itself; Michigan, 114,346; New Jersey, 131,8g6; Illinois,
2 2 6 ,6g~;

and Missouri, 150,457.

Other border and Northern

s t at es also have a large colored vote.

Thus it is evident

t hat a considerable shift of Negro alliance could, in a
close election, have more political importance than ·most
third party movements.
The Republicans were determined, of course, to cling
1 San Francisco Chronicle, October 10, lg36.
2 "0...u arterly Survey: VI" XIV (October, lg36) 31.
3 Henry Lee Moon in New York Times, October 18, lg36.
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to their heritage.

In New York they sought to add to

their strength by building up a Negro state organization
vvhich held a two-day convention ending September 12, with
200 delegates present.

George E. Wibecan, director

of the Negro voters' division of the Republican state
committee, Imde them a speech in Wh.ic h he denounced
the New Deal and promised great things.

"This organization,"

he said, "is determined to go through New York and bring
back the Negroes to the faith of their fathers. "l

By that

statement he admitted that they bad departed from "the faith
of their fathers"•
In Baltimore a Republican banquet
recruited from the various state

~udienoe

organization~

·o f 1500

heard Senator

Harry T. Phoebus, of Somerset County, oall John Hamilton
"the greatest Republican who has lived since Abraham
.

L~nco

1 n". 2

Sea ted at the tables were "about one hundred

Negro leaders of the party in Baltimore".

In a letter

to Cleveland G. Allen, Negro leader in the campaign,
Governor Landon told the colored people that ''W'hen
the Negro maintains his allegience to the principles
of the Republican party he is in the house of his friends".
He mentioned the Constitution and the bill of rights,
the thirteenth and fourteenth amendments and the faith
of Abraham Line oln. 3
1 New York Herald-Tribune, September 12, 1936.

2 Morning Sun, Baltimore, September 22, 193 6.
3 New York Times, October 11, 1936.

l
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·i

Negroes were al s o capabl e in the oamp aign of speaking
for themselve s , encouraged, no doubt, by helpful Republicans.

One of their speakers, a Mr s . Marion Moore Day,

daughter of Frederick R. Moore, former minister to Liberia,
in a radio broadcast on October 20 charged the New Deal

.,,.

with insulting them.

j

i

·'

but few jobs.

The y wer e given charity, s he said,

Despite the $100,000 they contributed to

the Warm Spring's Foundation no Negro children
•

. -,!l

'

for there,

~

~re

cared

Furthermore, she charged, the President would

-~

not receive a delegation from the Southern Tenant Farmers'
Union when he was in Kansas fu e last time. 1
But the star performer a nd spokesman was J e sse Owens,
just returned, laurel-cover ed, from Berlin.

At tir st he

was not sure he was going to vote for Mr. Land on, a prior
statement of the Republican National Committee notwithr
l

.

,,'

standing.2

On September 3 he was reported to have said,

''His (Governor Landon's) election will be good for America,
and forth~ people of the colored race." 3
Owens travelled rather extensively speaking to Negro
audiences in different cities.

The core of his themes seems

to have been his foot racing experiences in Europe to which
he attached some nice words of commendation for Governor
Landon.

On Octob er 2 he spoke in Baltimore.

He wouldn't

suggest to his people how to vote for he was no politician,
l

New York Times, October 31, 1936.

2

New York Post, September 16, 1936.

3 Milwaukee Journal, September 3, 1936 .

'"'

1 02

"But," he said, "I ' ve met Alf Landon and I think he is one
of the finest men in the country. nl
l

While in Europe, he

1

told them, he met the Kin g of England, talked ~Q '·· the ICing

)

of Sweden, and waved at Hitler.

I

"But don ' t get the idea

Hitler snubbed me,'' he e xplained.

"He didn't snub me.

But

the President of this country didn't even send me a message
of

congratulations~

People sai d he was . too busy.

Governor Landon sent me one."

But

For the benefit of the

photographers Governor Ni ce we l comed him to Bal t _t mor e.
Unnecessar.i ly, it w.o ul4 seem, b ut in a border: sta te cer·.

tainly prudently, the pap er s aw fit to lab e l the dark boy
and the gray haired man, "Jess e Owens" a nd. "Governor Nice",
'

r esp ectively.

.

# ...

2

A week l a ter, October 10, Owens headed a . parade through
St . Louis.

.In the evening he spoke in the Coliseum.
wife , Ruth, accompanied him on the tour. 3

His

But apparently the Ne gro Communist candidate for VicePr e sident, James W. For d , didn't like the counter attractions
of t h e Ohio S tate cinder sta r.

In a speech at St. Louis on

Oc t ober 21, he criticized Owens for sayin g that "Landon and
Hitler are fine gentlemen," and described him as "a fine
young man wh o had best confine himself to athletics. ,,4
ultimately Owens followed this advice.

And

In the . last picture

1 l<1 ornin6 Sun, Baltimore, October 3, 1 9 36.

2 Evenin6 Sun, Baltimore, October 2, 1 9 3 6 . .
3 St. Louis Post-Dis:Eatch, October 10, 1 9 3 6 .
4 St. Louis Post-Dis,Eatch, October 22, 1 9 36.
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I saw of him he was sprinting against a race horse in
Havana.
From the athletic colored top notchers the Democrats
coul dn't produce a speaker as smooth as Jesse Owens.

They

did, however, try the once - considered invincib£e Joe
Louis.

On September 29 , the pugilist flew from Detroit to

Jer s ey City to speak in behalf of President Roos evelt.
was a

~est

He

of the Uni ted Colore d Democrats of New Jersey.

But before the microph one Joe f or got wby he was
for got even to mention the Pre sident's name.

t~ e r e,

The nearest

he came to a poll tical ut teranoe was "I know Mayor Hague
very well. ,l
In the social field, however, the Democrats had the
upper ha nd, The social events of the White House and the
z .

lit tle scenes from the personal life of the Presidential
f amily made int eresting speech material.

Accordingly,

the p ortly Mrs. Lizzie McDuff ie, wife of t he President's
f
~

[

valet, was "invited" to speak at different places • . On
October 16 , she addressed a Negro audience of 750 in the St.
Loui s Y. 1fv, C. A. gymnasium.

·14

She told of receptions, teas,

and the formal reception a t the White House of Haile
Selassie's son-in-law.

More important, however, were the

st a tements made to her by both President and !VIrs. ~Roosevelt
concerning the destinies and rights of the colored people. 2

-..,

Like their rivals t he Democrats enlisted the support
~-

1

New York World-Telegram, September 30, 1936.

2 St. Louis Post-Dispatch , October 17, 1936.
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of the colored clergy, possibly vvi th more success.
to one source of news: 1

According

New Deal and GOP rivalry in courting the colored vote is
vastly pleasing to the latter. Dr. Stanley High's Good
Neighbor League has no difficulty in enlisting the enthusiastic support of impecunious colored preachers, who are
spreading the loaves-and-fishes gospel of the New Deal in
Northern States where colored voters may hold the balance
of power.
The Emergency Relief Bureau let it be known that it was

l

recognizing the ability of the Negroes by placing them in
important positions.

In its fir s t annual report the ERB

admitted that in the beginning they were automatic ally ~xcluded. 2 At the time ot: the report they were employed out
·-\

l
I

of proportion to their population ratio.

The advj.sory

committee on Negro problems of the ERB stated that the
excessive number of Negroes on relief was due to race
barriers and not to unemployability.

Mrs. Marion . Moore Day

on October 30, as has been stated, criticized the Administration for not giving jobs.

She did not mention the racial

question.
The President also addressed the Negroe·s on at least
t wo notable occasions.

The last was at the dedication of

a new building at Howard University, a Federal endowed
institution for the colored race.

The ceremonies were

elab orately planned and presided over by the president,
Dr. Mordecai W. Johnson.
the University.

He thanked the Administration .........,
for

Mr. Roosevelt did not mention ·politics in

1 "News Behind the News", Sacramento Bee, Octo~_er 13, 1936.
2 New York Times, October 6, 1936.
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his speech.

It was one of the "non-political'' type.

How-

ever, it may or may not be significant that the . dedication
occurred only a week before election. 1
But the crowning piece of strategy in the maneuvers
for the colored vote was the series of Negro mass meetings
on September 21, Emancipation Day.

There were twenty-five

such gatherings in several states.

At all of them a message

from the President was read.

He congratulated the Negro

citizen upon his progress and contribution to the country.
These mass meetings were under the auspices of the colored
committee of the Good Nei ghbor League,
p~ed

A r esoll.ltion pre•

<

1' .

by the committee's national ohairman, Bisbop · R. R.

Wright, Jr., was called a "second emancipation proclamation".
In it the Negroes were asked to "carry forward tbe real
spirit of Abraham Lincoln by supporting the sooial and
economic program of our great President, Franklin D. Roosevelt,"2

Thus a political aot of the first Republican pres-

ident was used to promote the campaign for reelection of the
·'.
.~

present Democratic president.
Of course, the foregoing discussion of the tactics
employed by both parties does not take into consideration
all the personal appeals, the house-to-house campaigning
(

and the multitude of other work done by local
before and on election day.

oo~ttees

Frank R. Kent estimated

th~

a million dollars would be spent on the Negro during the
1

.

New York Times, October 27, 1936.

2 Morning Sun, Baltimore, September 22, 1936.
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campaign and a half-million on election day.

"The bulk,"

he said, "of the Negro vote is purchasable and both parties
1
are in the market. n
Judging from the news stories I would say that the
Democrats had a more efficient Negro campaign organization
than the Republicans.

Whether the colored vote helped to

swell the grand total I do not know.
somewhat conflicting reports.

I have at hand two

One stated. th&t par tly

because of Adml nistration work Harlem was "in the 'bag'' for
Roosevelt by a 2 to 1 majority. 2 On the other hand Henry
Lee Moon, writi ng in

the~

York Times,

OctQb~r

l8,

1~36,

wa s of the opinion that t h e Negl;'o vote was ,;nd~. t o'· be
delivered."

He quoted

O]portun \t~,

organ of the

N~tional

Urban League, a Negro welfare associat i on, tl:),at:

No one can deliver the Negro vote en masse. If h e could,
the Negro would control the election. But in November
the Negroes' votes will be divided very much as will tlle
white votes. 3
It ·is interesting to · note, t hough perfectly understandable politically, that neither party dealt seriously with
J'

th e really vital questions that confront the · Negro, such
as economic security, and political and social opportunities.
In an early bid for the vote Harold Ickes made a speech to
the National Association for Advancement of Cdlfi> l'e,.d People
.

~.

t.-:·

~

in vJhich he used some rather strong language cqnce·rning the

-,

1 "The Great Game of Politics," Morning Sun, Baltimore,
September 26, 1~36.
2 New York Times, October 28, 1~36.
3 Cf. straw poll findings, supra.

''.
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lack of opportunities for Negro education and the failure

According to Frank
to observe the Civil War amendments.
At any rate, there seems
R. Kent this was dangerous. 1
to have been no mare such speeches.

Mr. Landon care-

fully suggested he would be interested in finding legal
means to prevent lynching. 2

He did not mention the anti-

lynching bill.
Thus the importance of the Negro in American politics
is established.

Composing some 9 per cent of the Nation's

population, the weight of their vote is enormous..
they will ever learn to use that power

~o

Whether

improve their

social and economic oonditions, particularly in : the South,
remains to be seen.

During the 1936 campaigzi many of

the methods used by both parties to secure their support
were childish.
by

.

However, as they become more enlightened

virtue of better educational opportunities such tactics

will lose their appeal.

When the Negro race develops

political leadership on the one hand and understanding
"fellowship" on the other, the old-time political strategists
will have to change their tactics.
..

t

The Fight for the Labor Vote
Both the Democratic and Republican platforms made a
strong bid for the vote of labor.

'

1 "The Great Game of Politics", Morning Sun, Baltimore,
September 26, 1936.

l
i

2 "News Behind the News", Sacramento Bee, October 13,

'

.

As the summer a.dvanced

!

.l

f

1936.

·'
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it became clear that both the Lewis and Green factions of
labor were behind the Roosevelt campaign.
guests at the White House.

Both men were

Lewis was active' in support

of the President but the A. F. of L. maintained its
traditional position, inaugurated by Samuel Gompers, that
l a bor should be nonpartisan, although it was said that
William Green repudiated the partisan activities of the

G. I.

o.

only by implication.

paper, Labor, made it clear

1

t~t

The Railroad Workers'
it was with Mr. Green

in the partisan dispute.

·:.
-1

Out of this conflict there arose a new political force;
how enduring it will be remains to be seen.
t

After the

dynamic John L, Lewis and other industrial unionists watched

\

1

the N R A disintegrate they decided to move into the big

i
l

tent with the proposition that labor should be thrown into

j

politics.

Rexford Guy Tugwell, friend and adviser of Lewis,

a·pproved the plan.

The President also approved

From

~t,

that time on the C. I. 0. Chairman and his aides made no
attempt to conceal the fact that they planned to build up
a labor party strong enough to force concessions from
employers and to be felt in politics.

2

The ·committee for Industrial Organization ,bedame the
backbone of Labor's Non-Partisan League for the Reelection
of President Roosevelt.
1

3

George L. Berry, President

New York Herald-Tribune, September 13, 1936.

2 United States News, July 13, 1936.
3

New York Herald-Tribune, September 13, 1936.
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velt's coordinator for Industrial Cooperation, became head
of the League. 1

On September 12 he announced that 500,000

workers had signed up to vote for the President.
But regardless of the official stand of the A. F. of L.
William Green stated on October 5 that 90 per cent of both
organized and unorganized labor throughout the nation was
for Mr. Roosevelt. 2 Earlier at their annual convention in
Atlantic City the New Jersey Federation of Labor passed a
resolution without deoate endorsing the
election.
know.

~resident

for re-

How many other such groups did likewise I do not

But I have quoted enough examples to illustrate that

there was evidence of a moveme nt in labor ranks. toward the
President.
So much for sentiment.
deliver votes?

vVhat about Labor's power to

In his "The Great Gane of Politics", Frank

R. Kent wrote early in the summer that if the President
J

·i

carried Pennsylvania he would do so o~ly because of the
help of John L. Lewis. 3 But later in the same syndicated
colUmn he seemed to come to the conclusion that there is
no "union" vote.

4

At the end of October there was a

periodical comment that "Labor's Non-Partisan League ••••
has been a power in the campaign". 5 WIT. Ward was of the
l Ibid.
2

3

i1

4

New York World-Telegram, October 5, 1936.

t -..

Morning Sun, Baltimore, July 10, 1936.
Morning Sun, Baltimore, August 26, 1936.

5 Paul W. Ward, ''Washington Weekly", Nation, 143, . (October
31, 1936) 512.
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opinion that the League had impressed the veteran politicians
v.r ith its political efficiency and organization, but that it
b

had carried on a campaign solely to elect Mr, Roosevelt.
There is some evidence and opinion that labor actually
did give the majority of its vote to 1~. Roosevelt. 1 The
nearly six million more votes polled in 1936 ' over 1932
may have been largely labor and they may have accounted
for the four million more votes -received by Mr. Roosevelt.
At any rate the Democrat s made a strong bid for their vote.
Apparently the Republicans thought that they would line up
with the New Deal,

How else oan we explain the frenzied

attack upon the Social Security Acts, the campaign posters,
and Governor Landon's solicitude for the workers?
;

During the last campaign an entirely new trpe ot
tactics was introduced into the contest by the Democrats
of New York as a novel phase in the bid for the support of
l abor.

David DQbinsky, the president of the International

Ladies' Garment Workers Union, and other trade union representatives were nominated and placed on the ballot 'A{ as
presidential electors.

~·· ·

'·+

Heretofore the practice has '··been

to "honor" party workers, one time leaders, and the like,
with electoral college positions.

l\~ .

Dubinsky and the

others were placed on the ballot on the assumption that some
voters still think that presidential electors have something
........_,
to do with the election of a president of the United States.
This incident was used as an argument for the abolition of
1 Cf. Chapter IX, "The New Position of Labor".
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the electoral college.

1

This innovation accounts, in part at least, for
Chairman Hamilton's frenzied and persistent attack upon
Dubinsky.

!

He could not admit, of course, that the Demo-

crats had out-maneuvered him.

Therefore, he sought to

offset their advantage by the indirect method of casting
reflections upon the patriotism of Dubinsky.

The inter-

. '·

esting question now is, will the electors be similarly used
in future elections?

If so, wil.l the position of' the

electoral college be strengthened or weakened?
From the convention on, as I have

sh own~

the Pemocrats '·

wer e quietly but steadi ly organizing and campaigning for
the labor vote.

In fact, beginning with the N.I.R. A. the

course of events, whether consciously planned or not,
tended to make labor grateful to and in some respects
dependent upon, the New Deal,

Against this the Republicans.

could offer little real opposition.

But in the Social

Security Acts, hurriedly passed and admittedly containing
defects, they found
I

.I
l
j

I
.l

~heir

major, if nottheir sole, oppor-

tunity to bid for the labor vote,
In his Social Security address in

;; _.·~: ·

Milwa~k~~:2 .:on

September 26, Governor Landon indicated the direction the
wind was to blow.

The entire speech dealt with these Acts.

He cited "injustices", the "perils of bureaucracy" and said

"'

1 Lindsay Rogers, "\~!hy Preserve a Dying Instituti on?" in'
a debate, "Shall we abolish the Electoral College?"
Forum, XCVII {January, 1937) 18.
2 As reported in Detroit News , September 27, 1936. ·
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that the repeal of the Act was necessary.

He cited the

Republican platform for the G. 0. P. plan to turn the
problems of insurance and unemployment over to the._ states.
The following statement by Governor Landon denouncing the

i:
i

·

Social Security Act was much criticized: "I am not ·
exaggerating the folly of this legislation.

The saving

it forces .upon our workers is a cruel hoax."

In subsequent

speeches, particularly in those delivered in industrial
centers, at Newark for example on October

as,

he spoke of the

shortcomings of the Act. "The real facts are", he said at
Newark, "that they (the burdens of the Act) fall almost
entirely on the work;ers". But the Republicans fel tl-£'tnat
the
',;
speech making alone was not enough.

Accordingl~ ~n

the closing

days of the campaign they launched their so-called "pay envelop"
attack. There was nothing new in the tactics, They had been
used before, notably against Bryan in 1896, The National Committee, of course, couldn't get notices into pay envelops without the cooperation of the employers.

~~any,

possibly most of

them, would have nothing to do with it. Many of these notices
were technically accurate.
truth.
f

1
1

'
l

l
'

!

I
. l
!

Others were distortions of the
The following is a sample of the latter type: 1

PAY DEDUCTION-- Effective January, 1937, we are compelled
by a Roosevelt "New Deal" law to make a 1 per cent deduction
from your wages and turn it over to the Governme~t,. .. Finally,
this may go as high as 4 per cent. You might get "1this
money back in future years -- but only if Congress deci~
to make the appropriation for this purpose. There is NO '
guarantee. Decide before November 3, election day, whether
or not you wish to take these chances.
In addition to pay envelop notices, posters and
1 New York Times, October 27, 1936.
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placards were tacked up in conspicuous places in the plants.
The closing statement of one such poster was attacked as
fraudulently using the name of the Social Security Board.
In large letters at the top of the poster was printed
~

I

"N-0-T-I-C-E."

Underneath, in black type were the words,

1

"Deductions from Pay start January 1. ''

Following were

statements about the amounts in percentages which would
be deducted.

The last paragraph was as follows: 1

''This is NOT a volunta:ry plan.

Yoqr

emp loyer MUST make this deduction,
Regulations are published by
Social Secur ity Board
WASHINGTON, D. C."
The Social Security Board at that time denied publishing
any regulations,

It would also appear that the poster

wa s signed officially by the Social Security Board.
A folder put out by the Industrial Division of the

Republican National Committee was nicely

don~

fn red and

.

bl a ck.

l.I

in cap and govvn, "A New Deal Judge", sternly shaking his

On the front cover was the picture of a young man

l

'~

't

academic glasses at the reader and saying

'~ou're

sentenced

(in red) to a Weekly Pay Reduction for all of your working
l i f e . !t
The folder pronounced the only alternative available
for the worker for it advised:

"'

"You' 11 have to Serve the

Sentence unless you help to reverse it November 3, Election
1 New York Times, October 30, 1936.

,.

Day ".
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Within the folder many questions were asked and the

answers given, all reflecting upon the New Dea l and the
Social Security Act.
These devices were not all.

Late in the campaign an

alleged blank form was circ ulated purporting to be the kind
t ha t wage earners would have to fill out under the sdcial
Security Act.

The blank asked such ques ti ons as church and

labor union affiliations, and whether the worker had been
divorced or not.

1

According to the same sour ce a etory was

circulated that worker s wo uld have to wear id entifi cation
disks or tags "such as s ol di ers wear in the wa r."

These
canards were condemned by t he Social Security Board, 2
The Democrats, both of the press and of

q uarters -~

~arty

head-

had to meet the attack which came suddenly but,

a s I have Shown, not unexpectedly,

On several successive

days The New York Post came to the defens e of the Social
Security Act in language simple e nough for the
to understand.

fo~eign

?orn

For example, On October 26, it opened an

editorial en titled · ''Hello, Sucker" as follows:
''Hello, sucker!" says the G.O.P. to the American workman.
sap; sit down while I tell you why you should
vote against the New Deal.
"We're your pals. We're not going to let the New Deal
rook you."
' ~ ello,

Answering their charges that the Social Security Act
wa s a fraud on the workin g man in that he bad no assurance
how his contributions would be used, William Green also
1 Springfield Republican, No v.ember 3, 1936.
2 New York Times, October 31, 1936.

'
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added his bit in defense of the Act.

In a radio address

sponsored by the Democratic National Committee, . Green
stated:

"The fund thus created will be carefully adminis-

tered and supervised by the Federal Government."l
In Gary, Indiana, the Democratic leaders issued counter
literature and made speeches in Which they went into the
background of the Social Security Act.

The congressional

bi-partisan character of its support was shown. They
stressed its benefits to the working man. 2 Four days prior
Mr. Green sent a circular letter to 32,000 l,ooal unione and
other labor organizations in Whioh he wrote, among

oth~r

things, "The wage earners of the nation are tbe bepefigiaries
of this Act." 3
The Democratic National Committee countered with some
propaganda itself.

In parallel colu..mns the Milwaukee

Journal published a series of statements from both of the

t

party headquarters.

On October 25, their column was headed

l

with "Sensing Defeat G.

o.

P. Starts New Fear Campaign."

And on November 1, the caption read "Notice of Pay Increase
to all employees."
The President himself saw fit to explain the Act and to
denounce "a handful of employers who sought to mislead the
4
workers. "
1 Sacramento Bee, October 29, 1936.
2 Arthur Krock in New York Times, October 30, 1936.
3 New York Times, October 26, 1936.
4 Spee6h at Wilkes-Barre, Penns~ l va nia, October 29, 1936,
as reported in Sacramento Bee, vctober 29, 1936.
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One is tempted to ask why all the Democratic concern if only "a handful of employers" were guilty. · He
was still belittling the opposition in the face of
the best organized and most violent attack upon his
policies.
Commenting editorially upon the half-truths·

a~d
~

·p artially misleading statements in the Republican
"Noti.ce of Pay Decrease" and the Democratic "Notice of
Pay Increase", the Baltimore Evening sun on October 29
said they

b~th

lied.

The editorial concluded with

what seems to me to be a very pertinent observation.

It

said:
What interests us is that with tne idea behin~ the Social
Security Act acknowledged by nearly every one, worker and
employers alike, to be a useful contribution to the future
happiness of all of us, the politicians on both sides should
have deliberately chosen to lie about it,
It interests
'
us, as we have said, but it doesn't surprise us,
What was the effect of this attack upon the vo.t er?
Did the Republicans gain or lose votes'(

hard to answer.

1

That ques~ion is

I heard several people express disgust.

But they were not industrial workers.
pay envelop campaign in this area.

I could discover no

At any rate the indust-

rial centers on ·the whole gave Mr. Roosevelt a substantial
majority.

Would they have given him more votes if the

attack had not been launched?

1 Cf. "Ex Post Facto" in the Appendix.
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The Red Scare
And the President's Reply
The most vitriolic and bitter of all the attacks upon
the President was the charge that he was sympathetic to
Communism.

The accusations came from both official and

unofficial sources.

Chairman Hamilton kept demanding that

1Ir. Roosevelt repudiate Dubinsky by calling for his withdrawal as a presidential elector.
raised

:~ 5, 000

Dubinsky, he said, had

for the "Spanish Reds" as he called the

Ma drid government.
cally anti-Communist.

Dubins ky's union record was emphatiHe simply helped raise money for the , .

Red Cross work of the Madrid government.

The Red Cross

itself sent medical supplies to them. 1
Accordingly, when the deposition attributed to H. K.
Fokker was published that Elliott Roosevelt, the President's
son, had c ontracted wit h him in 1934 to sell 50 military
pl anes to the Russian Government for $500,000, the Republican

.
press had more headllne
mater i al.

2

The Sena t e

lv:unitions Committee nade public this sworn statement t a ken
Sep tember 12, 1 935, on instructions from Chairman Nye,
Republican from Indiana, bec ause he said charges had been

l

ma de that information was being withheld from th~ · public.
Elliott Roosevelt said the c ontract was terminated before
he tried to sell a plane and he denied ever having agreed
1

2

Editorial, Springfield Republican, October 12, 1936.

'

On October 7, the Lo s Ang eles Times , San Francisco
Chronicle and Sacramento Union pr ir. . ted the story on their
front pages. But the Sacramento Bee carried only a
short colurrill account of i t oh page 17.

;._

to sell planes to any government.
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1

The Hearst papers carried out an incessant J;ed-baiting
program to the very end. It was much the same throughout.
Smaller papers joined company. In an editorial entitled "Comr a de Browder Becomes Pa in in the Nec k to Roos evelt", the Sac
r amento Union on October 4 declared: "They (the reds) like
the things he ("candidate Roos evelt " ) ha s d one, even though ·
he may not like the red s ". Thus by innuendo the President
was linked with the Communist s .
In somewhat the same vein Bernarr Macfadden put in his
One of his publ ications b ol dly

announc e~ th~t

oar~

his utterances

were entitled to weight b ec allse for "fi fty rears Me. ofadden has
been a crusader for the people--today,
structive leader of thought".
of LibertY:,

3

2

~s

al ways, he is a con-

In the October 17, 1936, issue

he signed a first page

e ditori~l

headed "Commun-

ism is National Capitalism". On that page appeared the following:
~

.)

If today we embraced Communism, Jim Farley would probably
be the Stalin of this country and the politicians throughout the nation who are working under h i m would be his over~
seers and everybody would have to kowt~w to them.
Even before some of the assertions which I have
enumerated were made the President felt constrained to reply.
It seems strange thrit the President of the United States

.

should be forced to make a public utterance declaring
him.
.
self to be loyal to American principles. Anticipating a
Hearst accusation by a few hours Stephen T. Early, a
1 Sacramento Bee, October 7, 1936.
2 From a full pa: ge advertisement sponsored by Physical
Culture in New York Times, October 7, 1936.

3 Vol. 15.
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presidential secretary, issued a denial to the press that
"the President passively accepts the support of aliem
organizations hostile to the American form of government."
Ivlr. Early also stated, "The President does not want and

, 4
••

does not welcome the vote or support of any individual
or group taking orders from alien sources.

This simple

fact is, of course, obvious. "l
Ten days later

Y~.

Roosevelt felt it necessary to

take considerable time out of his September 29th Syracuse
speech to "bury that red herring",

Washington, Jefferson,

Jackson, Lincoln and other.s had to contend with eimilar
charges, he told his listeners,

"It has been British and

French--and a variety of other things,
Russian."

This year it is

After referring to his record as Governor of

New York and as President, he said:

"To. that record, my

future and the future of my administration will conform.
l\

I have not sought, I do not seek, I repudiate the support
of any advocate of Communism or of any other alien "ism"
which would by fair means or foul, change our American
democracy. n 2
Whispers and Canards in the Campaign
As always there was a certain amount of behind-the-hand
campaigning.

J
I

It is difficult to say which side of the

controversy was the more guilty or how much of it emana~
1 San Francisco Chronicle, September 19, 1936.
2

From the speech as reported in Sacramento Bee, September
30, 1936.
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from political headquarters.

Stories were current about

t he candidates and even about members of their families.
As an example of this sort of thing the Republicans,
offi cially or otherv1is e , spread the rep ort of a woman with
a starving child watching AAA officials drive chickens and
turkeys into the Mississippi.

That the AAA had nothing to

do with chickens and turke ys didn't interfere with the story.
Another one was about a poor farm widow who had killed two
hog s.

AAA officials, who ha d b een lurking behind the rouse,

rushed out, taxed her eighteen dollars, and seize d t he hogs.
The identity of the widow was not established. 1
During the early par t of l 936 there came to light a
canard about Mi ss Frances Perkins, to the e ffect that her
name before her marriage was Matilda Wutzki and that she
wa s born in Russia. 2 A correspondent wrote to the Bee,
asking the paper to publish the birthplace of Miss Perkins
and her maiden name,

The mere fact that a person wrote for

this information is evidence that the story had some circulation.

This sort of thing was an attempt to discredit

t he President.
In an article in the Nation3 Mr. Paul W. Ward enumerated
a list of campaign canards directed against

~~.

Roosevelt.

Mr. Ward was of the opinion that the 1936 campaign was no
dirtier than many of its predecessors, if one

considers~he

type of mud thrown; the difference lay, he said, in the
1 "Columnists look at the records", Literarz Digest, 122
(October 1?, 1936.) 10.
2 Editorial, Sacramento Bee, October 21, 1936.

3 "Campaign Dirt", 143 (November ? , 1 9 36) 540-541.

social character of the people who threw it.
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The following

ar e some of the canards listed by Mr. 1Nard:
(1)

Leaflets attacking the private lives of Nx. and

Mrs. Roosevelt, including especially the pamphlets dealing
with Mr. Roosevelt's physical infirmities.
( 2)

The anti-Negro attack.

Pictures of Mrs. Roosevelt

in the company of Negroes were circulated in the South.
j

, ~~

' *

A

letter was distributed. to Democ r atic woraen in many parts
of the South accusing Mr. and Mrs, Roosevelt of encouraging
the spread of Communism "in your beloved Southland",
(3)

Anti-Semitic attack.

A booklet entitled "Toward

·;l

Armageddon" was ci ro ula ted by mf.lil.

· ~·

"America's Jewish Radical Masters'' who w~re said to boss the

~

In it we.s a lis t of

. ~-r

"!;

President.

Among the "master s " were Baruch, Brandeis, .

Frankfurter, Epstein, and Newton D. Baker (whose wife's
name was "Leopold"),

The Revealer, a Christian News Journal,

on the first page of its October 15 issue tried to show that
l.Ir.

Roosevelt had Semitic ancestry.

Mr. Ward concludes

that all these anti-Semitic publications try to shmv that
"a formidable sect controls the White House so long as
Roosevelt is in residence there,n 1
The Democrats were accused by William Hard, radio
commentator, of slander against Mr. Landon.

In a broad-

cast on October 7, Hard listed several such canards.

One

1 Believing that naming the men and women who, Mr. Ward
claimed, were responsible for issuing these canards
would serve no useful purpose as far as this thesis is
concerned, I have refrained from doing so. Anyone
desiring these particulars may refer to the issue of
the Nation from which this reference was taken.

~
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stor y whispered ever yv.There was that rvr. r. Landon was so
·e conomical that the insane of Kan sas were kept in single
cells in jails.

Anothe r, whi ch even went beyond the wh is-

pering stage, wa s that Mr. La ndon thought that $1.08 per
week vvas enough for a famil y of three on relief.

This,

Hard declared, was started by a Kansas State Senator.

A

t hird, which Hard said was the most widely spread of all,
wa s that Governor Landon a t hear t was swayed by r eligious
and

racia~

prejudices.

Ee wa s

~ specia l ~y ~ ntagon i stic

toward Jews and Negroes.
Mr. Hard's bro ad cast ser vic e was under the auspices of
t he Republican National Commi tte e.

The radio audi ence was

told, however , that he donated his o·wn services, and that
no control was exercised over him or his assistants!

The

chairman urged the listeners to tell five friends about the
bro adc a s t .

After that he was asked to write to Bard,

ing him of the act.

te~l

As a rewa r d Hard would send him a

Landon button.
Another element, more noticeable than in any previous
campaign, crept into the last one.

It was the booing and

hissing in theatres and other public places of the names,
persons, and pictures of the candidates.
several times in Sacramento the &tres.

I myself heard it

I mention it here

because it may in some places ha ve been a part of a whisper-

--.._,

ing campaign.

Dr. A. S. Raubenheimer, Professor of Educa-

tion at the University of Southern California, stated in
an institute lecture to teachers at Sacramento last November

!

l

t hat booers had been "planted" in Los Angeles theatres by
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Special Types of Advertising
Both parties spent huge sums of money and

e ~p ended

a great amount of energy in sp eeial '~Ys 9f advertising
their sides.

There were, of course, innumerable political

rallies, both large and small, and in all sorts of communities ranging from the large city auditorium to the small
country club house.

The purpose of the rallies was to keep

the spirits of the faithful keyed up and their zeal for the
cause at white heat.

My observation of' the rallies during

the 1936 campaign, as well as of t hose of previous ones,
was that the great majority of those who attended were
t
1

f

already converted to the party.

By and large, people like

'

to hear what they want to hear.

Knowing this, the rally

'I
J

j.

chairmen made every performance as satisfying a show as

.}

was within their power.

The larger rallies were broadc~

1 News Week, VIII (October 31, 1936) 8; Time, :XXVIII,
(November 2, 1936) 8.
·
2 Editorial, Sacramento Bee, December 3, 1936.
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from the local stations.
There were many srmll ways of visual advertising.
Both parties put out colored windshield and rear window
stickers.
where.

These were well distributed and were seen every-

The Republicans hired a great deal of bill board

space, some of it of the "scare" type.

The street cars

in Sacramento carried placards for ea ch party.

There was

one that reminded the commuters of the banking record
under Roosevelt,

Another advised the readers to "Remember

Spain and Vote as Maine''.
As usual, there were myriads of campaign buttons.
It was claimed that the Democrats put out 65,000,000 at
the cost of $195,000, and the Republicans 53,000,000 at

a cost

of $ 200,000.

Had all these

butt~ns

been placed

end to end they would have reached 1,515 miles.l

The same

source stated that Tiffany's in New York, made a special
19-petal gold sunflmver set with yellow diamonds.
pr ice tag said $815.

The

Truly upwards of $400,000 is a huge

sum to pay for one single item.

Of course some of these

were sold to the devotees -- or to the collectors.

I

paid a dime for one.
j
.j

Virtually every newspaper in the country carried
political advertisements.

Some were signed by party head-

quarters and some by this or that organization.

Just what

were the interests or who were the people who paid for
i

these ads the average reader had no means · of finding out.

!
1 News Week, VIII (October 31, 1936) 9.
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The high sounding names were qu ieting and had a patriotic
ring to them.

The Business

~£en's

League for Franklin D.

Ro osevelt, the National Industrial Council, the American
Housewives' League, are imposing and weighty titles calculated to impress certain segments of American society.
I have at different places in this thesis made reference to pamphlets and folders.

The Sacramento Republican

Headquarters excelled that of the Democratic in the quantity
and variety of t his sort of material issued.

One could

get for the asking speeches by Hoover, Knox, Smith, Hamilton, and others.

The pamphlets denounced the New Deal in

a variety of ways, spending , broken promises, bureaucracy,
inflation and more.
of one

pag~

sheets consisting of a cartoon and appropriate

ne\'Tspaper comment.
strips.

The Republicans distributed dozens

The Democrats gave out large bumper

Finally if one v..ranted a picture of Landon and/or

Knox or of Roosevelt and/ or Garner to put in his window or
to fasten to a pole or wall, h eadquarter s were glad to
accommodate him.
Most Americans go more or less regularly to the movies.
And so before the end of the campaign the candidates were
made known to the publi.c in vari ous ways.
work and at play.
heard them.

We saw them at

Vvhen making speeches we both saw and

What the cinema didn't do to acquaint us with
-........,

the appearances and mannerisms of Governor Landon and Mr.
Roos evelt the newspaper photogr aphers supplied.
Both Democrats and Repub licans put out books and
booklets extolling their candidates.

On July 23, 1936,
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t here a.pp ee.red anonymous ly a booklet entitled ''Gu ilty
The Confessions of :F'r ::;tnklln D. Roosevelt" . 1

Donald Ri ch-

ber g was supposed to be the author of the book.

Ifany of

t te point s of the Hev; Deal' s pr ogra:rn vvere covered in the
form of char e;es to whic h the b ook pleaded guilty for the
President.

E'or example, it wa s charged tha t the President

"regimented" the farmer and interfered wi th his rights.
'It has interfere d ,'' it pleaded guilty, "with the right

1

of a farmer to have h 's f e.r rn sold for taxes or for eclosed."
~~Landon,

written by li' rederick Palmer, pre-

sented the life history a nd a ccomplishment s of the Republico.n candidate in an attra ctive way.

In the book was an

a ttractively a rranged card carrying the following message :
Beca use this book is a sincere, personal appraisal by a
skilled observer, set do vm wi tbout regard to political
pre ference or prejudice, the Republican National Committee
cow~ ends it to you with the i r compliments as a frank and
ca ndid picture of Governor Landon, a nd an explanation and
record of his policies and achievements.
The picture may have been "candid" but l

cO Ll ld :find

no ment ion in it of the part played by 'William Randolph
Hearst in the Landon build-up.
Conclusion -- The Value of Campaign Tactics
The practical problem wh ich the manager of a national
campaign has to face is what is the vote getting value of
t hi s or that plan or Illineuver.

'

P.:e makes maay predictions

and develops his schemes vnth great care and precision but
l Sa cramento Bee, July 25, 1936 .
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the cold truth of the matter is he doesn't know how much
each is worth.

And not knowing he must rely upon the

cumulative effect, the totality, of all of them.

The voter

himself doesn't know which of the many factual and psychological attacks upon him influenced him the ropst.
he?

..

How can

By the end of the campaign he has become totally con-

fused by the complexities and contradictions of charges and
countercharges hurled by each side against the other. Generalities are more frequently uttered than particular's. His
decision then is more often than not an impression, rather
than a carefully and logically reasoneQ. out conclusion,

.

~
j
{
r'

{-

Moving from the general to the specific this question
may be asked:

What is the vote-getting value, for example,

of a speaking tour?

Do all the people who throng the

streets to watch a candidate pass and ecstatically cheer
for him go away determined to vote for him?

Judging from

the news stories during the 193 6 campaign the politi clans
seemed to think so.

Great weight was placed on the size

of the crowds that welcomed Mr. Roosevelt or Mr. Landon.
They presaged that the candidate would carry that partieular state or area.
past campaigns.

The same predictions were made in

In 1896 Bryan drew the 1 argest crowds

that had ever greeted a candidate for the presidency.
.

But he didn't get to the Wh1te House.

1

By the same token

Smith thought he was winning in 1928 and Hoover in 1932.
Is it sincere admiration or political curiosity that
1 Editorial, New York Times, October 19, 1936.

~
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i mpels a community to welcome en masse a presidential
ca ndidate? 1 Do the campaign managers, in the face of
political history, believe what they say?

Probably most

of the time they do for "There is an illusion of the crowd,
as truly as there is a psychology of the crowd".2
If they can't tell how much a str eet parade is worth
to t hem,

h~T

can they tell how much a radio speech is

worth, or 65,000,000 campaign buttons, or assertions about
red affiliations or the comrade of big business?

Brooks~ asks this question:

Robert

c.

"To what extent are political

vic t ories actually won by speeches, radib, documents, advertising , canvassing, and all the ot her devices
by experienced leaders?

~ployed

Judging from the eagernes s with

whic h funds are collected for thes e purposes, great confidence must be reposed in their efficiency,"

He con-

cludes that in a "fairly even division of strength between
parties, there is good reason to believe that the right
combination of campaign methods supported by adequate funds
will win the vic tory."
In the 1g35 election there was not, as it developed, a
closely contested victory.

Whether the leaders of each

pa rty actually knew approximately what would happen they
have not revealed nor are they likely to reveal.

The Demo-

crats could undoubtedly have won without so much effort
1

Springfield Republican, October 23, lg36.

2

New York Times,

3

~·

cit.

Political Parties and Electoral Problems, 35g, .
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but t hey put on a big show, partly at le a st, because the
Am eric an public expects a presidential campaign to furnish
entertainment.

The Republicans had to put up a fight to

save their faces.

On top of it all Wrr. Roosevelt thoroughly

en joys a political campaign and the past one will probably
be his last.
duel.

Therefore, the country engaged in a political

But still the question remains unanswered:

How much

in terms of votes was each and every tactic worth?

)
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CHAPTER VI

THE ISSUES OF THE CAMPAIGN

In General
The statement was often made during the campaign that
there was no real difference between the two rna jor parties,
that the Republicans simply promised to do better the things
the Democrats had been doing or were attempting to do. 1 This
thought, although in same respect$ true, is an over-eimplification.
To the superficial observer interpreting literally the
statements of the contestants, the issues of the campaign
were very simple and the differences between the parties very
slight.

But the student of politics and government knew

better.

He knew that much of the evasion was merely

political tactics to be all things to all men.

Anyone who

,.

~

read between the lines and observed the tenor of the times
realized that strong undersurface currents were flowing.

It

could not be otherwise at a time when the country was going
through one of the most momentous economic transformations in
its history.

This undercurrent was stronger perhaps than

at any time since the free silver controversy.

Immense human

effort and twenty or more millions of dollars are not spent
in a campaign when there is no essential difference between
.......,
the parties. Therefore it would be a mistake to consider the
1936 presidential campaign in the light of a simple dispute
as to how to accomplish a mutually-agreed-upon objective.

1 Editorials, New York World-Telegram, September 22, 1936;
Milwaukee Journal, September 11, 1936; New York Times,
November 1, 1936.
-------
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The attempt made early in the presidential campaign
of 1935 to make it appear that Governor Landon represented
a young and progressive element of the Republican party
was not borne out as the campaign progressed.

The con-

servative elements came to the financial rescue of the
party.
it.

This necessarily stamped their character upon

The recognized progressive elements of the country,

as well as the labor groups, enlisted Qnder the Roosevelt
banner.

Thus there was impressed upon the

character of a clash of philosophies.

c~paign

the

Consequently, we

read much during the campaign of "class struggle".

One

writer was of the opinion that "class conflict marked the
Oswald Garrison Villard expressed his opinion 2
campaign". 1
··

that the working classes were enthusiastically greeting
Mr. Roosevelt and that the upper classes favored Landon

-·

on principle.

The issue, he said, was "top vs. bottom".

On the same page he wondered if labor leaders would sell
out just before the election.
not.

As it developed, they did

In fact, John L. Lewis publicly remembered in

January, 193?, while he was engaged in the struggle with
the automobile industry, that labor had helped Mr. Roosevelt get reelected and that it expected him to show same
gratitude.

3

'

1 Rodney Dutcher, in New York World-Telegram, November 3,
1936.
2

"Issues and Men", Nation, 143 (October 1?, 1935) 449.

3

Sacramento Bee, January 21, 193?.
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In similar vein this idea of cleavage was termed
progressivism

verses reaction.

The meeting of the

Progressives in Chicago in September called forth editorial
comment.

Said the Sacramento Bee on September 16, "They

see, as every thinking American should see, that this is a

__

battle betv.reen those who would go forward and those who
would go backward".

Some weeks later the New York .;.;...;;.;;;.;:;..;.;.
World-

T~~~~-~

was hap py to proclaim. that "th e tweeJ.l~ dum.s are
1
taking a walk".
Concluding, the editorial said: "So it

•''

'l

is that vre find the reactionaries, the conservatives and
the tired and timid lib eral s flocking to the standard . of

.l
l

~

Landon and the progressives and still ... rugged liberals going
pell-mell for Roosevelt."
Thus into general terms were the issues condensed.
But generalities are hard to comprehend.
being specific, are much easier to grasp.

Personalities,
Governor Landon

was associated with all that was bad or all that was safe
and "American".

Conversely; Mr. Roosevelt was associated

with all that was good, progressive, humane, or all that
was "un-American".

Since the President was the more power-

ful of the two the question resolved itself for many people,
into the simplest of generalizations, should Mr. Roosevelt
be returned or not? - Should he be given the opportunity to
carry on his good work or should he be prevented from
continuing to do harm.

On this point was the pertinent

observation of a visitor to the United States,

w~.

Felix

1 Editorial, "Two Real Parties at Last?", October 23, 1936.
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Green, American Represent a tive of the British Broadcasting
Corporation. He said: 1

:··

The high command seemed more concerned over strategy than
issue. Perhaps, and I think this is very likely in a
country as large as this with a people as diverse as this
and with interests as scattered, it may be impossible for
issues to emerge and present themselves to the electors as
cogent alternatives. The emphasis shifts instead to leaders
and to personalities. There, at any rate, a simple issue
can present itself. Do more people believe in ~rr. Roosevelt and like him, or do more people hate him? That is the
q_u es tion to wh ich everyone knows he can contribute an
answer.
The Sp ecific Is sues
Nevertheless there we r e several specific points upon
whi ch the two partie s met more or less squarely.

.

~

After

criticizing the party leaders for failing to respect the
intelligence of the voters, the American Observer just
before election 2 admitted tha t in sp ite of the emotional
generalization they did bring forward a nd did cl a rify a
number of ftc on crete issue s !1 •
(l)

It lists several:

The Republicans wo uld have the state governments

set up labor standar ds, wh ile t he Democrats would have the
nati onal government do it.
( 2)

"The Democrats v.o uld continue and expand the

Hull reciprocity tra de treaties, while the Republicans
would limit their scope."
(3)

The Democrats adhered to the Social Security Acts,

wit h amendments if necessary.

The Republicans indorsed """

1 "An Englisr.unan Looks At American Elections", Vital Speeches
of t he Day, III, 113. This wa s a radio broadcast over
·NABc:-New York City, November 5, 1936 .
2 November 2.

.
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t be old age pension plan, "but V:'Oi. lld aband on the program
of old age insurance, and of feder a l taxation for unemploymen t insurance . "
(4)

The Repub l icans believed that the states should

admin ister relief, t he Democrats tha t the national government sho uld do it.
( 5)

The Democrats would go furt her than the Repub-

licans in encourag ing the limitation of fann p roducti on .
On the oth er hand t h.e l atter p:rornised some kind of export
bount y besides the benefits of soil conservation.
This surmnary by the Observer i n cludes all of the re al
or specific issues of the campaign.

' ·. ,:f
f·
. . '
F

~

In its preceding

numbe r, October 26 , it ca lled the first named,

th~

estab-

lishment of labor standar ds, the constitutional issue.

t

In certa in matters t he ri ghts of t he states are clearly

t

defined and in others t he rights of t he national govern-

.. l

J

~
r
~i

ment.

Within those well del imi te d fields there is no

;

. !

jur idical controversy.

However, t he re is a middle re gion,

tte "twilight zone", including industtt al activities, such
as r egulation of wa ges, where the jurisdiction of neither
is clear; at lea st, where it is not clear enough to coramand
a unanimous Supreme Court decision.

Both candidates clearly

indicated that an amendment might be necessar y to clarify
t he situation.

The difference lay, however, as to which

'

government, state or nationa l, should be given additional
pow er.

President Roosevelt, on the other r.and, believed

(and still believes) that the Federal government is the
pr op er agency.

The issue, then, wa s not upon the regulation
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as su ch , but ''whether · t here sh ould be regulati on by the
na tional government or by t he state governments."
•rwo months before election , in a discussion of the
stand t hat both platforms took on the q uestion of the
Constitution and the Supreme Court, Charles A. Beard 1
predicted accurately what would ultima tely happen.
qu ote Prof. Beard at len gth .

~

t
1

I

He said:

In my opinion, there f ore -- and opinion s seem to be demanded
these days -- the direct orate of t he Democratic party is
pursuing sound tactics, in its effort to liberalize the
interpretations of t he Constitution and permit national
le 3islation adapted to t he i nterdependent character of
American economy . I t announce s that it intends to eo ahea d
along l ines foll owed since 193 3, a nd wil l seek a n ame ndment
of t h e Constitutio n , if within the range of Providehce
a liberalization of the judiciary does n ot take pla ce during
the ne x t four yea r s . It really submit s the issue to the
judgment of t he voters at th e coming election . I t does not
take on now an abs tract debate over an abstr a ct alt era tion
in t h e sacred text of the Constitution and spring all the
al a rms, real and fictitious, therewith conne~te1, but it
does chart the fu t.u.re as clearly as the exigencies of
illnerican politics will p ermit.
Th is statement by Prof . Bear d correctly foreshadows t he
mild but nevertLeless cer tain ultimc.. tu..rn. t hat President
Ro oseve lt in h is :-n.ess-age to the Seventy-fi rth Cong ress
l a id upon the Ben ch of the Supreme Court. 2
By atta cking the reci pr ocal tr a de trea ties ne gotiated
by Secretary of St a t e Cordell Hull, Governo r Landon

"rais ed the Administra ti on's tr a de treaty pro gr am to the
l "Rendezvous ',V i th the Supreme Court", Nev.,r Republic,
L.:LXVIII (S ep t emb e r 2, 1936 ) 9 2-4.

-.......,

2 ~ ~ . President Roo sevelt' s l ates t pr op osa l to Congress
on February 5 , 1937, in a special me ssage asking for
l egisla tion empowerin g the enlargeme nt of tb.e personnel
of the feder a l judici a ry. Sacramento Bee , February 5,
1937 .
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stature of a major issue".

1

A great many figures were issued

by both Governor Landon and Mr. Hull in addresses in the
nature of a debate from Minneapolis during the first part of
October.

It was logical that Secretary Hull, rather than

President Roosevelt, should be the proponent of the trade
agreement program.
The Republicans, however, did not entirely disagree
with the idea of trade agreements. They accepted the general
principles but as in many other things, argued that the
Roosevelt administration had not used judgment in

e~ecuting

the treaties, or tha t the rate s were too low, or that they
were arrived at in secret, whi c h was "undemocratic",

2

Basically, then, the deba te concerned i t self more wi th
faQts than with theor y or principle.
It was difficult for Governor Landon to maintain his
position in opposition to the trade agreements.

He was

one of the Republicans who were opposed to the enactment
of the Smoot-Hawley tariff provisions.

3

But he had to make

speeches according to the high tariff polio y of the Repub4
lican party, as at Minneapolis on September 24.
Indeed
the Republican platform prevented any other course.

5

The opposition to the Hull reciprocal trade agreements
1 American Observer, October 19, 1936.
2
Ibid·.
3 Editorial, Morning Sun, Baltimore, September 24, 1936.
4

5

Editorial, Morning Sun, Baltimore, September 25, 1936.
Editorial, New York Times, September 22, 1936.
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was easy to formulate.

Through many decades of Repub-

lican education the American people have· become constitutionally opposed to the thoughts of "foreign competition".
That was the note most frequently struck by Governor Landon.
On the other hand it was difficult for Secretary Hull and
others to dramatize or to bring home to the voters the
beneficial results that would, in all probability, ultimately
accrue to them from those agreements. 1
The bitterest conflict of all raged over the contents
and terms of the Social Security Act.

It be gan as a

legitimate questioning of certain provisions of the Social
Security Act and ended by de generating into scare tactics and
pay envelop propaganda,

On the general principles of social

security there was no debate.

Indeed, considering the

present character of social thinking in the country no
political party could dispute the necessity for such provisions.

The debate centered on how it should be done and

by what agencies,

Governor Landon opened the attack in his

Milwaukee speech on September 26.

John G. Winant, ex-

chairman of the Social Security Board, was the principal
defender of the New Deal's measure.

Out of the discussion
two questions were brought to the fore: 2

1. Shall there be a system of old age insurance in
addition to the old age pension plan which the states,
with the help of the national government, are maintaining?
2. Shall the national government put pressure on the
""""

I

1 Harold B. Hinton in New York Times, October 11, 1936.
2 American Observer, October 12, 1936.

j
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states to induce them to maintain pl ans of unemployment
insurance?
The Democrats answer bo th plans in the affirmative; the
Republicans answer tbem in the negative.
They agreed on the pension phases of the social
security program.
In other words, Governor Landon again was attempting
to be consistent with the Republican policy of decentralization, or state rights, in its application to unemployment insurance.

1

Some of his objections to the old age

insurance part of the Act were considered sound at the time
of its adoption, but his counter proposal that it be
abandoned and that the means test be substituted begs the
question. 2 It does not fit into an industrial society.
That he undoubtedly recognized himself.

'·

This part of his

argument seemed artificial, made just for the sake of
political debate.
The debate over the administration of relief also

i

involved the question of state action.

The Republicans

maintained that the administration of relief should be
in the hands of the local communities, that they were in
. closer touch with the problem and therefore understood it

l

better.

The Democrats held to the view that they took

from the beginning of the Administration, that the scope
of relief was national, not local, and so should be handled
1 Editorial, Milwaukee Journal, Septemb~r 27, 1936.

It
1'
I

2 Dorothy Thompson in St. Louis Post-Dispatch, October
3, 1936.

"""
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by the federal government . 1
I

However, the problem was more involved than a mere
matter of state or national prerogative.

The Roosevelt

administration had adopted the policy of using relief funds
for a wide variety of public improvements.

The theory was

that only by such means could the self-respect of the workers
be maintained.

Governor Landon took the position that

relief labor at relief wages should not be used, that
both state and national governments should bear the burden
of relief, and that the eleven million unemployed would be
put back to work if t he governmen t gave "priva te industry
a chance".

2

The controversy did not end with · the ta king of
posi tions.
campaign.

That would have been too tame fqr a presidential
Something more spectacular had to be found by

the Republicans.

They found it in the administration of

the WPA , the agency through wh i ch t he government's relief
pr ogram was administered.

I have a lready referred to t h is

phase in the chapter on Republican t a ctics.

In short, they

accus ed it of ''bo ondoggling" tactics, graft, political
3
pres sure, and the like.
Administrator Harry L. Hopkins denied the charges, said
1 American Observer, September 21, 1936 .
2 "Republican vs. Democratic Relief", Na tion, 143 ( Octob8l-t
17, 1936) 436-7.
3 Louis Stark, "Summar y of "WPA Fight Without Heat", in
I·Jiilwaukee Journal, October 18, 1936. This is a very
excellent article. It presents both sides of the
controversy without prejudice.
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t ha t the affidavits of malfeasance were "phoney'', and that
t he states had ha d their opportuni t:,r t o do the job a s
Governor Landon suggested.

Thus a great deal of heat and

an i mus was generated over a phase that was secondary to the
main issue and for a time the W P A occupied the headlines,
not t he principle und erlying i t.
The fifth issQe named by the Observer, that of the

.t
. l

·1
• J

limitation of crop production, was essentia lly another
manifestation of the ba s ic i s sQe of centralization as
opposed to decentralization.

If one accepts the theory

t ha t the welfare of agr i cQltu re depends upon cQrtailing,
or at le a st controlling p roduc tion, he mQst also a gree
that only the leader ship of the f ederal government can
bring this abo ut,

Accordingl y , the Administration re-

asserted its faith in crop control measures and claimed
tha t the maintenance of farm prices at a fair profit level
i

~

dep ended Qpor. the elimination of SQrplQses,

Governor Landon

f irst atta cked this policy in h is Des Moines speech on
J

.

September 22.

He p romised to take care of t he e xp ortable

f ar m surplus and to provide for crop insurance.

He claimed

that the triple-A was "means for the permanent control of
American agriculture from Washington".
r.~r.

Hoover's "regimentation".

In other words,

In brief, the point at issue

between the parties was this, should the government

conti~e

its policy of encouraging curtailment of production or should
t he farmers be allowed to produce as much as they wish. 1
1 American Observer, October 5, 1935 .

.

1
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In a broadcast sponsored by the Democratic National
Comittee on September 25, Secretary of Agriculture Wallace
counter .attacked with the prediction that Governor Landon's
export bounty proposals "would end in a smash worse than
1932". 1 The issue was further complicated by the fact that
crop control and soil conservation were being put up in the
same package.

Thus emotionalism was again injected into

the campaign.

An attack on crop control was therefore an

attack upon soil conservation, an unpatriotic thing tp do, 2
Thus several of these issues can be summarized as
centralization opposed to state or individual

fre~dom.

The

"over-shadowing issue" was "whether or not we shall set up
in America •••••• a government with vast and centralized
authority over the economic 1 ife of the nation". 3 This
statement seems to the writer to put the problem concisely.
In an increasingly complex society such as ours, and as
vast and diverse as ours, states and sections no longer
stand out as semi-economic entities.
seeks to avoid chaos.

Man instinctively

And i f the central authority can

maintain order, insure progress, and guarantee security,
thE~the

tendency is to let it do it.

The fear that this

accumulation of authority may ultimately overreach democratic usages is also well-founded.

The question, then,

that confronts our people today, is not that there should

'-t

1 As reported in St. Louis Post-Dispatch, September 26, 1936.
2 Ibid.
3 St. Louis Post-Dispatch, September 29, as quoted in
Amer~can Observer, October 13, 1936.

·' '
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be no additional delegation of authority to Washington,
but rather to determine which functions the f'ederal
government must perform and which the states might perform,
given the will and the means to do so.
Thus all the talk of the revival of the N R A, of the
federal government as a manufacturer of power, in addition
to the cases I have discussed, were basically the same issue

i

•"

of the extension of tbe federal powers.

So also were

Governor Landon's

of free enter-

oft~repeated ~octrines

prise versus government control and ''the American way of
life",

.

I'•

Individualism dies hard in America.
Near Issues

t-

There were two matters that approached the status of
issues but did not quite reach it.

One was the means of

maintaining peace, the other was the participation of
government in the production and sale of electric power.
The
peace

President's position as to the means of maintaining
V>l8.S

well known.

He believed that peace could be

maintained only by the observance of strict neutrality,
even to the point of commercial non-intercourse.
absence of any

f~D.reign

In the

·war of considerable dimensions

whose profits would tempt the American pocketbook, the
nation undoubtedly supported his course.
ity of Americans undoubtedly desire peace.

The great majorGovernor Land~,

of course, recognized this, and assured the people that he,
himself, was of like mind.

He would have the nation

neutral but he insisted that we should demand the tradi-
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tional rights of neutrals to trade with whomever we wished.
In his Indianapolis speech on foreign relations, delivered
October 24, he said: 1
Specific pledges not to go to war under any condition, risk
encouraging belligerents to attempt aggression which would,
in fact, precipitate us into war. In view of our enormous
potential strength, demonstrated in 1917 and 1918, I believe
hereafter nations vdll be reluctant to violate any neutral
rights upon which we insist.
.;

~

Needless to say the opposition press attacked this and
similar staterr.ents in his speech. 2 Had this speech been

'{

made earlier in the campaign the Administration might have

, li

taken serious issue

with Governor Landon.

But the contest

was drawing to a close and there was no time for it.

On

the other hand, it is conceivable that the Administ.r ation
would not have debated a point that at best is involved
and loaded with political dynamite.
The power issue was kept beneath the surface during
campaign.

t~e

Neither President Roosevelt nor Governor Landon

cared to raise it, involving as it did some very disagreeable
impli cations.
But "Although it has not been raised in the campaign
which is now drawing to a close, it nevertheless lurks
behind the scenes and is al most certain to come into the
open soon after election day. 113
Everyone, nevertheless, felt that he knew how WIT.
1
i
i

l

Roosevelt stood on the federal production and sale of pow~ . .
1 As reported in Sacramento Union, October 25, 1936.
2 Editorial, New York Post, October 26, 1936; Hugh S.
Johnson in New York world-Telegram, October 27, 1936.
3 American Observer, November 2, 1936.
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Eis oft-repeated "yardstick" assertions convinced the
Amer ican people that he stood for an extension of the
pr i nciple.

However, his conference with certain power

execut ives in September convinced many people that he did
not care to have it na de a campaign issue because he
conveyed the impression that he was at least willi ng to have
the g overnment consider the claims of the private industries.
In his Columbus Day speech in Denver, the President
had a wonderf ul op p ortunit y to 1;1ay

som~ thin g

when he mentioned the Fort Pe ck Dam.

about power

But h e did not.

1

Neithe r did Governor Land on care to discuss the
federal g overnment in it s relation to power production.

At

Columbus, Ohio, he made a short dinner speech on conserva t ion p olicies. 2
spe ec h .

There ' 'ras little tha t was definite in the

But the re ader does g et the impression that he

f a vored water conserva tion .
it.

In fact, he was known to favor

But at Columbus he didn't say anythi ng about p ower.

~:ve r y one

1-:n ows , or should know , that the g re a t majori t y of

wat e r conserva tion p roje cts ar e insepar a bly linlced wi tl1
p ov.re r p roducti on .

Also !nost of the l a rge ·water proje cts are

either interstate in s cop e or a re fi nanced by federal funds.
i.'J ho is g oing to handle this con stitutionally legal by- p roduct,
~) 01/l er --na ti on,

sta te, or priv a te industry?

It woul d appear,

h oweve r, that he was willing to have the states engage in.._,
Llmi cipal ownership of utilities.

On e p aper quo ted him as

1 Spe ech as reported in Nev·r Yo r k Post, Octobe r 12, 1 936 .
2

As reported in Milwaukee J ournal , October 11, 1 936.

-~

--

- - ·- ·
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saying:

1

I have always been in favor of public ownership as a gun
behind the door in the adjustment of proper and fair
utility rates. I have always felt that states that have
good municipal ownership laws and consequently good
municipal plants were in the best position to negotiate
for lower rates.
This, of course, was a reasonably safe statement to make
and was entirely consistent with the Republican stand on
state rights,
Another source reported Governor Landon a s beinS. iu
favor of the st. Lawrence seaway project.

He avoided any

commitment on the proposed treaty with Canada and hence
evaded the federal povter project associated with it. 2
Thus two vital questions before the American people
were soft-pedaled lest unwelcome political repercussions
result, in other words, the loss of votes.

Generalizing,

the writer concludes that no politician raises an issue
unless he believes he holds the upper hand or unless he
believes he is lost in any event.
Fake "Issues tt
Finally, as in all campaigns, there were the fake
"issues", political sparring trying to find openings in
the opponent's defense. They were all raised by the Republicans because they had no other recourse than to hunt for
weaknesses in the opposition.

I
I
!

t

t

1

New York Post, October 26, 1936. Unfortunately the Post
did nor-say where Governor Landon made this statemenr--and the writer was unable to locate the source.

2 "News Behind ·the News", Sac ramen to Bee , October 13 , 1936.
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Instead of offering a conc rete remedy for relieving
uneruploymen t, the Republic ans assailed the Administration
for waste, extravagance, and unnecessary expenditures,
particularly in t he administra tion of relief. 1 The Morning
Sun of Bal timore 2 accused it. of adding to the number on
the federal pay roll at the time Mr. Roosevelt asserted
the re was noticeable recovery .
The Republicans, Governor Landon included, also became
exceedingl;r alarmed over t axes, "conceal ed'' or rthiQ,den" and
otherwise.

As I discussed under another hea.ding

( ~ep uolic~n

Campaign Tactics) much lit erature and many spectacular
devices were used to call the attention to this pha.s e.
Yet the amusing thing about all 0f them was that they were
verbosely, even elo quently and passionately, vague as to

.

just vb o imposed the hidden taxes,

The inference was, of

'~

course, that Mr. Roosevelt's program was responsible.

Yet

no definition of "indirect" taxes was attempted nor did
anyone undertake to point out which of them could be
eliminated. 3 The whole atta ck was a splendid example of
t he operation of the psychology of suggestion.
The attempt to link Hr. Roosevelt with Communism was
the most reprehensible phase of the campaign.

By persistent

hamme ring Hamilton and Hearst and lesser politicians and
pub lishers finally forced ILr. Roosevelt into making a
1
2

Edi torial, New York World-Telegram, October 12, 1936.
Edi torial, October 2, 1 936 .

3 Editorial, New York Times, September 18, 1936.

-----

· f'~

spec~

· 1•
c d en~a

a ccusations.

1
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The denial, however, did not quiet the

The Presi dent did not refer to the charges

again.
Finally, there was some attempt to make an issue out of
t he alleged stirring up of class hatreds and racial and religious prejudice.

The Republicans accused the Democrats of

appealing to class distinctions • . And in a press conference
discussing racial and religious intolerance, Governor Landon
'1

said that "there can be a suspicion that the Democratic party
is not above reproach tor attempting to misrepresent my
position. n 2 It was so obvious to everyone that neither lV"l i'.
Roosevelt nor Governor Landon would knowingly encoura ge
r a cial or religious prejudice that not much credence was
placed in the charges.
However, on the deep issue of racial and political
equality neither candidate would express himself. Mr. Landon
was against lynching, but not a gains t political inequality
south of the Ma son and Dixon line. Neither was Mr. Roosevelt.
Freedom of speech, likewise nice to contemplate from the safe
distance of the Bill of Rights, nevertheless was anathema
when made a practical problem for another presidential contender. Both M.r. Roosevelt and Governor Landon were silent on
t he denial of the public platform to Earl Browder in Terre Haute .3
1 Speech at Syracuse, New York, September 29, 1936, as
reported in Sacramento Bee, September 30, 1936.
2 As reported in New York World-Telegram, October 1, 1936.

i
l

1

3 Editorial, '"Nell, Gentlemen'?", Evening Sun, Baltimore,
September 30, 1936.
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Thus on many issues that were really vital, freedom
of speech, political e quality, peace, government operation
of power plants, the major candidates were either silent
or evasive.
candidly.

The other issues were not debated fully and
And to make confusion more confounded, fake

"issues" were injected into the campaign.

Yet out of it

all the voters did come to a decision, how much of which
was determined by logic, how much by selfishness, and how
much by intuition, one cannot say.

Oswald Garrison Villard

in an "Address to the Candidates" wrote much in point:

1

And when we hear all your tal k of prosperity or burea~cracy,
when we hear Mr. Landon shout e.b out the American way and
w~. Roosevelt assert his fidelty to the profit system, when
we hear Mr. Roosevelt talk about being a "good neighbor",
and Mr. Landon display his ignorance of foreign affairs,
v;e try to translate it all into the simple terms we
understand -- jobs, security, peace.

1 Nation, 143 (October 31, 1936) 408.
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ClL.'\PTER VI I
S 'r HA;/l P OLLS

H~

THE 1936 CllMPAIGN

Scope
The last campaign tops all records in the use of the
straw ballot on a nationa l and regional scale.

I have no

certain authority for this state:ment but there were several
unsupported as s ertions to t his e ffect.

I know of more than

--

fifteen polls so that it v..Ot.lld seem tha t the Literary
Di ge st's figure of forty in 19 32 , could easily be exceeded
in the last campaign. 1

In a ddition to the u~ual list of

lo cal ballots conduct ed by newsp apers or political headquarters, and such s mall ones as those among college
s tudents, and the pioneer in the national arena, the
Literary Digest poll, there were several new national surveys,
For tun~

magazine came into the stubble field and usurped

t he place of eminence long held by the Literary Digest by
predicting the results to within 0. 9 per cent.

Dr. George

Gallup , young political statistician, enlarged the scope
of his activities to include a presidential election.

He

failed to predict accurately the electoral colle ge vote in
but one state. 2 His popular total, however, fell short by
nearly 7 per cent.

The Crossley poll, conducted by the

Bear st papers, leaned toward Roosevelt, "strange as it may
s eem!'' -- Crossley vms formerl y Resea rch Director for
1

th~.

Literary Digest, 114 ( October 8 , 1932) 9.

2 Dr . Gallop predicted a s sure for Landon, Maine, Vermont
a nd New Hampshire.
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Di g est.

His poll listed fi f teen states as doubtful, but

gave the popul ar vote to l.'J'. Roosevelt by 53.8 per cent.
In addition to the four national surveys there were
several state polls.
a poll in Ohio.

The Scripps-Howard papers conducted

They covered the cities of Cleveland,

Columbus, Cincinnati, Akron and Toledo.
to Roosevelt by a slight marg i n .

They gave the sta te

In Maryland the Baltimore

Sun papers, Morning and Evening, sent a ballot to every
re~istered

voter.

Their poll, Roosevelt 64 per cent, Landon,

36 per cent, indicated quite closely the large Roosevelt
plurality. 1 In the opinion of the same periodical, Maryland may be watched very closely in future elections
..

'
)•

l

I

d

,,

because the state has be en
elected since 1892.

The

c~rried

~

Roosevelt by 63,7 per cent.

York

by every president

~

The Salt

found New York for

~ake

Tribune polled

more or less of Utah.2
In the rural areas the American Press Association and
Publishers' Autocaster Service

organiz~d

3000 weeklies into

a poll.

On October 21 this "grass roots" poll showed
Landon ahead with 367 electoral votes. 3 The FarM Journal's
"farm to farm" straw vote covered thirty states, omitting
the South and most of the mountain states.

On October 19

it showed a popular farm vote of three to two for Landon.
1 Time, XXVIII (November 2, 1936) 14.
2 Ibid.
3 l::ilwaukee Journal, November 4, 1936.
4 Springfield Republican, October 19, 1936.

4
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In order to be completely up to the moment the Columbus,

Ohio, Citizen, outdid all others.

It mounted six voting

mach ines on trucks and made a systematic precinct canvass
of the city.
That all these polls showed varying results is not
to be wondered at.

Their methods of procedure varied

~~dely

and from extreme to extreme.

In Maryland the Sun Papers

polled all registered voters.

The American Institute of

Public Opinion and Fortune maga zine used statistical
sampling.

Fortune used only 4,500 ballots in each or its

four surveys.

Numerically it was the smallest of the

national polls and the most accurate.

Conversely, the

Digest poll was the largest and the least accurate.
Statistical Methods
The question for the student is not only how accurate
t he polls were in this campaign but also how accurate
these same polls might be in future campaigns, as well as
to what

~her

public use they might be put to.

As to whether

or not they are beneficial or injurious, in as far as
campaigns are concerned is a proper part of this paper.
Therefore, it is pertinent to inquire into their statistical
methods.

The following s,tatement expresses a comprehensive

standard of measurement:
"Statistical sampling has three elements on which
validity and accuracy depend.
the sample.

(2)

They are:

(1)

Adequacy

o~

The representative character of the

sample, and (3) the method used in conducting the sampling
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process.

Unless all of t hese elements are properly provided

for the results are almost certain to be untrustworthy."l
l\Ir. Roper amplifies his rules by details.

Geographical

areas must be representative, size of the communities must
be considered, as well as the sex , age, and income level of
the voters.
As far as I ha ve been able to determine only Fortune
published a clear and complete statenent of its statistical
methods.

Those I have s et forth in the

Fortune Survey.

discu~sion

of the

They seem to me13t every requirement of

statistical sampling and the results obtaiped by this poll
are remarkable considering the totality of votes.
The

Litera~

Digest used its old method of mailing

about ten million ballots to names taken from registration
lists, city directories, automobile registration 1 i sts,
subscribers, etc.

As I also point out, this procedure

proved satisfactory in years when other factors compensated
for statistical errors.
election.

But it didn't work in this last

It is clear the Digest must change its procedure.

On that point it makes no promise.

It did, however, indicate

tbat it will continue its surveys.
The American Institute of Public Opinion used both
mailing and interview methods.

I do not know how Dr. Gallup

divided up the population as to sex, income, age, rural,
urban, sectional, etc.
by nearly ? per cent,

"'

He underestimated the popular vote
~hich

is too vtide an error.

Had

1 Elmo B. Roper, "Forecasting Election Returns", Review of
Reviews, XCLV (October, 1936) 48- 9 )
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there been a popular plurality of, say, 55 per cent, he
woU.::.d have been nnterially wrong in his electoral college
estimate.

He used only a few hundred thousand ballots,

which many thought were too few.

Yet Fortune used only

4,500 at each survey and was almost right.

It doesn't

seem that 4,500 ballots is an "adequate" sampling, yet the
facts are there.

Was it science or fortune with Fortune

and was the procedure of the American In s titqte faulty?
Past and Future Use
What of the future of straw ballots?
increasingly?

Will they be used

The tr end , of course, is f or increased use.

The Republicans seem to have used the straw ballots as
campaign material to a greater extent than did the Demoorats.
The one they JSed principally was that put out by the
Literary Digest.

From Jorill Hamilton to state district

managers, the Republicans relied upon the Disest's reputation
for "uncanny accuracy".
They told the country that since the Digest was correct
in the preceeding three presidential campaigns it couldn't
be wrong in this one.

Here is an example of many statements

attributed to Hamilton, ''Landon sweep now assured, says
Hamilton.

'Digest' Poll shows 315 to 350 electoral votes for

Governor, he holds''·

1

Small polls here and there show a majority for the New De~-1
carrlidate, other similar polls are against him • .But none of
these faintly approaches the huge volume of the Literary
1 New York World-Telegram, November 4, 1936, in a page
quoting pre-election predictions.
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Diges t poll and its reputation for accuracy. I remember
how vainly we attempted to p rove the Digest polls wrong in
1932 --and look how wrong we were .1
The Digest poll wes, in f a ct, the only one of the four
na tional surveys from which the Republicans could draw any
solace.

Those of the American Institute and Fortune long

pred icted a Roosevelt victory.

Even

Hearst's Crossley

poll had to admit in the e nd that Governor Landon didn't
have much chance.

But the Der.wcrats, judging b y public

stat ement only, relied very little upon the
them.

p oll ~

favoring

The supporting news pap ers quoted them, or not,

depending upon the polic y of the paper.

But if the

D\~est

poll were anathema to the Democrats in 1936, not so in 1932 .
In the latter year Farley saw fit to congratulate the
edi tors on t heir record of accura cy.

In 1932 the Democratic

headq uarters found that t _l e a rithme t ical average of the
forty polls being ta ken in th at year pointed unmistaka bly
to a Roosevelt victory.2

In the l atter part of October,

1936 , Cha irman Hamilton quoted a sta tement made by dames A.
Farley, made on October 15, 1932. 3
sane person ca nnot escape the implication of such
gi gan tic samplin g of public opinion as is shown in the
Li terary Digest poll. I c onsider t his conclusive evidence
as to the desir e of the pe ople of t h is country for a char..ge
in the national government. It is a p oll fairly a nd correctly conducted.

&~y

What , then, is the e ffect up on the elect or ate of this
wh olesa le political use of the s traw ba llot?
1 New York Times , Oct:Jb er Ll ~ 1936.
2 Literary Digest, 114 ( Oct ob er 8 , 1932 ) 9 .
3 New York Times, E..E.· ci t .

Do t hese
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ba l l ots influence t heir fi nal voting?

The general assump -

tion ha s al v.'ays been th a t there is a l a r ge on-the-fence vote
t.ha t tends to swing '>Vi th t h e cro·wd.

So far as I have been

able to determine this point has not b een proved.

At any

r a te in the l a st election the much publ i cized Digest's
r ecord had little apparen t effect.

It may have been, of

course, that the Dig est' s influence we. s offset by the polls
c onducted by Fortune and Dr. Gal lup , as well as by smaller
polls, such as the Sunpap ers' ca nvass of Maryland. .
¥

At

any rate, the politicians think well of them as campaign
ammunition.
'r hese polls also f urn ish p olitica l. he a dquarters with
~

certain types of needed inforwBtion,

They may point out the

'

doubtful stAtes, or a t le a st, confirm headq uarters' estimate
of what are doubtful states.

During this last campaign

the polls went further than b e fore.

They classified the

p opulation as to women, men, f a rmers, old people, first
voters, vetera ns, ttreliefer s ", Negroes, etc.
national canvasses, the
than any of the others.
a c~ u rate,

1~erican

Of the

Institute did more of this

If this t ype of grouping proves

it will give the campaign leaders a better idea of

where to concentrate their efforts.

As a possible, or at

lea st partial, offset to t his is the fact that such polls
make the various classes of voters conscious of their own

""'

strength or weakness and thus render them more difficult to
i.nfl uence by the ordinary met hods of political propaganda.
Thus far the polls have predicted at cross purposes.
Some were right and some were wro n g.

I suspect that t hose
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voters who were not influenced by them tended to look upon
the poll rivalry as a n adjunct to a grea t quadrennial sporting event.

Hovrever, if we may believe Dr. Gallup and the

editors of Fortune the time is not far distant when the
tec hni que of statistical samp ling will becooe so perfected
t hat the polls vdll accura t ely predict the national sentiment.
I f tha t da y comes then t h e question, why a na tiona 1 election,
or any other kind of an elec tion?

That

thi~

procedure might

be used by Congress or l egi s latures to sound public opinion
is a nother matter • 1 But if they should ever take from oc.. r
elections the spirit, the ur ge, and the uncertainty _that
has characteri4ed them in the past, I believe that the
result would be injurious to our democratic concepts.
The Literary

Poll
2
In its first post election is s ue the Literary Digest
Di~est

wanted to know "Vfuat Went Wrong With the Polls?"

Under that

caption . it mde the staterent that "None of Straw Votes Got
Exactly the Right Answer -- V'l hy?"
got exactly the right answer.

Of course, none of them

One of them, Fortune's, came

within 1 per cent of the right answer, which is as close to
the "right answer" as the Digest ha s ever come.
In the same issue the Di gest perforce admitted it was
wrong but rather peevishly replied to its critics.

The

common criticisms were that its ballots didn't reach the
1 Literary Digest, 114 (October 8 , 1932) 39. Quoting
from a radio address by Prof. Walter Francis Wilcox,
widely known statistician.
2 122 (November 14, 193 6 ) 7.

~

15?
"have nets", that a disproportionate number went to the
"Hoover voters", and that too many ballots were is sued. To
all of these the Digest replied.
bases it has always used.

It used the same polling

In answer to the "have not"

criticism it replied that it p'o lled the entire registered
vote in several cities -- and was as far off in those places
as

an~vhere

else.

It admitted that it has always gotten more

Republican replies than Democra t ic and asks why they got
"better cooperation" in what t:Q.ey "have always

r~garded

as

a public service frQPl Republicans" than they "were getting
from Democrats."
mail boxes?

"Do Republicans," they ask, "live nearer

Do Democrats generally disapprove of straw polls?"1

Neither query suggests the answer, according to
Week.

2

~-

Apropos of his forecasting the 1934 Congressional

election, Gallup "soon found that poorer people, unused to
getting mail, would return only 4 per cent of the mailed ballots,
whereas the wealthy returned 40 per cent.

Therefore he.

decided to send more than 200 personal interviewers into
low-income neighborhoods to supplement 150,000 ballots mailed
to high-income districts.

With this method, Gallup came

within 1 per cent of forecasting the 1934 Congressional
1 "For some inscrutable reason Democrats seem less inclined
than Republicans to answer questions regarding their party
preference." Robert c. Brooks, Political Parties and
Electoral Problems, XII, 353, concernlng the Dlgest:Po~.
All the 1936 natlonal polls underestinated the Democrati'c
strength.
Fortune, which used no mailed ballots, came
closest.
2 "Poll: Dr. Gallup Closes a Gao Between People and Government", VIII (Nobember 14, 1936) 14.

----------

landslide."

-·

-
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1

Dealing with the same point that the poor do not respond
by mail in the same proportion as the
Roper

2

~~11-to-do,

Elmo B.

wrote concerning the Digest poll long before the

election that research men are agreed they do not.

He

claimed that a poll conducted by mail alone does not achieve
a proper balance.

He also stated that the "outs" are more

responsive than the "ins".

-

Ooming from the Review of

Reviews, this statement is significant,

Furthermore, this campaign, as much as, if not more
than, any other in the hi story of the country, was e. class
conflict.

The President himself in his speeches, particul-

arly this last one, appealed to the lower-income groups.
The Republicans in their broadcasts accused him of fomenting class hatred.
case.

3

The periodicals assert this to be the

Therefore, the "outs" were stimulated to vote by mail.

So were the "ins", but being unused to mail voting, they did not.
Furthermore, may not the factor of fear have deterred
many people in the laboring groups from unnecessarily expressing themselves, either by personal interview or by
mail?

Those who had nothing to lose by possible exposure

mailed a ballot; those who had a job at stake voted the
secret ballot on November 3.
How, now, can the high degree of accuracy of the
1
2

Ibid, 15.
QE.. Cit.

3 New Republic, LXXXIX (November 11, 1936) 30.

Dig~t's

- ----------

-

.. ... .

previous pollings be explained?
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For the most part the con-

verse of the reasons which explain its 1936 defeat explains
its prior successes.

In 1924 nearly everybody but the farmer

was prosperous, or thought he was.

What political or economic

protest there was, was confined almost entire]..y to the agricultural groups.

1

Nearly everybody was satisfied.

Apart

from La Follette there appeared to be no sooial or eoonomic
danger on the horizon, Therefore, the

upper~income

people did

not form queues at th,e mail boxes with 't:i te~,~ry Itigest ballots
in their hands.

Anti-Republican ballots

we~e

mailed by con-

genital Democrats and minorities intellectually opposed to
Republicanism.

The poor were not

st~ulateq

to vote,

In

1928 the country felt even more secure than in 1924.
In 1932 the picture changed,

The gloom was gathering

around the well-to-do as it bad long since engulfed the poor
and depressed, the middle-class professionals and salary
earners.

Things were getting worse under the industrialist

and Republican leaders.

A cbange or administration promised

, hope to most of the people and Roosevelt spelled menace to
few.

This time the Digest poll recorded Hoover votes from

the dyed-in-the-wool Republicans.

'rhe artie ula. te middle

class mailed their protest ballots for Roosevelt.
time Democrats also voted as usual.

The old-

Thus, a large shifting

intermediate vote, used to handling mail, now stung to actlon
by

1

the depression, balanced the poll.

The poor, the ignorant ,

La Follette received more votes in the Northwest and Far
West than Davis. Robert C. Brooks, Political Parties and
Electoral Problems, page 105.

1 60

and the depressed didn't bel i eve anybody or any party
could help them and so didn't bother to vote a Li,terary
Digest ballot.

Nor, apparently did they bother to go to

t he polls for the i ncreas e o f 1932 over 19 28 was normal.
And in 1936 they didn't bother to mail a ballot back
either, but they voted in greater numbers tmn ever before.
Th is is borne out by the fact that the increase o!' votes of
1936 over 1932 is greater than at any time since women got

accustomed to the polls,

1

Tr ue, the Digest may have dis-

tributed more ballot s t o the well-to-do t han to others bu·t
tha t cannot account for t h eir wide error for the y followed
the · same practice as in previ ous campaign s.
t·
1

unquestionably honest.

The Digest was

1N'hat it did not take into account

was the fact that this campaign was different fr om the
others.

Relatively few voters were "on the fence".

2

They

belonged either to the "haves" or the "ha ve-nots" or "havelittles".

They either believed in a philosophy of social

advance or in that of the status quo.

They were either

against Mr. Roosevelt or they were for him.
of those for him voted on election day only.

.

And millions
How else can

we explain the comparative success of t wo great national
polls, Fortune's and that of the American Institute of
Public Opinion?

Both used well recognized metb ods of
......

statistical sampling, the first employed the personal inter-

..' ..
'

view procedure solely and the second did so in part.

1

See table, Chapter I X: , "The Roosevelt Victory--An Analysis".

2 Of. table of Fortune survey.

.
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The American Institute of Public Opinion Poll
Next to the Digest poll t J;l e one most publicized and
quoted we.s that of the American Institute of Public Opinion.
Its compiler, Dr. George Gallup, is a master of advertising
techni que and naturally enough he has seen to it that the
.Americ an public has heard about his poll.

For the 193 6

campaign he had seventy-eight nev1spapers supp orting his
un dert aki~g ,

-

among them the -San Fra ncisco .........
Chronicle
and
-'._-.;;.._

the Detr oit News.
Dr. Gallup' s career is rather interesting.
born in 1901.

He was

In due time he went to and was graduated

from t he University of Iowa in 192 3.

He took his master's

d.egree in 1 9 25 and hi s Ph. D. in 1928, all from the same
institution .

He was a pr ofessor of journalism and adver-

tising at Northwestern in 193 1- 32.

Jfrom that time on his

career -vvas a dizzy wh irl of resear ch activities and surveys
in the field of advertisin g , both in newspapers and by
radio.

In 1935 he founded the Ame rican Institute

o~

Public

. .
1
0 plnlon.

I have alre a dy pointed out his research methods in
ascertaining voter preference.

In terms of electoral votes

his p oll showed Mr. Roosevelt gainin g steadily from July
11 to November 1.

On the former date the poll showed

229 electoral votes "safely Democratic", and 30 votes in

the "Democratic advantage" column. 2

On the same date

1 Wh o's Who in America, 1935-37, 1 9 , 948.

2 "America Speaks", San Francisco Chronicle, July 11, 1936.

.·l

...--~-----

·-

. .

.
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thirteen states were listed as "sa fely Republican" with a

total electoral count of 99.

Hepublicans were given the

advantage in eleven states totaling 173 electoral votes.
Among these eleven were the big states of New York, Pennsylvania and Illinois, showing a Hep ubllcan preference by not
more than 52 per cent.
But the picture gradually changed throughout the campaign.

On November 1, the Institute poll showed W
x. Roose-

velt leading with a comfortable margin.
election he had 315

e~ectoral

On the eve of the

votes "sure",

Dr. Gallup,

h ov,rever , refused to forec as t fou:rteen states totaling 204
votes, all of which went for lvir. Roosevelt on November 3.
And among these doubtful states were still listed Illinois
a nd Pennsylvania, although they were credited with a 51
per cent Democratic leaning .

The poll listed only three

states "sure f or Landon", lviaine, Vermont and New Hampshire,
Of these three Dr, Gallup erred in New Hampshire, and erred
badly,

Governor Landon was supp osed to get 56 per cent of

the state's vote.

The voters gave him less than half. 1

However, in terms of popular vote the poll returns
did not show ~r.r. Roosevelt's gains in such a striking manner.
The June 7 poll, before the nominations~ showed the Democrats holding 53.5 per cent of the popular vote and the
Republicans 42. 2 per cent. 2

After the nominations Mr.

Roosevelt's popularity slumped a little.

He still retained

1 "America Speaks", Detroit News , November 1, 1936.

2

Ibid.

51.8 per cent of the major party vote.
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On November 1, the

poll gave him only .3 per cent more popular vote than it
did prior to his nomination.

This result is in line

~Qth

Fortune's findings, except that the latter was a much
closer approximation to the actual result.
The question which arises when one considers these two
facts, namely, that neither Fortune nor the Institute
indicated that the President made any

subst~ntial

gain in

popular favor from the spring of 1936 on, iS. this, was the
President more popular all the time than most people thought
he wa s?

It is true ., of cour se , t hat there was a difference

of some six points between the two polls, yet each worked
_independent of the other and both showed the same trend.
The only difference is that Fortune's July poll did not
show the effect of the Republican convention and nomination;
whereas the Institute issued returns every two weeks.

We

cann ot say whether Fortune, if it had issued semi-monthly
polls, would not similarly have shown a Roosevelt slump
aft er July 1 and a subse quent upgrade prior to November 1.
The graph on tbe following page shows the relative findings
of the two polls from January, 193 6 , to the end of the campa i gn.
Another question may be asked in respect to the
Institute poll, would the people have elected Governor
La ndon in July, 1936?

1

would.

The July 11 poll says that they

I do not believe so for this reason:

Since the

final poll was vrrong by seven points is it not reasonable
to _suppose that it underestimated Mr. Roosevelt's strength

~
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by at least several points all the way through the campaign?
Taking these considerations in connection with Fortune's
findings it seems to me that r,·:Ir. Roosevelt was never in any
real danger and that the sanguine air of the ·nemoora tic
chieftains was not simulated but was ba sed on an accurate
evaluation of the will of the electorate.
In addition to polling on a straight Roosevelt vs.
Land on ballot Dr. Gallup surveyed questions relatj.ve to the
campaign proper!

For example, on June 28 he issued the

results to the question, "Are the acts of the present
Admi nistration helping or
were:

'it

hinde.r~ng

recovery?"

The answers

helping, 55 per ce nt ; hindering, 45 per cen t.

question, "Do you favor continuing the CCC?" was
affirmatively.

The

~nswered

He also separately tabulated the yotes of

fanners, women, young people, "relief'ers", and Negroes.
One of the most interesting tabulations in view of the
campaign tactics to rea ch specia.l groups 'was that of the
religious denominations.

These results, published October

10, indicated t hat many of the church groups did not support
the President.

Said Dr. Gallup, "The issues which deter-

mine a citizen' s vote this ye a r are -- on the overwhelming
'

whole -- economic or sectional and not religious".

l

Dr.

Gallup's analysis does not ade quately consider the contributing and overlapping influences of geographical areas

an~

higher income groups.
Fortune also made a study of the p olitical preferences
1 Sa n Francisco Chronicle, October 10, 1936 .
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of t h e church groups,

The followin g table shows the results
Fortune a dmitted 1 that its findin g s

of bot h investi gatio ns .

pa rtly reflect geographic a l divisions and partly the conserva tive outlo ok of som e of the g roups,
TABLE
Den omina ti onal Straw Vote
.American Insti tu.te

Fortune
Hoo sevel t
Ou , o oi
;o

Roman Ca tholics

,. a.

Baptists

7~ .

Zfo

Jev-ri sh
Fet h odists

Landon
34 . OJh

R ooseve~t

Landon

7&/o

~2 /'0
' '1
.<:;

21. 8/;

5450

4"".
o;o,

29 . 9 ~·~

eod
- t:;,70

18%

43%

57%

46~
. I

54%

60.7%

Lutherans
Presbyterians

47.7%

52.3%

37%

63fb

Epi scopalians

41.6%

58.4%

37%

63%

Congregationalists

'- 7"

,..,

62. ~)%

22%

78%

28%

72%

5 (\1
i'O

Re forrned Churc h
Christian Scientists

5 t:. •
<)

'7..010

V/

Fortune's figure s were published in the July issue
and t hose of the Americ a n Institute on Oc tober 10.

Had t he

data been ga thered simultaneousl y t he per centages might be
I

t

i

~

different.

However, wi t h t he exception of the

N~ et h odist

vote the t vvo t a bulations show a c omrnon trend.

"

~

The Fortune Survey
Because it predicted so closely the actual election
1 "IJ. uarterly Survey: V" , XIV ( J·ul y , l £36 ) 148.

'

.. .•

I

....,.

1 67

percentages the pre-election poll conducted by Fortune,
beginning January, 1935, merits some examination,
Roos evelt plurality wos 60.5 per cent.

The

The Fortune final

pre-election survey indicated he would receive a plurality
of 59.2 per cent.
This close approximation of the actual returns merits
a summary of Fortune's method of conducting the survey.

In

the fir st place it divide d the oountry up into seven
ge ographical areas, clos ely following the United States
census divisions,

1

and ap portioned a c e rtain percentage

of the ballots to e a ch section, as follows:
Divisions

Perce~t~ge

1. North East (includes N. Y. and Penn.)

£t Ballots

.· 28,4

2. South East

21.2

3. !t.iddle We s t

20.8

4. West South Central

5. Northwest Plains

9.8
10,5

6 . 1/iountain States

2.7

Pacific Coast

6.6

7.

Within these areas personal interviews were conducted
wi th 4,500 individuals.

2

Men and women were interviewed

in equal numbers above and below 40 years of age.

The

proper ratio was maintained for all t ypes of communities,
rural, urban, etc.
l

2

Fortune,

" ~uarte.rly

In addition, the persons interviewed

'-

Survey, IV" XII (April, 1936) 10.

Fortune, ''Quarterly Survey, VI" XIV (October, 1936) 224.

'

'
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were app ortioned to f our economic levels with the percenta ge s
app ro x i ifl.a tely as follows:

t he _p rosperous, 12 per cent;

the upper middle clas s , 27 per cent; the lower . middle class,
38 p er cent; the po or, 25 per cen t.
l.'l any questions were asked by the interviewers apropos
of the campaign, but t he fo ur which per t a in directly to the
poll, together with the p erc en ta ges beginning with the first
s urve y , January, 193 6 , a re as follows: 1
J!' ort une Survey
n.uesti ons

January April
1936
1936

July
1936

Octob er Election
1936
Percentage

1. Roosevelt's reelection 31,5% 31.7% . 29,8%
is essenti al for tbe
good of the country .

33.5%

2. Roosevelt may have
29 .3
ma de mistakes but
there is no one else
who can do as mu ch good.

28. 4

29.1

25.7

3 . Roosevelt did many
14.1
things th a t needed
doing but most of his
usefulness is now over .

14.1

16,0

14.1

17.7

18 . 3

19. 9 '

22. 6

7.4

7.5

5.2

4.1

4 . Ab out the worst thing

60 .5%

that woul d happ en to
ttis countr y wo uld be
an other Roosevelt administration.
5 . Undecided

Although the Fortune Survey was remarkably accura te,
t aking the country as a wh ole, it does not show such accuracy
1 The October compilation was made a bout two weeks before~
election. Vlhen the findings vmre . brough t up to date as of
November 1, it was found t hat lvir. Roosevelt's percentage
had risen to 59 . 6 a nd Gov. Landon's to 38.1 per cent. Undecided had dropp ed to 2.3 per cent. Fortune, XV (January,
1937) 86.
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wh en one checks its poll on t he several political subdivisions,

Unfortunately it published its findings for

only four of the seven areas.
states separately.
complete check.

Neither did it list the

Therefore it is impossible to make a

Its figures for the four regions are as

follows:l
Roosevelt Preference
Southeast

78.4%

Southwest

ee.o

Northeast

4~.1

Northwest

50 plus

Comparing one of these areas, the Nortneast, showing
a Roosevelt preference of 43.1 with the data given by the
last American Institute poll for those states, we see that
Dr. Gallup came much closer than For tune,

Below are the

American Institute's percentages of major party vote for
l\lr. Roosevelt:
Maine

38%

Rhode Island

50%

New Hampshire

44%

Connecticut

50%

Vermont

39%

New York

54%

Massachusetts

48%

Pennsylvania

51%

Since Dr. Gallup underestimated the vote in the Northeast
it is evident that Fortune was decidedly wrong.

A check of

the other divisions, the Northwest, for example, would also
show a deviation.

Thus by the aid of compensating errors

"-

Fortune was able to boast that it ha d predicted the November
1 "Quarterly Survey: VI", XIV,

( October, 1936) 131.

1?0

3 decision to within 1 per cent.
The Crossley National Poll
Much space was given by the San Francisco Examiner (and
I presume by all the other Hearst papers) to the Crossley
computations.

Archibald Vi . Crossley was formerly Research

Director for the

Literar~

Digest.

This poll is entitled to

some consideration because it tied with the

Ga~lup

survey,

53.8 per cent, in predicting t be final popular vote,

Yet

the analysis of data as present e d by the Examiner ie so
obviously Landonized that it
statements as:

e ~o ites

one's suspicions.

Such

"Landon' s Uphill Fight Analyzed," ''Tide

Swinging", "The question is, can Landon retrieve this lost
ground in time'?

It is still pos sible."

The full page dis-

cussion on November 1 ended with "The election is close
enough to make Landon's victory possible by a concentrated
effort to get his supporters to the polls----------Vote
luner lean------·---" • 1
How impartial scientifically and statistically were
the interviews made'?

I don't know.

Crossley doesn't say.

I would like to leave this short discussion with this
question:

Is it possible that 'Nilliam Randolph Hearst would

authorize a thoroughly scientific survey, and if so, would
he be willing to publish its findings uncolored'?
Phraseology of the Poll Literature
The poll

~Titers

attained a finish and polish of style

1 San Francisco Examiner, November 1, 1936.
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They contributed in no small

little short of perfection.

way to making the campaign a sporting event.

Their language

was calculated to excite confidence in the findings of
each and hope ih the hearts of' the faithful of each side,
the wishful thinkers.

Yet none made an out and out state-

ment that it was accurate.

The Literary Digest made "no

claims to infallibility".

It could not refrain, however,

from pointing with pride to its past achievenEnts.

Thus it

kept 1the road clear for a retreat, but by the reasoning of
what-has-been-true~will-probably-continue-to-be,
. t
'

r

J.

it continued

to the last to give hope and energy to the Republicans and ,
to add zest to the campaign.

·;~

Dr. Gallup

~Tote

as cleverly as any of the rest,

played the game, too.

Here is a typical statement: ,

He

i

~
'

t

~·

The American Institute of Public Opinion is mindful of the
fact that its polling methods, though probably the most
scientific developed to date (the underscoring is mine)
are st~ll untried in a-presidential election. Frankly,
it expects to be wrong in a number of states. 1 ·
Reading between the lines one can see without much effort
that Dr. Gallup doesn't expect to be far wrong.
In the same issue the spirit of expectation and
competition is maintained with the following paragraph:
But tt•e outcome in many other large states remains uncertain·. ·
Pennsyl ve.nia, which was for many months in the Republican
column in Institute polls, now leans toward Roosevelt. The
contest for its 36 electoral votes may be decided by as
smll a rn.e..rgin as one or two per cent of the popular vote.
The Keystone State has ne arly always given Republican
"
candidates a large majority in the past, but this year the
pro-Democratic labor vote has created a new situation.
But no such spirit of restrained self-esteem moved
1 ''.&'1lerica Spealr...s", Detroit r-;ews , IJovember 1, 1936.
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the San Franci s co Examiner.

It p refa ced the final com-

pilation of Archib a ld lvl. Cros s ley with the following:
Herewi th the re sults of t he most unusua l national, L11partial
and s cientific presidential p oll e~e r publishe d , made for
t h is newspaper by the president of Crossley, I nc .l
'ilho co uld doubt the a ccuro.cy of a discussion thus introduced?

Why c an 't the poll a uthors dispense wi th t..'rJ. is compe tit:bnba i ting language?
ed ition style?

Why is it necess a ry to adopt a racy SW1de.y-

:l hy c a n't the y c o!lle i:;o the po~nt , g ive us

some comprehensive tabl e s , and let us draw our own conclusions?
There are reasons, of course .
such methods

stimul~ te

They apparently believe that

readi ng .

Furthermore, they are in

op en competition with e a ch other,

But if straw polls are

eve r to asswne importance as a !lleans of feeling the public
·p ulse they will have to drop what S tewart Edward Wh ite might
t erm verbal "foo-fo-raw", and present their findings in a
manner acceptable to a reasonabl y intelligent American.
Post-Election Comment
A g lance at some of the post-election comment on the

straw polls by newspapers a nd periodicals is interestin g .
They both commend and jeer a t the efforts of the prognosticators.
"panning".

The Literary

Diges~,

of cours e , got the hardest

h1any p eople considered it virtual sacrilege

to question its predicti on s.

Through a n editorial on

election day the Springf ield Republic an sums up this
attitude.

It said, "Alre a dy the 'Digest poll has assumed

unprecedented political si gnificance in Republican campaigning
1 November 2, 1936.

because it favors the candidacy of Governor Landon ••••••
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the Digest poll always ri ght is the real basis today of Chairman Hamilton's forecast of Gov ernor Landon's election."
But the next day r;e find another paper joyously shouting
to the housetops:

"The dodo, hoop skirts, bustles, Nineveh

a nd Tyre, Wooden Indian s , and the horse and buggy and such, had
company today."
"The idea that the Literary Digest" c:ould foretell the
result of all presidential races had joined them in limbo. 1
The

New~

Times, howev er , offered the DtfSeS_t some
2
consolation in the first days of its sorrow:
Let it be said, in behalf of the Litera ry Digest that all
the scientific prognostics. tors were wr ong. - Today we might
just as well admit that a statistical election prophet is
without honor save in Maine and Vermont. The experts who
work with averages and p e rcentages and curves, the cool
calculators who brood over trends and sub-surface forces,
were not much better off than the postcard samplers and sideINa lk buttonholers. The only people to whom. it was granted
to pierce the veil of the future were rough, uncultured
men like national chairmen and newspaper reporters.
And in like tenor we read the following: "Presidential
Polls of Little Value in Pointing to Election Victor."

3

There followed an enumeration of the principal polls and
their final forecasts, together with the predictions of
Chairmen Farley and Hamilton.
I was surprised that the New York Times should put forth
such a thin piece of editorial.

To say that the man who

guesses correctly is entitled to as much credence as the
1 New York Post, November 4, 1936.
2 November 7, 1936.
3 Full page headline, San Bernardino Daily Sun, November 6, 1936.

-
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scientific investigator who forecasts an approximate result
is absurd.

After the election an editor of the Sacramento

Bee told me that many of the employees of the

~

made up

a pool before the election, each person predictin g the outcome. The office boy wrote 531 and won the pool. He and "uncultured" Jim Farley would be on a par with Fortune and the
American Institute of Public

Opinio n ~

The periodical comment was more charitable toward the polls.
The

~Republic,

which had prior to tbe election pointed out

the flaws in the Digest's procedure,

statt;~d

that ''Dr. Gallup's

scient i fie sampling method" had pro veQ. c o:r rect, for on the
eve of the election he had announced only three states "sure''
for Landon. A few hundred thousand ballots caref.ully distributed to a cross section of the voters proved more reliable
than the Literary Disest's random ten million, 1
Business Week summed up the case for the straw polls
2
in an article comparing the various polls.
It was of the
opinion that the polls were far from being discredited
and that they will carry on, making changes in their
technique if necessary.

The article concluded with the

statement that scientific sampling can predict sentiment
but it cannot predict how much of that sentiment will be
transformed into voting action.

That may have been exactly .

the reason why Dr. Gallup's prediction fell short by
points.
1

sev~

Was Fortune more scient i 1'ic -- or more lucky?

~CKXIX (November 11, 1936) 30.

2 November 14, 1936.

20.

-
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CHAPTER VIII
CAMPAIGN FUNDS
How They Were Raised
"As armies fight on their stomachs, so politicians
fight on their campaign chests". 1
No one really knows hOW' much a national election
acttJilly costs.

What with local expenditUl'eS (looal, state

and congressiQnal activities are always ti ed up with the
national program) national committee costs, and the expenditures of organizations and private individu~ls, no exact
accounting is possible. 2 One thing oertat;, however, is
that one costs money and that the money
any sources legally available.

One

mu~t

v~iter

oome from

estimated that

the total cost of the 1936 campaign for the two major
parties would be in excess of $22,000,000. 3
The raising of these huge amounts requires a great
deal of clever manipulating.

The Republicans relied mostly

upon their time tried method of soliciting contributions
from people best able to make them, although the largest
single contribution was made by a Democrat. 4

All in all it

would seem from the news dispatches that the Republican
Committee found it more difficult to raise their budget
1 Time, XXVIII (November 2, 1936}.
2 Dr. M. R. Eise1en, Lecture, "Political Parties and
Elections", Summer Session, 1936, Col lege of the Pacific.
3 Luther A. Huston in New York Times, October 18, 1936.
4 New York Times, October 13, 1936.
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requirements than the Democratic.

The reasons given were

tbat rich Republicans were not contributing w1 th their
former enthusiasm. 1 At any rate, as I point out elsewhere,
the Republicans closed the campaign with nearly a million
dollar deficit.

Because or this tact there may be some

foundation to the rumor, denied by Chairman Hamilton, that
the G.O.P. was broke and discoQraged. 2 Then there was the
letter sent out by W. B. Bell, Chairman of the Republican
National Finance Committee asking far large contributions
"to pay expenses already incurred".

The letter had a post

script attached:

"If you have already contributed, won't
you give us some more help?" 3 Mr. Farley said this letter
~~s

"an open admission that the Republicans haven't a chance."
News stories coming from disclosures of the

~ecial

senatorial committee investigating political expenditures
revealed that the Republicans received both directly and
indireetly some very large donations. 4 Three du Ponts
gave $144,430 to the National Committee and to state committees.

One of them, Henry B. duPont, gave $10,000 to the

American Liberty League.

Geor~

B. Baker of New York gave

$ 5,000 to the Crusaders and $5,000 each to ten Republican

committees.

J. Howard Pew, of Ardmore, Pennslyvania,

distributed $ 61,500 and Ernest T. Weir of Pittsburgh,
1 Ibid.
2 New York Post, October 23, 1936~

3 New York World-Telegram, October 20, 1936.
4 Sacramento Bee, December 1," 1936.
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$47,300.

A. Atwater Kent gave $ 5,000 to the Crusaders and

$10,000 to two Republican committees, and J. P. Morgan

gave $50,000 to ten committees.

There were also many

smaller donations dovm to the 300,000 people who paid a
dollar for a "Partie ipation Certificate".
Organizations, likewise, collected money and expended
it in behalf of the Republican cause.
Coalition of

Americ~n

and Knox clubs of

N~w

The Independent

Women c ollected $10 2 ,721; the Landon
York re ceived $21, aeo. 1

The American

Liberty League up tp October 28 had ooll t oted $424,680 and
had disbursed $466, 674, 2 The National Co=mittee for Civic
Recovery received contributions of $5,000 each tram Harry

F. Guggenheim and from L. E, Phillips of Oklahoma.

It received

other smaller sums as well.
State committees also collected and spent huge sums.
How much they received from or gave to national headquarters
is not clear.

For example, the Northern and Southern

California Republican Campaign Committees received and spent
about $370,000. 3
The Republicans had ways other than gontributions to
raise money.

Like the Democrats they sold a souvenir book

of their National Convention.
~orse

They got a dime for their

and Buggy Club" button, some of which, of course,

went to pay for the button.

More ambitious, however, was

1 ~· Louis Post-Dispatch, November 5, 1936.
2 New York Times, Noveni:>er 1, 1936.
3 St. Louis Post-Dispatch, November 5, 1936.
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their plan to sell a million "Participation Certificates"
for one dollar each.

By the middle of October about 300,000

had been reported sold. 1

A "Participation Certificate"

bad the picture of Lincoln on one side ot the face and on
the other one of Washington, and stated:

"This is to

certify that_______ is a contributor to and a
participant in the work of bringing about a return to the
fundamental principles of our government",
ever . revenue the sale of this

Apart trom what-

cer~iticate brou~t,

of campaign tactics it was good psyoholOJ1•

as a bit

A participant

is always a worker and the more the participants tbe
livelier the organization,
In the art of raising funds the Democrats were apparently more versatile. Chairman Farley introduoed several ·
.novel methods. 2 Starting in long before the campaign
proper on ·J anuary 8, 1936, he held a series of Jackson
Day Dinners.

This yielded the party coffers $300,000,

The Philadelphia Convention book, already referred to,
brought in another $300,000.

3

The so-called "Nominator

Rallies" held simultaneously with the President's speech
of acceptance yielded $500,000 more,
was one dollar. 4

Admi,ssion to a rally

The last large Democratic money-raising scheme was a
1 Luther A. Huston in

lli:.!!. ~ Times, October 18, · 1936.'""

2 Luther A. Huston~ ibid.
3 The New York Times on October 23, quoted Farley as saying
in answer to cmrges of coercing advertisements in the
book that it would not net over $150,000.
4 San Francisco Chronicle, June 28, 1936.

big dinner in the .Penn Athletic Club in Philadelphia.
A. Farley and 1300 others were there.
of $100 per plate.
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James

They paid a minimum

The gross receipts were, therefore, in

excess of $130,000, which was nearly all profit.

Mr. Farley

thought that it was a "great idea", but Socialist nominee
Norman Thomas, who happened to be in Phildelphia next day
commented gratuitously that:

"It seems incredible that

1,300 people would pay $100 for a $2.50
Jim Farley and watch him eat.
this morning

~nd

dinn~r

1 paid 2¢ for

saw a picture of Farley

to listen to

a newspaper

eat~~g -~

that was

enough for me %"1
But, if we may believe the reports, some of Mr.
Farley's methods were not so novel nor so unusual,

"The

Democratic politicians of Baltimore County", said the
Evening Sun, "have put the bee on the firemen to the tune
of $33 each, according to the latest news stories,n 2
Whether the firemen paid the "contribution" or not was not
stated.

Even the teachers of New York were given Democratic

pledge cards according to charges made by Republican State
Chairman, Melvin c. Eaton. 3 There were .also constant charges
that Federal employees and semi-relief

wor~~rs

were asked

to make "contributions" to the Democratic cause.
The facts brought out in the foregoing discussion

.,

support the contention made midway in the campaign that this
1 Time, XXVIII (November 2, 1936) 11.
2 Editorial, October 2, 1936.
3 New York Times, October 23, 1936.

year big money would not buy the Presidency.

l
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At the time

of writing there was a noticeable tendency for the big-money
givers to shorten their donations to the Republican coffers.
The writer was of the opinion that they were afraid to
antagonize further Mr. Roosevelt.

He said that this year,

as always, most of the Presidential support would come from
smll dom tions of friends, and "contributions" of office
holders.

Big money, because of campaign contr i bution laws,

tends to divide up its gifts into several channels, thus
concealing tbe identity of the source.
Nevertheless, there were aome
Democratic cause.

la~se

Like the Republicans they aocepted, and

doubtlessly solicited, contributions,
varying amounts.

qonations to the

Individuals gave in

Whether their gifts were bona fide their

own or whether they were acting as dummy contributors for
an unnamed large donor does not appear in the reports.
The New

!2!! Times on November 1 printed a long list of

individuals and associations that had contributed to the
Democratic campaign.

Among those

lis~ed w~s

J. A. Farley,

$1,500; R. W. Bingham, American Ambassador to Great Britain,
$5,000; Jesse H. Jones, $6,000; :Mrs. Henry Morgenthau,
$5,000; and Fred Pabst, of Milwaukee, $5,000.
$10,000 and one $15,000.

Several gave

Democratic organizations also

contributed to the general fund.

The Progressive

Nation~

Committee gave $55,878; the State .Democratic organization
of Alabama, $34,250; and the International Alliance of
1 Paul W. Ward, "Can the Presidency be Bought?", Nation,
143 (September 26, 1936) 334-5.
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Motion Picture Machine Operators and many others, $10,000.
Many organizations contributed indirectly to the campaign by financing their own activities,

These expenditures

did not go through the National Committee's fund and so
were not a part of its budget.

The Good Neighbor League,

Inc., listed expenditures of $101,603 up to October 28;
the United Mine Workers spent $439,648.

Labor's Non-Partisan
League collected $172,501. 00 and expende d $156,240.00. 1 State
organizations and other groups, such as the Business Men's
League for President Roosevelt undoubte dly spent large sums
of money, all in a ver y real s ense, contributions to the
Democratic coffers.
How the Money Was Spent
At the date of this writing (January 12) it is
impossible for the writer to make anything other than a
fragmentary statement of how these huge campaign collections
were spent.

So far as he could determine from investigations

made at the California State Library, the special Congressional
Committees on campaign expenditures had not at that time
published any official report, either of contributions or of
expenditures.

Consequently reliance had to be placed solely

on press reports which were much more meager for expenditures
than for contributions.
As has been shown above the expenditures of the
national committees, although high, by no means represemts
the total outlay.

The Democratic National Committee in its

1 St. Louis Post-Dispatch, November 5, 1936.
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final report before election stated that it had spent
$3,430,115, including disbursements by Congressional and
Senatorial committees.

Its receipts for the campaign
amounted to $3,541,225. 1 However, News-Week2 reported

Republican National Committee expenditures at $6,223,000,
which was $901,501 • .00 more than they collected.

At· any

rate, it is safe to say that both headquarters spent nearly
$10,000,000.
The above

figure~

affiliated groups.

~e

do not include tno
American Liberty

s~s

spent by

Lea~ue,

~or

example,

reported expenditures of $466,574 up to October 28, for
Governor Landon, and the United Mine Workers, $439,648 for
President Roosevelt.

3

These expenditures are, of course,

among the largest in the campaign but they illustrate the
point that millions of dollars are spent on the candidates
for which their respective headquarters have no accounting.
Then there were the state and local committees in addition
to the Congressional and Senatorial committees.

Lesser .

candidates were engaged primarily in trying to get themselves elected, to be sure, but wherever possib+e, they
associated their cause with that of one of the presidential
nominees.

Thus, in a major ar minor

to the national campaign.

d~gree

they contributed

Writing some two weeks before the

election Luther A. Hu.ston estimated that all state, county,
)

1 Detroit ~. November 1, 1936.
2 VIII (December 12, 1936) 20.
3 New York Times, November 1, 1936.
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city and local expenditures would reach $8,000,000 and that
the Senatorial and Congressional Committees of both parties
1
would spend ~p l ,050, 000.
Mr. Huston estimated the total for
·both parties at $ 22,000.000.

Undoubtedly all expenditures

considered, the total outlay, both direct and indirect,
for the 1936 presidential campaign would reach a staggering
sum if the items could e ver be completely assembled. This,
as Brooks points out 2 i s a· di ff icult, if not impossib~e,
task.
Some estimates have been made of sp ecific expenditures.
I t was estimated that a i r time would cost all parties by
t he end of the campaign about $ 2,000,000.
included all broadcasts.
most of it.

This figure

The two major parties spent the

As an illustration of how costly radio time

is, the Rep ublicans paid NBC outlets alone $90,000 from
October 23 to election, and the Democrats paid $65,000.

3

An estimate put the Republican exp enditures to all radio

companiges at $100,000 for the last week of the campaign. 4
Campaign buttons cost both parties nearly $400,000.

In

a ddition there were such items a s ren t, hall hire, travelling expens es , and the lar ge sums spent on election day for
paid workers and other costs relating thereto.
The cost of a national campaign is indeed large.
1

New York Times, October 18 , 193 6.

2

Political Parties and Elec t oral Problems, XIII, 368-3 69.

3

4

f

I

. I

Much

New York Times, October 23, 1935.
New York World-Telegram, Octob er 22, 1936.

)
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money is undoubtedly wasted,

Yet the induced burden upon

the country at large in terms or time, energy and suspension
of normal activities, is much greater.

After all, the

monetary cost or re-electing Franklin D. Roosevelt President
of the United States for a four year period was little, if
any, more than it now costs to run those same United States
for one day.

)
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CHAPTER IX
CAMPAIGN AND ELECTION RESULTS

The Roosevelt Victory -- An Analysis

AMathematical

Evaluation

There is no question that Mr. Roosevelt received an
unequivocal mandate to continue his efforts to revitalize
the nation and put into effeot policies of social permanence.
It was called 'by the press a "landslide'', a "eweepin6 victory" and other equivalent terms.

At this point in the

discussion it is well to inquire just how much of a "landslide" or how "sweeping" his victory actually was.
Clearly there is but .one standard by which a national
political victory, numerically speaking, may be measured,
and that is in terms of the percentage of the total popular
vote.

To say that Mr. Roosevelt's margin of more than

11,000,000 votes is the greatest received by any president
is true, but is, nevertheless, but a

par~

point to the huge electoral

per~entage,

college

of the truth.

To

the greatest

in more than one hundred years, as conclusive evidence of

Mr. Roosevelt's popularity is also only part of the story.
Under our American system the electoral college vote does
not necessarily furnish an index to the President's strength.
Therefore, since the number of qualified electors is
<

constantly increasing and since the number who actually vote
is a variable quantity the only standard of measurement
that permits one to compare the vote of different elections
is the percentage of the popular vote.

The table on the

'-~~

'
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following page shows the comparative strength of Republicans and Democrats from 1900 to 1936 inclusive.
The table shows that

lmr.

Roosevelt drew only one-tenth

of 1 per cent more of the popular vote than Harding polled
in 1920 and but 2t per cent more than Hoover polled in 1928.
But in 1920 the votes were so distributed that in the
electoral college tpe Democrats got 127 out of the 531.
On the other hand

G~vernor

Landon polled nearly a million

vQtes more than Mr. Hoover did in 1932

a~ d

more than any

other Republican nominee exo ept Mr. Hoover in 1928.

Thus

it can be seen that Mr. Roos evelt's popular recard was
almost reached by two predecessors in the White House.

An

even distribution on a national scale gave him the huge
electoral college vote.

It is also clear that the Repub-

lican Party on its 1936 showing is far from defunct.

Since

1900 the Democrats were beaten vrorse than the Republicans

.
'

twice, and a third time very nearly as badly.
Neither do the popular percentage or electoral college
majority indicate entirely the strength of the re-elected
President.

There is also the political complexion and

emotional attitude of Congress to be taken into consideration.

The latter is a difficult thing to evaluate but the

former is easily enough determined.

If the president bas

the support of both houses of Congress as well as a
popular majority, he is indeed
world".

"~itting

Mr. Roosevelt has both.

lar~

on the top of the

In both the House and the

Senate the Democratic majority is greater for the Seventyfifth Congress than for the Seventy-fourth.

In the House
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PRESIDENTIAL VOTE-1900-19361
Popular
Vote
1956

1952

1928

19242

27,750,778

60.5

525

Republicans

16,680,259

56.5

8

Democrats

22,821,857

57.5

472

Republicans

15,761,841

59,6

59

Democrats

15,016,445

41,?.

87

Republicans

21, 592,190 ..

48,

444

8,585, 568_

28,8

1~6

Democrats

:;

1916

19l z2

1908

~

1904

1900

*

.

54. ,

. 362

9,145, 555

54.2

2!57

1 6,152, 200

6Q!4

404

Democrats

9,129,606

49,2

277

ReQublicana

8,558.221

46.•

254

Democrats

6,409,106

41,_8

455

Republicans

3,433 ,9 22

25,?,

8

Democrats

6, 409,J.:.06

43,

162

Republicans

7,670,006

51.6

521

Democrats

5,084.481_ 57,5

140

Re-oublicans

7,628,854

56,4

556

Democrats

6, : 5 58,071

45.6

155

Republicans

7,219,530

51.8

292

Democrats
Republicans

'lj

Electoral
Vote

Democrats

Republicans
1 920

%of Pop.
Vote

15 t,Z25

I

QJ.~

•

Total Pop. Vote
all Parties
45,650,8 21

59,816,522

56,879, 414

29,022,261

26,705,546°

18,.5~8,7 4 5

15,0 ~il,l69,

14,887,135

13,525,519

13,964,518

1 All figures e):cept for 1936 taken or calculated from World,
Almanac, 1956; those for 1956 from Sacramento Bee, December 16, 1956.
2 In 1912 theProgressive "Bull Moosers" led by Theodore Roosvelt polled 4 1 126,020 popular votes and won 88 electoral votes. In
1924 La Follette polled 4,822,856 popular votes but carried only Wisconsin with its 15 electoral votes.
5 Women vote for the first time in a national election.

,,
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the Seventy-fifth line-up is 334 Democrats, 89 Republicans,
7 Progressives and 5 Farmer-Labor members.

In the Senate

there are 75 Democrats, 17 Republicans, 2 Farmer-Labor,
1 Progressive, and 1 Independent.

1

Truly, the present

Democratic administration has an unparalleled opportunity
for

constructive legislation •
.Social

~

Economic Sigqificance

So much for }the ro.athematioal results of th• New Deal
victory.
Was it

What of the so oial e.Zld economic t ignitioanQe.?

p~ely

the triumphing ot the personality of one man

or was it the triwmphing of a set of princi ples tor which
Mr. Roosevelt was but the symbol, or the agent through which
they could be realized?

Editorial and journalistic comment

immediately following the election throws some light upon
these questions.
William Allen White, senior member of the "Kansas
gang", writing from Emporia, Kansas, on N~vember 5, 2 was
of the opinion that "it was not an election which the
country has undergone, but a political Johnstown flood."
Continuing, he explained:
The dam gave way which has been slowly filling for forty
years, fed by the waters of Bryanism, of Theodore Roosevelt's progressivism, of La Follette's Wisconsin insurgency, of Wilsonian liberalism, of the progressive bloc in
the Senate under the administration of Harding, Coolidge
and Hoover. The waters of the New Deal cover the earth.~
These men, wrote

W~.

White,

~believed

1 Morning Sun, Baltimore, November 6, 1936.
2 Springfield Republican, November 6, 1936 .

. -!

definitely in
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using government as an agency for human welfare".
Roosevelt believes the same thing.
deepened panio seized America.
confidence in self changed.

Mr.

As the depression

The old psychology of

"Great masses of Americans,

particularly those submerged masses began to desire passionately not an opportunity but security".

They turned to

government, and Mr. Roosevelt promised protection.

The

Republican leaders would not heed the ory.ot the "have
nots" for protection and the dam burst in a flood about them.
Thus

1~.

White explained the Democratic victory but he

shrank from certain consequenoes which to bim were inherent
in that victory.

If, when prosperity is returned and

reasonable security established, Americans still manifest
their one time urge for individual
will be satisfied, for it
Deal".

~Y

expres~ion,

Mr. White

be the net gain of the New

But if they do not then much will be lost.

If they

still fear "these 15,000,000 American.s in the minority
will feel that opportunity is mare precious than security".
I have added Mr. White's qualification of his explanation
because he has been quoted with that part qf his letter
omitted.

W~.

White's analysis seems to cover in substance

the more detailed explanation offered by other writers.
Another expression of opinion in somewhat parallel vein
contended that the Republicans went dow.n to defeat

beca~e

of intellectual poverty, that the old time leadership had
. 1

Mr. Roosevelt, it declared, simply approved

disappeared.

'

1 Editorial, ' Morning Sun, Baltimore, November 5, 1935.
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the philosophy of Borah, Norris and Hiram Johnson, that
governmental benefits should be extended to the little fellow
as well as showered upon the big fellow by way of tariffs and
other largesses.

And what inteliect the Republicans might

have mustered would not commit itself.

"The bald and un-

varnished fact is that the intellect ot the Republican Party
is at the lowest ebb in its entire history".
i s shallow in that it does not recognize
t orcee.

This explanation

un~erlring

social

Whether t pis leadership, had 1t existed , would have

coped with them it doe s not s tate.
what Republican lea devshi p t here was
s eemed to expend i t self in

I do agree, however , that
d~ring

multiplyi~g

the campaign

strategio tactics

rather than in seeking statesmanlike opposition ·to Mr. Roosevelt.
As soon as he llad taken office in 1933, Mr. Roosevelt
began to unfold his program to bring about recovery and
national wel l-being.

The program was but a means to an end,

a set of methods through which his general objectives could
be realized.

~is

message to the Seventy-fifth Congress,

above referred to, clearl y indicates that he himself realized
that his re-election was an endorsement of his general aims.
Many of the objectives of the New Deal were either juridically
invalidated or were proved impracticable.

The year 1936, of

which the campaign period was the closing episode, was
devoted largely to a struggle ove.r these objectives.

,
The

election demonstrated that "The objectives ••••• not only remain
but have been endorsed by an overwhelming majority or the

~~
·1 ----~--------------~~----~-~

peop1e". 1
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Those objectives,whatever may be their particular

application as to labor, to agriculture, or to consumer, are .
in reality "justice as opposed to certain social and economic
crystallizations which interfere with justice". 2
This last view is in line with Mr. White's interpreta- ··
tion except that he does not recognize that either Bryan,
or La Follette, or the present Roosevelt bas done anything
more than interpret the needs of the people,

Of tbem all

the President has been most fortunate 1n that he was placed
in a position vb ere he could control to a considerfilble extent
the forces wbich were oonduo1ve to aucoees.
An Analysis
Less philosophically, but more specifically, other
writers discussed the significance of Mr. Roosevelt's
victory.

Most of the details fall within the generalizations

previously set forth.

The following were advanced as

specific reasons for the New Deal triumph:

Jay Franklin,

writing from Washington on November 5 3 l~sted eight things
'J

the people voted against.

Mr. Franklin wrote:

Taking their cue from the charges mde by the Republicans, .
here is what the people voted against when they returned
the New Deal to power:
(1) The rigidity of states' rights as a barrier to
liberal national legislation.
(2) The rigidity of the Supreme Court, of the Constitution or of both in limiting Congressional authority over

1 "1936 in Review", Current History, XLV (January, 1937) 11.
2 Ibid.
3 Evening Sun, Baltimore, November 5, 1936.
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broad national social and economic problems.
(3) The idea that taxation is only a means of raising
Federal revenue and may not be used as an instrwment of
economic balance and social security.
(4) The belief that the Federal Government may not
intervene in basic agriculture, basic industry and basic
credit.
( 5)
The notion that the Federal Government cannot
regulate the hours and wages or industrial labor and has
no power to combat unemployment by other means than the
dole.

(6} The theory that centralized Fed~ral authority over
our larger problems, with a strong execut~ve power to
initiate and direct; liberal policies, is "U.n-Amerioan".
(7) The independent eoonomic sovereignty of our great
corporations and multimillionaires in spite of the National
Governm.en t or the popular will,
( 8) The right of private industry to forbid "governcompetition" in the interest of the people as producers
or consumers.

ri'lent

Interpreting the landslide as an implied thrust at the
Supreme Court, the New !.2!!. World-Telegram said: 1 "The
political tradition that the people of this country do not
want their Constitution and their Supreme Court discussed
is today dead".

It would seem that the President has taken

the same view for in his message to Congress on January 6,
he said: 2 "The judicial branch also is asked by the people
to do its part in making democracy successful."

He made

other references to the Court and a "liberal interpretation
of the Constitution". 3
1 Editorial, "The Landslide and , the Court", November 6, 1936.
2 Speeoh as reported in

Sacramento~.

January 6, 1937.

3 Cf. Mr. Roosevelt's special message to Congress on Febru5, 1937, re increasing the personnel of the federal
judiciary. Reported in Sacramento~' February 5, 1937.

ary
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In the same message Mr. Roosevelt referred to other
matters mentioned by Mr. Franklin.

He said that most people

believe that "the broad objectives of the National Recovery
Act were sound".

It attempted too much.

Even though "the

statute of NRA has been outlawed, the problems have not.
They are still with us".

Apropos of state rights he said,

"That decent conditions and adequate

par

for labor, and just

return for agriculture, can be secured through parallel and
simultaneous action by forty-eight states is a proven
impossibility".

The President referred to many of the

national problems, social security, banking, investment and
others, and the steps already taken
ment and concluded with:

.Ez ~national

govern-

"The people of the United States

have mde it clear that they expect us to continue our
active efforts in behalf of their peaceful advancement."
This speech did not sound like Mr. Roosevelt did not know
why he was re-elected.
In "Letters to the Times", 1

Charles H. Seaver said

substantially the same thing enumerated by Mr. Franklin and
confirmed by the President in his message to the Seventyfifth Congress.

In addition, Mr. Seaver said the people
discounted the charges of dictatorship. 2
Politics Also Helped

'
But other papers were inclined to take a more woDdly
1 New York Times, November 7, 1936.
2 The same view was held by the Springfield Republican on
November 5, 1936.
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view of the Democratic success. The Christian Science
Monitor1 wanted to know how much of it was due to the
President's personal charm and how much of it was "due to
party organization under Mr. Farley?"

Or to extending to

labor, to the unemployed and to the farmer "the system of
subsidies the Republican Party first applied to industry
in the tariff?"

The Monitor asks several more que s tions

but answers none of them.
The §1. Louis Post-Dispatc~, 2 attributes Mr. ~ oosevelt's
success in part to his political

organizat~on,

to "the

mastery of great sums dispensed by the Administration", to
the "great increase in the army of Federal office holders",
and "to the magnetism of his radio voice and mannE!r".

It

adds another element often mentioned during the campaign,
the upturn of business.

The editorial also includes a

thought, not often expressed, but which I think, possesses
validity when viewed in the light of campaign tactics and
group alignments:
"It was not the Democratic party, as such" voiced the
editorial, "that won the election; it was an aggregation of
forces that

~~.

Roosevelt was able to weld together --

farces as unlike as the army of relief recipients, business
men unwilling to make a change, elements

th~t

voted for the

Democratic ticket in the hope thereby of laying the groun4
for an effective Farmer-Labor movement in 1940".
1 Editorial, November 11, 1936.

2 Editorial, "The Roosevelt Victory", November 4, 1936.
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Thus the reinstallation of the New Deal is the result
of a combination of forces.

In this respect the victory

is probably no different from any other political indo.rsement.

Summarizing the explanations offered it may justly

be said that the Democratic strategists did not rely solely
upon the confidence which the American people had come to
repose in Mr. Roosevelt, a confidence engendered oy the
be1ief that he had sincer ely tried to help t b$ ordina.ry man.
In addition they

h~d

employed

wh~tever o amp~gn t~cti o s

they thought would insure victory,
of the President himsel f.

incl~ding

The party mi s ht

so much of the latter element,

the

~ ve

~~~ g onality

won without

With it the victory was

overwhelming and the mandate unequivocal.
And what of the part played by the
itself?

Demoorat ~ o

Party

Did the party win or did the 27,750,778 votes

represent a coalition of diverse elements welded together
by Mr. Roosevelt, .using, of course, the
cratic vote as a base?

dependabl~

Demo-

This question suggests, I think,

substantially the correct answer.

An examination of the

election returns since 1900 reveals that there are normally
more Republican votes than Demoora tic.

Given the proper

circumstances a considerable portion of those Republican
votes will move into the Democratic column or into a
progressive column.

This means, in other words, that

par~

loyalties, particularly Republican, do not mean what they
once did.

"Given the sweeping change of conditions that

has occurred since 1928 as reflected in the election of
1932 the force of this statement may now be appreciated
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fully''.

1

Brooks was referr ir. . g to a quotation that the .

size of the Coolidge majorities pointed to a weakening
probably of all party ties.

Mr. Roosevelt did filDr the

Democrats in 1932 and to a still greater degree in 1936
what

1~r.

Coolidge in 1924 and Mr. Hoover in 1928 did for

the Republicans.

The Republican party is not necessarily

defunct nor is the Democratic party likely to be permanently enthroned.

The small third party vot e in 193.6 gives

force to the statement that prob ably ne ither of the two
older parties is doomed t o disappear,

EaQ~

will continue

to take from the other t he varying, but lar ge,
vote, just as

~~ .

inte~mediate

Roosevelt has done in the last two

elections.
Other Results and Trends Revealed by the Election
Apart from the forces that combined to produce~e
Roosevelt victory certain other results were indicated by
the. election, or were brought to pass because of the campaign or the methods employed.

As yet there is no apparent

indic&tion as to the course the Negro vote in the central
states will take or what will be the future political action
of the farm groups.
The New Position of Labor
However, two other groups were noticeably affected b¥
the campaign.

One of these, labor ,, came out materially

strengthened, politically.
1

Robert

c.

VI, 112.

As was shown in the discussion

Brooks, Political Parties and Electoral Problems,
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of the attempt to corner the labor vote, John Lewis
actively supported

N~.

Roosevelt, and William Green let

it be known that he favored him, a position not usually
taken by an A. F. of L. leader.
Labor's support of the Administration is understandable
for "To a measurable extent, the New Deal represents aims
am ideals for which labor has been working these many
years". 1
Prior to the election the degree of

auppo~t

that labor

would give the New Deal. was a matter of some d,.ispute,
Apparently the Republican high oommand believed it had not
much to lose and possibly something to gain when it
authorized and aided the violent attack upon the Social
'Security Act.

Whether this attack gained votes or not is

difficult to determine,

At any rate, post election comment

is of the opinion that labor did substantially back Mr.
Roosevelt.

"There is no doubt that labor solidified back

the New Deal and that it registered its vote almost

of

unanimously in favor of the New Deal". 2

And who, besides

Jim Farley, John Lewis and William Green, brought this to
pass?

Major George L. Berry,said Richard Barry. 3

"He

organized Labor's Non-partisan League, which set up the
American Labor Party in New York and delivered to Roosevelt
"
1 "1935 in Review", Current History, XLV (January, 1937) 12.
2 Ibid.

-

3

~ajor

36-7.

Berry", Review of Reviews, XCV {January, 1937)
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350,000 votes in that state. It placed w~. Roosevelt at
the head of its ticket. 1
Also, it was the balance of power
in eight other states".

Major Berry is Mr. Roosevelt's

Labor Coordinator, and according

Barry he has thus

tow~.

far been able to avert a complete split between Green and
Lewis.
Will labor continue to be a political bloc making deals
with one or the other major party, or will 1 t unite with
the farm groups as in Minnesota and Wisconsin and form the
foundation for another national party? 2 These two q~estions
are a product of the oampaign.
~Happened 12 · ~

Leftist

!2i!?

The political extremists, on the other hand, were
weakened, temporarily at least, by the stupendous Democratic ·
victory.

The vote of 45,650,821 was the largest ever cast

in an American presidential election.

Yet the number of

leftist votes was smaller proportionately than at any other
time since 1900.

The total vote for Thomas and Browder

amounted only to 273,704, 3 or about six-tenths of 1 per cent.
In 1932 Thomas got 884,781 votes and
nearly a million between them.

Fos~er

Summarizing the fluctuations

of the Socialist and Communist Parties,

11

102,991, or

the~

came to this

1 "Toward a Labor Party", New Republic, LXXX:IX (November 25~
1936) 97 ,8.
2 Ibid.
3 Returns as compiled by United Press, Sacramento ~'
December 16, 1936.

li
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conclusion: 1
In other words, alien ideas or schemes tor remodeling the
American political and industrial system got scanter support from the citizenry this year than at any time· in this
generation.
Yes; but why?

Is it because the American people are

essentially conservative, are at heart individualists?
Probably they prefer a less startling way of attaining their
objectives.

Perhaps in 1932 they were not s ure what Mr.

Roosevelt would do; therefore, nearly a mill ion lined up with
Thomas and Foster, p$rtly because they thouGht t4ey knew
what those candidates stood tor and pe rtly t o
protest vote.

After

1~ 3 2

re $ist~r

a

Mr, Roosevelt pre1ty well eatistied

the liberal and semi-radical groups.

These flocked to his

support in 1938 in order to defeat the Republican oandidate. 2
"The bread basket", explained the Milwaukee Journal,3 was
not "the only appeal in an election whioh has carried all
but two states".

"For more than a quarter of a century the

country bas been asking far a liberalization of government".
The people turned to Theodore Roosevelt, to Wilson, and to
La Follette, but trust busting failed, the war smothered the
liberal ideas of Wilson and "Coolidge prosperity'' prevailed
over La Follette.

Continuing, the Journal quoted with.

l Ibid.

-

2 "In the national campaign as a whole, the drivej: to
prevent a reactionary Republican victory at any cost was
so great that vast numbers ot left wing voters deser te d
their normal party groupings to vote for Roosevelt". -"Toward a Labor Party", New Republic, LXXXIX (November 25,
1936)' 9?-8.

3 Editorial, November 4, 1936.
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approval the Springfield Republican, as followss
The more moderate liberal and progressive elements of "the
left", on this side of the "lunatic fringe", could not hope
in half a century to develop a more sympathetic, more understanding and more competent leader than President Roosevelt,
now thoroughly seaspned by experience -- one can waste a
lifetime waiting for a leader who is ideal, Leaders are
made by circumstances and matured by service. They must be
accepted in order to be utilized or we can have no leaders.
It would appear, then, that a fairly 1 arge number of voters
t urn Socialist when they teel no other

co ~ rse

is open to ·

t l'lem.
~

¥ower

i1l

of

~

Preas

A third interes ting result or the l ast
apparent defeat of Jour nalism.
newspapers and periodicals.

This

c~pai gp

ter~ i~clqdes

was the

both

The overwhelming majority of

newspapers outside the South were

pro-Lan~ on,

The estimates

ran somewhere in the neighborhood of 80 per cent,

John

Cudah y , Ambassador to Poland, stated in a speech in Scranton,
Pennsylvania just before election that "85 per oent of the
newspapers north of the Mason and Dixon line are controlled

..

by supporters of the Republican Party", and that the bulk
of those papers suppressed news favoral;>le to the New Deal. 1
It is undeniable that a partisan press tends· to suppress
news unfavorable to its policies or to relegate it to an
inferior position on the back pages.
A fairly exact count of the papers made on their
"'admitted or effective

editoria~

attitude'" was made by
2
Betty Millard in the New Masses just prior to eleotion.
1 Time, XXVIII (November 2, 1936) 11.
2 Ibid.
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She examined every United States newspaper, including those

ot the South, of 50,000 or more circulation and

~foupd

that

those for Landon had a combined circulation ot 14,347,000;
those for Roosevelt had 6,996,000; those neutral bad
1,551,000".

Thus i f the Southern papers were excluded

from the count the estimate of 85 per oent pro-Landon would
not have been much in error.

Mr.

And what did these papers get tor their efforts?
Roosevelt ,won by an 11,000,000 plurality,
commented upon by several writers.
look at the whole oountry to see how

~e

This taot was

do not neeq to

oomp ~etely, · i~

..

this

election, the voters ignored the advice of the press",

l
•.

In spite of this, however, another journalist was of the
. i

opinion that the radio will not supplant the newspapers
and that they are not on the way to death,

"It is undeni-

able," he admitted, "tllat they have had a terrible licking
and that they are rapidly losing their editorial influenoe". 2
Mr. Villard, of course, also had in mind tlle pro-Landon

majority.
One pro-Roosevelt paper also took a similar view.
an editorial

Ell titled

In

"Reactionary Newspapers Are Dealt

Staggering Blow", the Sacramento~ just after eleotion 3
observed that

~any

of the editors went far beyond what was

1 "The Press Loses the Election", ~Republic, LXXXIX,
(November 18, 1935) 62.
2 Oswald Garrison Villard, "Issues and Men", Nation, 143
(November 21, 1936) 603.
3 November 5, 1936.

.-·
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deo.ent, fair or right in their attempt. to deceive, mislead
and bamboozle the American people".

-

The Bee asked of their

position now regarding reader confidence, respect and
influence, and concluded with two questions:
vThat becomes of public belief in the freedom of the press
when so many newspapers prostitute that freedom to shameful
license?
of the confident and continuous ola~ that L~ndon would
be elected, when each and every one of the publishers
voicing the claim knew his election wa~ ~ossible7

~t

As examples of this failure of a
few oases may be

ci~ed,

Rep~blican

Chicago went tor

press a

~oosevel$

by a

big majority, yet three dailies with large circulations,
Hearst's American, the Chicago Tribune and Colonel Knox's

Daily~ were for Landon. 1
especially one.sided.

In California the press was

In San Francisco the Chronicle and

the Examiner, and in Los Angeles the Times, all papers of
large circulation, were very pro-Landon.

There were also

smaller papers such as the Sacramento Union and the

~

Bernffdino Daily Sun, that contributed their bit to the
Republican cause.

And what was the result?

1,756,836

Californians voted for Mr. Roosevelt and 836,431 for
Governor Landon. 2 Was it or was it not a coincidence that
in the interior valleys where the McClatchy

~

papers

carried a strong pro-Roosevelt campaign his plurality was
more than three to one?
1

"In Chicago the Republican candldate had five-sixths of
the total circulation, and Mr. Roosevelt exceeded his
record-breaking 1932 plurality of 248., 000". ~ Republic,
.QE.. ci:t.

2 Sacramento Bee, December 2, 1936.
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All of Mr. Roosevelt's opposition did not come from the
daily press.
magazines.
Evening
and

There were also the weekly and monthly
By editorial and by feature articles the Saturday

~

hammered the New Deal incessantly both during

long before the campaign.

Libertl, the Hearst pub-

lications, the American Magazine, the Review£! Reviews,
and others, fought Mr. Roosevelt.

In one issue the last

named carried four articles in opposition to the New Deal
and

Mr.

selt.1

Rooseve1t, one of them written by Albert Shaw himThese are all magazines of very large circulation,

read, I would estimate. by not less than 20,000,000 people.
Can it be that people are to a greater extent tban
formerly reading papers tor their news content and ·are
discounting the editorial stand?

It is dangerous to

generalize from meager data but it may be that the American
public is

beco~ng

immunized against propaganda.

At any

rate, to win by a 50.5 percentage of the popular vote in
the face of the massed opposition of press and periodicals
is truly phenomenal.

•.

1 XCIV (October, 1935)
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CHAPTER X
THE CAMPAIGN AS TOLD BY THE CARTOONS

Pictorial corununication is becoming increasingly
common in America.

Long a go the political cartoonists

discovered that they co'.lld convey shades of meaning by
picture that their fellow artists of the pen found i mpossible to impart.
worth 10,000 words,

One picture, it is es timateq, is
1

During the 1936 campaign, as during many preceding .
ones, the cartoonists found much to keep them busy.

Many

of their drawings were very apropos of the tactio s and
issues of the campaign.
following pages the.

The writer has attached to the

cartoon~

.thB: ~

~~

hi,s judgment best

illustrated the course and steps of the campaign from
June to November.

The newspaper source of each cartoon

is set forth on the ba ck of the page immediately preceding.
Wherever there was a possibility that the name of the
artist author might be obscured in the binding that also
is included vvith the source.

l Dr. M. R. Eiselen, "Political Parties and Elections",
SUI:ll:1er Se s s ion , Colle ge of' the Pacif ic, Lecture, July 15,
h l3 6 .
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. . . . . . . ...

,.)

,

J

•

Sacramento Bee, June : 25, 193 6.
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THE FIRST TO WALK

· ..

The Five Renegades .·

.,

·,.

II

li!!! !2!:!f

Times, ca. July 1, 1936.

-
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AFTER THE CONVENTIONS

[St. Louts

S ~ar-TimeeJ

.. . "That ought :to acco.mrnodate the rush'' .

Sacramento Bee, ca. July 1, 1936.
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.Ta

.
~

...•·

.k·~a~'·~· y~_·o:·~u·~r.~~ · ~·'~~-~·()~,r~. c·~~~.~-:: :.~:·;· ~,.·~: Ti·i~·: - ·-,·~-. II
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.

'
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'..

..

.

···=, ·

-San Francisco Chronicle,
.

..

July 1, 1936.
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AS IT APPEARED AT 'mE TIME

I
I

I

. . ·- .- . the Rescue
. Governor
,
Lehman
to
. ·.

·~

Sacramento Bee, July 14, 1936.
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AND AT THE END

'""'\

OUT AGAIN

~

·~ ·

7. •':"..; •'l;•.~·

·

-fJ"'""':>..f~<:''":"

·More Footprints . On Th~·· -s~·nas. Ot -Time ,

~

!2!! World-Telegram,

July 8, 1936.

-
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CRAMMING FOR THE FINALS

WHO SAID SCHOOL WAS. OUT?

l=O~~tG·~
\'Roe~~s -

San Francisco Chronicle, August 4, 1936.

1-'
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TAMMANY AGAIN

Now the ·Tiger Huitt Is

(

t'LL TAKE .... E " .
HELM- 'lou WORK

On-·' ·
' .

II

THf ACCElERAToR.

f

••

,,

'

l

'

J

..

••

:.

,.··

\';:·

~~.

·.'

1,... ••

..

·

. ,

'·I

San Francisco Examiner, June 29, 1936.
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f

There is nothing any 'duller
Than the·· Don'key's native colorOr at least it isn't satisfying Jim;
So he takes his paint and brushes
And, despite the Donkey's .blushes,
He is painting and ~ redecorating him!
·'

••

<;..

•

,,.· ':

~.

.

Under ' Jimmy's deft direction
The political complexion
Of the Donkey has been largely rearranged;
And the striping and the tinting

Of the animal ~re· liinting
·
~
~
~
That the ponkey is~ .considerably .changed!
•

•

,.

•

•

'

1.

,

I

J

There's a gen~ral s~~pl.cidn
.: ·'
'
\
That the Donkey's . disposition .
h
May have suffered fro~· ·a .'. Tammanyistic taint, I
That the tiger-mind is . working , ,
. 'i
· And the .tiger-soul ·i-s :turking ;'. . · '~·:' ;':· . •"
And the tige~ nattlre's un.aerneath'~ lh«! · p~i~t!
,, '-irffiRTON .B RA;LEY

~

Franoisoo Examiner, August 8, 1936.
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MUCH DEPENDS ON WHERE YOU TAKE YOUR HALF

· Crowding Him 0. u .' :. /,

t
:.~.,;,;
.. l . . .

.
I

.FAT Patronage lolls in the Government bed
And grab!J all the blankets in sight.
.\II over the mattress lmheedingly spread
lie. slumbers in dreamy delight,
While Merit, deprived of a rest for his head,
Sits up like an orphan all night.

. t•

.....~

The laboring cle~k ;Who performs all the ·work I
Is a pitiful sight to behold. . . · ·
.
His wages are ~thin while the Io.a fers ··butt in~
And fatten on Government gold. · .
Politi~'l.I mobs get .the Bo<1ndoggle jobs . · · ::'l
. : .: •~~
And Merit is out in the coJd ..·
. . .· George JjJ• .Phatr. ·--. ·. ·
... -

-

·· ---~

Sacramento

~.

September 8, 1936.
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~NO

VIEWS OF THE GOVERNOR'S FIRST SPEAKING TOUR

'Do Tell!'

'

......

..

'"

:

.:....Fr om The

~~World Telegram, August 27, 1936.
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ACHILLES HEEL!

.

.;..

. --

'

•..

_.. ;
,_ .

-~

.

§i• Louis Post-Dispatch, September 3, 1936.

. I
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IN THE DUST BOWL

...,

HITCHED OUTSIDE.

, .. f

~

Evening~'

Baltimore, August 30, 1936.
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~~World

Telegram, September 8, 1936.
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EVERY DAY
'

~HE

GRADE INCREASES.

~York

World-Telegram, September 12, 1936.
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SLIPPING?

"WHAZZAT?" ·

·-· -·-

. , •··· ·-·· :
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.
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'
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§1• Louis Post-Dispatch, September 11, 1936.
By

Fitzpatrick

2 20

"AS GOES MAINE----"

EMERGENCY CALL TO MAINE.

New York Post,
--

September 16, 1936.

By Jerry Doyle
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I
'·

------------~B~R:=I~N~G~I~N~'~'1~11:{~B~A~C~,K~.:_A~.L~I~V~E~!~_____..:..__ _ _ _

=By Jerry Doyle.
.,. .:-

Springfield ReEublican, September 5, 1936.
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PERH APS 'rH:&.Y WILL

BF~

ABLE TO PASf THEH ON ALSO

Crocodile Tears

l

.

'

.

:...

_

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

[Kew York World-Telegra.m .J_ __

,.,
,,,

New Yo~k W o~ld-Teleg.rAm, Septembe~ 10, 1936
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PERHAPS IT DID

Rap! Rap!

.

~

(.

.

'

'i

..

.. '!

•

~·

Louis Post-Dispatch, September 26, 1936.

By Fitzpatrick
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EVEN IN THE DUST BOWL

ONE BUMPER CROP.

~8-a~o_r_am~e-n~t~o ~. October 1, 1936.

2 25
AS USUAL

The Animals Are Loose Again I

.

New York Post, October 2, 1936.
-By Jerry Doyle
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AL MADE A SPEECH

HE'S ONLY A BIRD IN A GILDED CAGE,
A SORROWFUL SIGHT TO SEE;
.
YOU MAY THINK HE IS HAPPY AND FREE FROM CARE, .
HE'S NOT, THOUGH HE USED TO BE. .
-.. . .
'TIS SAD, WHEN YOU THINK OF HIS PRESENT LIFE
WITH LIBERALISM NOW AS THE RAGE.
.
ALL HIS BEAUTY WAS SOLD FOR LIBERTY LEAGUE GOLD,
HE'S A BIRD IN A GILDED CAGE.

-By Jerry Doyle.

!!! !2!! World-Telegram,

October 3, 1~36.
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.

.. ·A DISINGENUOUS . DISCLAIMER,

. '

.~~·'

..•·:it ·

<:'t

..,..

. .

Pe~OmA,.tC

·'FOI..O

i

.

-- ~

\

'

\
.

~-

>

I

,

\

;

.i , .

l ·.) ·; -·.·.

\

I

~

.1

'

Saorame~to ~.

October 8, 1936.
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IN EVERY CAMPAIGN

Politics Makes Strange ,Bedfellows

.

~~':'o~~·-":jlfi!J..':/fl.

.,.:_~;:.:.•.-'~

~· Louis Post-Dispatch, October 2, 1936.
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BOTH SIDES TAKE TO THE AIR

-------·-

<I'

!
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......"""- --. ..... '.

!
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AERIAL BOMBARDMENT.

Springfield Republican, November 3, 1935.

230

VOTE INTELLIGENTLY%
Bouquets To - The Right Of Him, Bouquets To The Left Of Him,..:_

I

( Baltimore Sun]

.

I·

~~Post,

September

~~

1936.

By Jerry Doyle

't..

I

·;

I

.

-•-

__ ,

....J '

-

A ?HASE OF THE SCARE ATTACK

THE PYROMANIAC
'fi.'.

•

r Tr·

'I

231

~~World-Telegram,

September 22, 1936.

By Rollin Kirby
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THE RED SCARE

. HURRYING TO

r

A

FAK~ : FII\E.

.:

.

'

li!! York Post, September 22, 1936.
By Jerry Doyle

23 3

TOO BIG A JOB FOR A · TERMITE.

-By Jerry

Do~

Morning Sun, Baltimore, September 25 1 1936.
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BABASSU NUTS ALSO

Help!-That Lion Will Get Strong And ·Bite Me!!

___

....

_

.:
'

}

'.

I

i .
l

.'

~~World-Telegram,

October 20, 1936.

By Rollin Kirby

l

l

n
t

l
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"A NEW KIND OF FIRESIDE CHAT"

THE :fRICK THAT BLEW

Ul>~

'·

.

. .
;·,~:

.

',

.·.,.

§!•

touis Post-Dispatch, September 27, 1936.

By Fitzpatrick

2 36

VERILY Z AND OTHERS TOO

BEHIND THE SMOKE SCREEN.

Mornins

~.

Baltimore, October 6, 1936.
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YES, I NDEED :

AND GROWING TOO

''Umph!-You Still Hanging Around?" .

Z~f?W~~f~
·({@~@((

' .

lli!!!

York World-Telegram, October ? , 1936.

By Rollin Kirby

I

~3 8

SIX 0 F TrlEM PERW.u\NENTLY?
. . .

~· .

,

~·

..

·- ·-:-·-·r·-· -· ••• ...

THE JURY RETIRES, . ..·

.. .

.:.

§!• Louis Post-Dispatch, October 13, 1936.
By Fitzpatrick

"THE GREAT BALANCING ACT"
.

, THe.. .

8Vb6E.T

NOrBY
REFIISING

NecessARY

AID
TO ()I/ R..

:

....

Springfield Republican, October 18, 1936.

SUT THE ROAD TURNED

rnd

L

yo~ ·GOt tt~~.
~~~o~G
O
. ·1 ~~

D'~bbin's

Waking Up·

240

New York Times, November 1, 1936.
-

24 1

GUIDANCE -- OR CONFUSION?

''Stuck!"

Sacramento

~,

September 15, 1936.

24 2

L

'Where Do . We Go From · Here?'
----------------------------------- ------

·-

:,

'

'\ \ ·...
~

.

St. Louis Post-DisEatch, October 25, 1935.

243

ANOTHER THIRD PARTY IN THE DITCH

. .~(~~·. :: ~:; ::· '
..........
~

'

Li:; c;,c~' ·

"JUST ONE BIG HAPPY FAMILY." .

~York

Times, October 18, 1936.

I

244
AND THEN SOME !

Expensive Whoopee

.·
' j

[S t Louis Best-Dispatch]

. .·. .

'

New York Times, November 1, 1936.
-

245

AND HOW HE TALKED :

VOTER:-"NOW I'LL DO THE TALKING!"

~ ~ World-Telegram, November 4, 1936.

By Rollin Kirby
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QUES TION AND ANSWER
-

-

----+-o
. - ·-- -----·.

-- .~
-\ · . .-. :'- .:·..

.

'

·'

··- ·

- ···- · - - · -· ----·-·- ·•···-- .

. ........_ .. -- --:.·-- - ···

:ERE MUST BE FORCES LOOSE IN THE WORLD I DO NOT UNDERSTAND" ~,

!
I

.

---

New York Post, November 5, 1936.
By Jerry Doyle

2 4: 7

----------------- ------~-·-- ·--·

WHAT MISLED THE G. 0. P.?

THE ANCIENT AND HONORABLE CUSTOM OF YESS ING -THE BOSS.

-By Jer.ry~Doyle.

~:-

---

New York Post, November 4, 1936.
By Jerry Doyle

248

FOR THE SECOND TlME

"OH, SUZANNA, DON'T YOU CRY FOR ME." ·

-San Bernanino -Sun,

November 6,

1~36.

249
THE QUADRENNIAL CLF.AN-UP

"GONE

WiTH

THE

WIND" .
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APPENDIX

:B!x Post Facto
In their meeting in the Palmer Eouse in Chicago on
Dec~mber

17, a sorrowful Republican National

pledged allegiance to the Grand Old Party,

C~ittee

Colonel Frank

Knox was of the opinion that they los t t he fight, in part
at least, beoause of t he ret Y:t' n of prospe:rity and their
fa~l ijre

to

p Q.pul~~ize

harmony in the

tbe is ques.

CQ~so~at ion

par ty,

~oweve r ~

all

w~ e

not

Repre$ m~tatty~ Hami~ton

Fish o! New York bluntl y told them that

~amilto~'s

fignt

on the Social Security Act drove million$ out of the party
in

~he

big industrial oi ties 11, and that "'11he Republican Party

itself inspir ed the sending out of vicious attacks on

soci~l

Security in pay envelopes",l
The Committee re-elected its campaign chairman by a
vote of 74 to 2.

This may be interpreted either as a

vote of confidence or as evidence that no one else wanted
the job.

Hamilton has a campaign deficit of $901,501.61

to wipe out, owing mostly for bill board and radio advertising.

National Treasurer Charles B. Goodspeed spent

$67,000 less than the party's budget of $6,300,000.

Hamilton, therefare, bas much work ahead of him,

Mr.

In addition

to trying to make the party loyalists perform the disagreeable task of paying for a lost cause he has to organize the
machinery for the cambat four years hence.

As chief aide

he bas secured Leo J. Casey, 37, a trained political reporter.
1 Time, XXVIII (December 28, 1936) 11.
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Mr. Casey will be publicity chief and his principal business
will be to watch for Roosevelt slips and exploit them in
canned speeches and other propaganda.

These canned speeches

can be sent to congressmen just as Charles Michelson did
for the Democrats during the Hoover administration.!
For this service, however, he gets well paiq (whether
out of the deficit or not, I do not know).
agreed to
"base

compens~te

The Committee

him $15,000 a year plus $10,000 for

When William E. Borah heard of tnis

e~penses~.

arrangement he was impelled to remark:

"~at,

a~

l under-

stand it, is tbe customary s~lary of receivers".~
The Democrats, of course, nave no party
up.

Neither

~ve

mor~le

to build

they a deficit with which to struggle,

Politically they are sitting on the top ot tpe

worl~.

With

all but two states in their electoral column, with an overwhelming Congressional majority and controlling a well
oiled machine, they have the situation in the palm of their
hand.

But still Jim Farley doesn't seem to be satisfied,

After the election the Democratic Chairman went to Ireland
for a vacation.

While there he sent greetings to a friend

in Washington, "I have all the political fences here in good
repair", he wrote, "Am arranging to send Irish voters to
Vermont and Maine." 3

1 News-Week, VIII (December 12, 1936) 20.

2 Time, ££· cit.
3 News-Week, VIII (December 12, 1936) 20.
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1900-1936

f<LECTORAL VOTE BY ST. .TES
ALj;BAMA
ARIZONA
A.RK,.u\lSAS
Ci>LIFOPJH A
COLORADO
CONd ECTICUT
DELAWARE
FLORIDA
GFORGIA
IDJ,HO

ILLINOIS
I ND:t ;:~~ i~
I miA
KANSAS
.KENTUCKY
LOUI SI ANA
MAINE
MARYL11ND
MASSACHUSETTS
MICHIGAN
MINNESOTA
MISSIS$IPPI
MI SSOURI
MJNTANA
NEBRASKA
NEVADA
NEW HAMPSHIF:E
NEW J ERSEY
NEW MEXICO
NEV'i YORK
i~JH.TH CAROLINA
NUH.TH· DAKOTA
OHIO
OKLARJM.A
OREGON
.PEJ.~N SYLV.tilU J...

RJ-iODE I S LFl~l!
SOUTH CAROLINA
SOUTH DAKOTA
TENNESSEE
TE:X..M.S
UT.iJI
VEFUWJN T
VIRGINI A
WASHINGTON
WEST VIRGI NI A
HI SCONSIN
VrYOMIN G
TOTALS

1900 1904 1908 1918 1916 1980 1924 1928
11
12 1 2 12 12
1'2
11
11
3
3
3
3
3
9
9
9
8
9
9
9
9
13
9 10
13
10 11 2 13
13
6
6
6
6
6
4
5
5
7
7
7
7
7
6
7
7
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
4
6
6
6
6
5
6
5
13 13 13 14
14
14 14
1,4
3
3
4
4
4
4
4
3
27
29
29
29
29
24
:~7
~9
].5
15
15
15
15 1 5 J. 5
+5
13
13 13 :). 3 J_3
15 13 13
1.,0
J,O
10 10 10
10
10
+O
1 3 1 3 13 13 13 13 :p
13
;to
9
10
10
8
10 10
9
6
6
6
6
e
6
6
a .,
8
8
8
8
8
8 1 7
6
1&
18
18
18
15
16 16 1.8
15
15
15
15
14 14 14
15
1')
1?
11
12 H
9
1 '~
11
10 10
10
9
10 to 10
10
17
18 18 18 18 :).8 1e ' 18
3
3
4
4
4
4
3
4
1¥

.¥

8
3

8
3

E
3

8
3

6

8

3

4
10

4
12

4
12

4
14
3
45
12

4

14

3
4
14

4
14

3

3

3

45
12

45
12

45
12

II

5

5

5

23
7

24
10
5
38

:~4

5
24

10
5

10
5

24
10

:36
5
9

36

36

11
3
2;)

4
'Z ' "')
t.) .......

4
9

39
12
4
23

4
04
.1.
0

"

4
12
18

59

12

4
34
4.

5

9
4
1'),_
18

9

4
~
12
12
:20
15
3
3
3
4
4
4
4
4
1')
12 12 12
·75
5
4
6 '
7
7
6
12 13 1 3 1 3
3
3
3
3
155 140 162 435
8
29 2 336 !S2l
88

DEl:liOCRATI C

·~

REPUBLI CJ>N

5

12
20
4
4
12

8
3

5
36

e
3
4

14
3
45

9
2 '~

"'~

6

6

8
3
7

8

12
4
29

14
11
9
11

11

10

10

9
11

5

5

8

8

17
19

17
19
11

11
9

9

15

15
4

4
7

3
4
16

7

3
4
16
3

47

12
5

4

4

24
10
5

26

26
11
5
:36
4
8

11
5

5

5

5

36
4

9
5

9
5
12
20

9

5

12
20

?i

7
12
4
29
14

3

38

n

5

4

4

12

11

20

23
4

11
23

'i

4

"1

4
12
7

4
12
7

4
12
7

1

5

8

13 13
3
3
3
?.. 77 127 136
254 404 38 2
13
13

9
');;:>

47
13

4

7

1932 1908
11
ll
3
3

4
3
11
8

8

3
11
8
8

1::5

12

12

8

3

3

3

87

47 2

523

444

59

8

PROGRESSI VE- 1912 2 1924

